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ABSTRACT
Our society is at a unique time in its history.

We

are confronted with an increasing number of crisis situ-

Traditional

ations to which solutions must be found.

valuing, thinking, and planning have proven ineffective
for solving the demands of modern society

.

Survival of

the human species depends on restructuring our thinking
to include a long range perspective.

For education this

designed
necessitates the incorporation of a philosophy

alternative futures
to explore and investigate possible

and their impacts on society.

development
This dissertation is a beginning in the
Future Studies and its
of a philosophy of Educational
In
education process.
potential applications within the
are developed emthe second chapter, the foundations
the author s belief
phasizing six main premises. It is

••
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that education should:

(1)

prepare students for a world

in which they will live instead of for a world that has

already past,

(2)

include the scope of information and

interrelationships on both
(3)

a

global and personal level,

include skills for creating an awareness of possible

alternative futures,

(4)

cessfully with change,
how to learn, and

(6)

include skills for dealing suc-

(5)

develop skills for learning

develop skills for evaluating

information about the future.

In the third chapter,

the guidelines for the inclusion of Educational Future

Studies in present educational environments are discussed.

Rather than trying to inject this philosophy into a fictitious educational framework, the purpose

of this

chapter is to briefly discuss the interaction of Educational Future Studies with several aspects within the

present structure of educational systems.
for
In the fourth chapter, curriculum is developed
as
Educational Future Studies from both a theoretical

well as a practical perspective.

It is the author's

and policies
contention that change in societal values

educational process. Hence,
can be achieved through the
- theoretically developed
the emphasis is on curriculum
classroom exercises and acin the fourth chapter with

tivities found in the appendicies.
is noticeably absent
The serious study of the future

/•
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from present educational systems.

The survival of man-

kind and civilization necessitates a restructuring of

educational goals
tation.

— the

primary conclusion of this diser-

The final chapter discusses the implications of

this work for further study.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

Once there was a man who lost his legs
and was blinded in an accident. To
compensate for his losses, he developed
great strength and agility in his hands
and arms, and great acuity in hearing.
He composed magnificient music and performed amazing feats. Others were so
impressed with his achievements that
they had themselves blinded and their
legs amputated.
Philip Slater Earthwalk

The present time in the history of man is unlike any
other.

Never before has man developed such

a

capacity

to control his environment and the forces of nature.

The rate and number of scientific discoveries in the
dominlast 100 years has enabled man to become both the

earth's
ant creature on earth and the most dangerous of

inhabitants
the world
Both the problems and the potentials for

of the future are unique in many ways.

Man is in the

natural resour
process of eliminating many of the earth's
the capability for
ces while at the same time developing
In an effort to
producing infinite amounts of energy.
living ever seen on earth,
create the highest standard of
at near-irreversible
pollution problems are increasing

2

rates.

While diseases which have plagued populations

for centuries are being eliminated, the quest for inno-

vation has introduced an entirely new set of health hazards to confront and challenge man.

Much of the progress

and new life styles currently being enjoyed by millions
of people could be severely curtailed or halted by the

elimination and extinction of many of the earth's resources.

Both the complexity and uniqueness of the situation

demand a rethinking of the current approaches to modern
society.

The naive assumption that the 'horn of plenty'

is boundless is a misconception of too many people.

To deal with today's complex and confusing situations,
the earth's potentials and limitations must be better

understood.

Forecasting possible futures and

a real-

ization of the boundaries of growth are necessary require

ments for survival of the human species.

It is not wise,

realistic or even possible to continue our present rates
catastrophic
of growth and consumption without severe

conditions appearing in the earth's environment.

Awareness of the situation is

a first step in the

of the
eventual possibility of avoiding destruction

sensitive to the
earth's resources, of becoming more
reaching other related
demands of the environment, and of
institution exists for the
goals. No better societal
the educational sysrealization of this awareness than

.»
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tem.

People should develop an understanding of possible

alternative futures and an appreciation for the world in

which they live.

The purpose of this dissertation is to

develop both the theoretical base within educational philosophy and possible guidelines within the educational
structure for the inclusion of such a philosophy.
In chapter II

f

the foundation of Educational Future

Educational Future Studies is at

Studies is developed.

an infant stage in the emergence as a discipline specific-

ally intended as a systematic study of possible alternaIn the first part of this chapter, six

tive futures.

major premises, considered by the author to be most fundamental to the foundation of Educational Future Studies,
are developed.
of readings

,

They were arrived at through a combination

courses taken and taught as well as

of other learning experiences.

a

variety

These six premises form

the basis for the remainder of the dissertation.

The second part of chapter II compares this foundation

with the works of several prominent educators and educational schools of thought.

While an extensive study of

dissertation,
each would have been too cumbersome for this
relate to the
aspects of each philosophy which closely

were used. Alfoundations of Educational Future Studies
on the premise of a
though none of those viewed is based
with the exception of Theodore
study of the future
(

r

Brameld), aspects of each educator's positions are
consis-

tent with much of the thought and premises of Educational

Future Studies.
The expansion of the six premises of Educational

Future Studies within the framework of the educational

process is the direction for the rest of the dissertation.

Chapter III develops potential guidelines for the inclusion
of future. thinking in the formal education process.

Based

on the premises of Chapter II, this next chapter is div-

ided into three basic areas of concern for the development
of educational policy.

The intention of this chapter

should not be construed as a blueprint for the design of
formal public education

-

some of the basic concerns which

need to be considered in view of the development of

a

foundation of Educational Future Studies are the focal
points of this section.

Chapter IV deals with curriculum

-

specifically the

development of a curriculum based on the foundations of
Educational Future Studies.

It is the author's contention

that the greatest area of impact in the educational system
is at the teacher/student level.

The classroom, therefore,

impleis the focal point for much of the efforts in the

mentation of Future Studies.

Utilizing the works of sev-

rationales
eral prominent figures in curriculum development,

applications of
for both a theoretical base and practical

curriculum are expounded upon.

References are often made

to several appendix sections containing examples of poss-

ible curriculum exercises for classroom use.

The exercises

and examples range from an introduction of the concept of
the future to students, to potential courses in future

thinking and planning.

For stylistic purposes, the

curriculum exercises have been set in the appendix, but
in many ways they constitute the most significant aspect

of the dissertation.

The implications of the foundations of Educational

Future Studies are the subject of the final chapter.

While most dissertations study

a

particular problem to

reach specific conclusions, this dissertation is open-ended
in its conclusions.

There are two basic reasons for this.

First, the development of a foundation for Educational

Future Studies is unique in the history of education and

naturally raises more issues than it can answer at this
time.

Second, the study of the future is far from con-

clusive because of the degree of uncertainty associated

with the future.

Several issues will be raised which are

of concern to society and for the educational system.

focal
While they could certainly become the subject and

issues
point for dissertations in the future, they are
become familiar
to which society must address itself, and
planet.
with in regards to mankind's future on this
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CHAPTER

II

THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS

History

Throughout man's history, attempts have been made
at forecasting the future.

Legend, mythology and recorded

history have shown efforts in discussing the future developments of societies dating back to Greek and Egyptian
empires.

The problem with most of those efforts is that

they were usually sporadic, individualistic and essentially philosophical or recreational.

This was traditionally

because the best means of studying the future was the
study of the past.

History is littered, to use the military as an example, with the defeats of traditionalist generals who

failed to grasp the implications of new technologies for
the future of warfare.^"

However, such innovations and the

recently so
resulting dilemmas were the exceptions until
But suddenly in

that no one paid them much attention.

military leaders were
the first half of the 20th century,
of possible future
caught preparing for past wars, instead
ones

-

twice in the same generation.

1

Kauf fman Draper;
cators Inc., 1973, p.3.
,

Futuristics"

,

the United Edu

7

During World War II, the American military began to

realize that technological innovation and the wholesale

transformation of warfare had become the rule and not the
exception.

Efforts were now shifted towards this line

of thinking and put into concrete form with the establish-

ment of the Air Force Research and Development Corporation
(RAND).

RAND was chartered as a semi-private, non-profit,

'think tank' and it became the first enduring organiza-

tion ever directed solely to the systematic study of
the future.

2

The creation of RAND and other related think-tanks

had a considerable influence on the study of the future
as a discipline.

The development and impacts of new

technology was the primary focus for RAND, but it soon
became apparent that the effects of new technology de-

pended a great deal on international politics.

Attempts

to forecast the possible future developments of inter-

national relations were found to depend on

a

considera-

tion of many broader social, economic and political
factors

During the period between the mid 40'

s

and mid 60'

private enterprises began to see the necessity for good

2

Ibid.

,

p.

4

•
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anticipatory thinking.

Corporations such as Polaroid,

IBM and Xerox realized that success was as much dependent upon creativity in the laboratory and response to

changing market needs as it was to keen financial and

administrative skills.

Government officials in the

early 1960's also discovered the need for future planning when their simplistic perceptions of society were

inadequate to anticipate the needs of that society, thus

producing largely ineffective strategies to deal with
such massive societal problems as welfare and urban
,

Educators have also been hammered by such un-

renewal.

anticipated forces ranging from Sputnik to Vietnam,
from the formation of teacher unions to the rise of the
drug culture, from desegregation to the financial probFor many individuals and organ-

lems of the 1970's.

izations, the need to anticipate the future has developed out of a feeling which Alvin Toffler describes as

future shock-the distress, both physical and psychological, that arises from an overload
of the human organism's physical adaptive systems and its decision-making
processes. Put more simply, future
shock is the human response to over'

stimulation

'

^

.

Tof f ler Alvin, Future Shock
House 1970, p. 391.
3

,

;

New York: Random

?'
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By 1965, enough people had become both involved in

and employed by this growing area to realize that they

were participating in the possible beginning of a new
discipline.

The term "futurist" came into general use

during this period and in 1966 the World Future Society
was founded, subsequently publishing the gournal The

Futurist in 1967.

This was also the year of the first

international conference on the future in Oslo, Norway.
The World Future Society had grown to over 12 thousand

members by 1972 and it is estimated that there are approximately 2-3 thousand professional futurists in the United
States alone.
The term "futuristic", or that which a futurist
does, came into being for purely subjective reasons.

Other possibilities such as futurology or futurism were

eliminated because of possible inferences to other fields
and disciplines.

For purposes of this paper, futuristics

is defined as the systematic study by basically rational

and/or empirical means of the probable alternative futures
oppor
of human societies and the special problems and

tunities relating to those futures.

The concept of al-

futuristernative futures plays a fundamental role in
tics.

web of possThe future can be viewed as a growing

future tha^ sill
ible alternative paths, and because the

^Kauffman, Loc.cit., p.

5.
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actually happen is a result of both chance and decisions
not yet made, the 'actual' future can not be precisely

determined.

What man can have some knowledge about is the

possible range of choices and their implications as well
as an understanding of possible forces beyond his control

with which he will have to cope.
There have been many times in the history of mankind
that decisions affecting and influencing the future of civ-

ilization had to be made.

The present is no exception.

Traditional methods of solving societal problems are not
The

always valid or feasible in an era of rapid change.

complexity of a multi-crisis situation has only been notic\

eable in the last few decades, and the methodologies and
tools for dealing with many interrelated problems are still
at infant stages of development.

The magnitude of this

situation affects all members of our society.
One can begin almost anywhere in compiling a
list of problems that, taken together and left
unresolved mean disaster for us and our child
For example, the number one health probren.
lem in the United States is mental health.
of almost equal magnitude is the crime problem.
or how about
..another is the suicide problem
the problem which concerns misinformation
^
commonly referred to as the "credibility gap
,

.

.

.

.

commun
Many of these problems are related to the us un
taken
having
ications revolution, which,
problem, unawares, ahd ignited the civil-rights
and mada
problem
leashed the electronic-bugging
the problems
have
visible the sex problem. Then we
which in
stemming from the population explosion,abortion
the
eludes the birth-control problem,
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problem, the housing problem, and the food and
water-supply problem.

Undertaking the task of attempting to solve any one of the
many ills of society would be monumental by itself.

The

intention of this chapter is not to attempt that solution,
but rather to briefly describe several basic areas of concern for the entire globe and some of the issues to be

considered in the quest for appropriate solutions.

Any

one of these areas could be the focus for further research
at a later date.
In the eight sections that follow, each area will

be viewed from opposing perspectives; one which considers
a

'Limits to Growth' position, or a feeling that survival

of the human race will require drastic changes in our

values and policies concerning the earth's potentials, and
secondly, a 'Post-Industrial World' position which rests
on the premis that scientific and technological capabilities can solve all of the problems challenging mankind.

1.

A Basic Model of the World
The position taken by the 'Limits to Growth' is

that the earth is a 'fixed pie'.
idea of what the world can provide

We have a fairly good
-

therefore, the fixed

Postman, Neil and Charles Weingartner, Teaching as
New York, Dell Publishing Co.,
a Subversive Activity
1969, Preface
5

,

.

pie*

(often labeled 'finite pie' or fixed bowl') metaphors.

This is especially true when considering the earth's non-

renewable resources.

There is the belief that people must

share more fairly the limited supplies and space on earth.

The optimistic, or 'growing pie' believers feel that
no one knows accurately what the earth holds or can produce,
or even what new uses can be made of new or old materials.

The prevailing thinking is that, within limits, the more
one produces, the more one can produce.
2.

Resources
Rapid depletion:

Man is rapidly depleting the

earth's food, energy and mineral resources, and even running out of space for getting rid of pollution products.

Many key resources will soon be seriously endangered.

At

present, most of the earth's resources are currently being used as income properties for nations and corporations.

One aspect of this group feels that if resources become

defined as capital properties, then they will be utilized
in more useful ways.

Adequacy:

It will be possible to support at middle

billion
class standards, world populations of 20 to 30
(Current world population estimated at

4

billion people)

per capita for cenat levels of 20 to 30 thousand dollars
largely by util
It is believed that we can do this
turies.

izing only current levels of technology.

?•

..
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New Sources:

A third position assumes that, even with

possible depletion of resources, technology will create selfsufficient energy sources and alternatives.

The elimination

of many natural resources will be worth the investment in un-

limited material and energy capabilities.

Technology and Captial

3.

Diminishing returns:

New technology and additional

capital investment, which are necessary only to extract mar-

ginal resources, are vastly increasing pollution

-

probably

to lethal levels - and are noticeably accelerating the

exhaustion of resources.

The most prominent examples are

the development of nuclear energy and the quest for the earth's

oil reserves.

Absolutely necessary:

New technology and capital in-

vestment are necessary not only to increase production to
desireable levels, but also to help protect and improve the
an
environment, to keep resource costs down, and to provide

economic surplus for problem and crisis times.

This is a

recyclical arguement that money can buy the technology
in turn it also
quired to solve the world's problems; which

creates

4

.

Current Growth
Uncontrolled Cancerous Growth:

A feeling persists

14

that even if the current level of population and production

could be sustained indefinitely, current exponential growth
in both population and production will accelerate dramatically

the approaching exhaustion of resources as well as our ability to cope with pollution.

In short, we are on a collision

course with disaster.

Transition to Stability:

This position is supportive of

a plausible case for a stabilization of world population in

the 21st century at about 15 billion people.

Economically

the gross world product per capita would stabilize at about

$20,000 (more than double current U.S. standards) and gross

world product at about $300 trillion (1974 estimates)

.

This

position does not consider, however, an equalization of the
economic distribution of wealth.
5

.

Invention and Innovation
The pessimistic position maintains that while new dis-

coveries of resources, new technologies and new projects

may postpone the immediate need for drastic changes in the
policies and values of industrialized nations, the delay
will not last long.

It is believed by those supporting this

eventual colposition that such postponement will make the

lapse that much more severe.

New reOpposing sides forecast huge improvements.
growth often produce new
sources, technology and economic

15

problems end crises

many problems.

,

but they can still be used to solve

The quality of life will be upgraded to a

permanently high plateau.

While problems are anticipated,

invention and innovation is seen by supporters of this position as the solution to many of the world's problems.
6.

Industrial Development

Further industrial development means disaster for the
world; especially the Third World countries if they pursue
this course.

Continued growth of highly industrialized

nations would make the situation even worse.

The position,

in this case, is to halt industrial growth in wealthy

nations and to share the present wealth with the poorer

countries

Opposing this position are those who feel that industrial development must continue.

Industrialization of the

Third World will (and should) continue.

It is foolish to

imagine that the rich nations of the world will voluntarily
share to the extent of equalizating and deprivating them-

selves

7.

.

Quality of Life

define in conWhile this phrase is very difficult to
involves the debate
crete terms, the position on one side
One side believes
life.
between growth and the quality of

16

that continued economic and population growth means further deterioration of the environment, destruction of the

geology (particularly of water, marshes and wilderness)

overcrowding and suburban sprawl.

,

In short the evolution

of a society more suitable to automobiles, trucks and

machines than for human beings.
The opposing picture is portrayed as an eventual

high quality of life for all.

Much of what the former

group is labeling as destructive, many others consider

constructive policies.

While there is a recognition of

initial costs (in terms of world tragedy and destruction)
it is placed in a perspective of a potential world future.

The appearance here is for a better world at any cost.

8.

Long-Range Forecast
Emergency!

emergency.

-

The current position is one of total

Unless revolutionary changes are soon made, the

history
21st century will see the greatest catastrophe in the
of man.

Large scale damage will plague the environment and

the ecology in many areas.

Billions of people will die of

world resources.
hunger, pollution and/or wars over shrinking
of harsh authoMore billions of people will be subjects
The crisis
ritarian governments as methods of control.
justifiable as
grave and drastic measures are presently
intensity and hopefully,
steps to alleviate the extent, the

17

the possibility of the future collapse of civilization.

No panic

-

things are going reasonably well.

The 21st

century is likely to see a post-industrial economy and the
more desperate and seemingly eternal problems of human poverty will have been largely solved or greatly alleviated.

Tragic mistakes and much suffering and damage may mark the

historical transition into the 21st century but this is
small price to pay.

a

A materially abundant life for almost

all people is a vastly superior product to the traditional

poverty and scarcity many are now experiencing.
The Role of Education

The aformentioned areas are of vital concern to all of
society.

The construction and determination of policies and

programs which deal with these areas should be done with the

cooperation and participation of all facets of society.

Our

society is at a place in history where an absence of planning
for the future will, in all probability, mean disaster for

mankind.

Educational systems can be a vital and necessary component for confronting these issues-

As an institution,

these education systems provide two main functions.

Firs^,

numbers of
they provide the opportunity to deal with large
formal educpeople. With so many young adults enrolled in

majority of people
ational settings, the potential for the

18

in this country to become aware of, and deal
with the major

issues affecting the future can be realized in the very
near
future.

Second, educational systems provide

a

welcome forum

the discussion of present and future needs.

The formal

and increasing non-formal education opportunities avail-

able to citizens can (and should) serve as an integral part
of policy formulation for society.

Through these educational

systems, people can become active in controlling the decisions

affecting their lives.

Their interaction in societal plann-

ing is a positive step towards an active and future oriented

citizenry.

What follows is the rationale for the development of
a philosophy of Educational Future Studies.

The theoretical

development in this chapter will be followed by possible
practical applications in public school environments.

It is

the author's belief that long range planning must involve the

interaction of many different facets of society to be successful

-

The resulting document is a beginning for education.

Rationale
The theoretical foundations of Educational Future Studies

match quite closely with positions in current educational philosophy.

The purpose for the development of a philosophy of

doctrine as
Future Studies is not to create an entirely new

19

much as to add new dimensions to

a

tion of several schools of thought.

combination and assimilaSince many of the per-

ceptions and concepts inherent in the development of an alternative philosophy of education reflect prior work

,

it

would be incorrent to label this philosophy as being entirely unique.

What is unique about Educational Future Studies is the
dimensions of its concern

— the

future.

The philisophy of

Educational Future Studies deals with the time dimension of
the future in a systematic and wholistic manner.

Since the

author's main goal for Future Studies is a useful, working

knowledge of the future, the development of this philosophy
is geared towards practical application.

However, because

of the uncertainty and unpredictability of many aspects of

futures work, any philosophy of Future Studies will be open-

ended

.

The philosophy of Educational Future Studies rests on

several basic assumptions about the future.

The following

list is derived from much of the work of Robert F

.

Bundy

educational planning consultant at the Educational Policy

Research Center in Syracuse, New York.
1.

2.

The future is a mental construct--an idea it
has no existence except in the human mind.

An array of possible futures are open to mankind; there is no single already determined
line of the future, nor was there only one
historic past that could have happened.

20

3.

The specific social future of mankind that
will actually occur cannot be known with certainty. We cannot have knowledge of the future.
We can only have knowledge of the past
or present.

4.

Conjectures about the future are neither true
nor false. We can only try to determine which
are more plausible.

5.

All possible futures cannot be described in any
point in time.

6.

Man, by his conscious effort, can affect how the future actually occurs; man is an agent in directing the

the historic process.
7.

Thus, the future is influenced by human choices
in the present.
There is a causal and chronological connection between past, present and
future even though this connection cannot be
perfectly known. Trend analysis, therefore, is
an important aid in forecasting and planning.

8.

Without forecasting there is no freedom of choice.
To make better decisions about the future it is
necessary to learn to make better conjectures
about the future
.

The foundations of Educational Future Studies contrib-

utes six main premises to current thought, developed by the

author through a combination of readings, courses taught and
taken, and other learning opportunities.

While these points

are not intentionally weighted, many interrelations can be

drawn between them and, in general, all subsequent statements
are reflective of the basic premise stated initially.

After

upon individually—
an initial listing, they will be expounded

About the
Bundy Robert; "Some Basic Assumptions
Future", 1971.
6

,
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each point being the corresponding heading for the following
sections

Education should:

1.

Prepare students for a world in which they will
live instead of for a world that has already
past.

2.

Include the range and scope of information and
interrelationships from global to personal.

3.

Include skills for creating an awareness of
futures

4.

Train People to be able to expect, understand
and evaluate change and thus to cope with
change
,

5.

Include skills for learning how to learn.

6

Include skills for evaluating futures information

.

.

1.

Preparing for the Future

Education in this country has, for the most part, been
past oriented, even in our most modern schools.

Schools which

have placed much emphasis on and have given much attention to
the present, as in 'current events' courses, generally do not

recognize that what is present for the child today will be

history for the adult who must use that education.

The pur

children
pose of education has historically been to prepare
absent from this
to live effective adult lives, yet what is
education.
adage is a recognition of the time factors in

between the ages
People are considered to be most productive
child o^
with the obvious middle at age 42. A
of 22 to 62,

22
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f

in the middle of his school career, is thirty years from

this date.

Any educational system which makes claims to pre-

paring the child for adult life should provide him/her with

whatever information is available about the world he/she will
live in.

While at the University of Massachusetts, Dr. William
Rojas compiled both a Directory and Syllabus of future ori-

ented organizations and courses, as well as

a list of

other

work being done in colleges and universities throughout the
United States in the area of Future Studies.

Work in this

field of future studies was not limited to education, the doc-

uments included all disciplines involved in Future Studies as

well as individual research being conducted throughout the
n

country.

What is noticed in these documents is the slow

evolution of an emerging field of study, virtually non-existent in the early 1960's, producing its first programs of
study by the 1970's.

Aside from the work of

a

few individ-

uals, however, there are to date only two institutions of
area
higher learning which can offer graduate programs in the
of future studies.

The School of Education at the University

in the United
of Massachusetts is as yet, the only place

teachers are
States where elementary and secondary school
studies program.
being trained and certified through a future

Syllabus and Directory,
Rojas William, Future Studies
Unpublished, 1970.
7

,
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programs are continually evolving

,

however in a variety

of disciplines.

2

.

Global to Personal
The second aspect of the philosophy includes the scope

of education often labeled as the level of awareness.

Over

the next 10 to 100 years, mankind will face a period of very

high risk situations with respect to its own survival.

A

series of severe and aggravating problems has arisen and

created a substantial risk that our environmental, economic
and/or peace-keeping systems may break down, leading to the

collapse of civilization as we know it and perhaps the ex-

tinction of mankind.

This complex situation, encompasses

the areas of world economic distribution, international politics, energy resources, industrial production and consumption,
to mention but a few.

While the details of this 'macro-problem

are subject to intense debate, three assumptions about this

situation can be identified with relatively little controversy,
first
first, the problems are truly global in scope and for the
a
time threaten all mankind; second, the problems are not

and
series of separate problems but rather the culmination

interlinked
resulting crisis of having to cope with too many
these problems
crises at once; and, third, the solutions to

anticipation of the
can only be achieved through long-term
occur before reacting
situation. Waiting for these crises to

.*
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is a general prescription for disaster.

In short the survival

of mankind depends on training leaders capable of understanding and coping with long-range global and systematic problems.

A complementary component to the solution involves the education of the masses to the realities of present and possible
future global scenarios.
In many instances, awareness of global concerns can

only be received if placed on a personal level.

World sit-

uations have many inplications for individual lifestyles, as

evidenced by the oil embargo imposed by the Middle Eastern
and other oil-producing nations.

Other possibilities such as

large scale developments in energy research, severe agricultural famines or breakthroughs in medical research could all have

far-reaching personal effects upon the myriads of lifestyles
and cultures.

It is important to be able to understand global

concerns and, perhaps more important to be able to draw im-

plications to personal situations.

One of the purposes for

University
the creation of the Future Studies Program at the
teachers who foster
of Massachusetts is to develop and train
such skills and understanding.

3

.

Awareness Skills

creating an awareEducation should include skills for
intelligently with it.
ness of the future and ways to cope
today is not only Greek or
The education which is crucial
understanding of the basic probRoman history, but also an

/
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lems and realities which affect today's
society.

Dealing

with these problems, by definition, requires
long term programs and solutions. Education must play an active

role in

the development of strategies and activities to
alleviate

these problems.

The development of a system which creates

an awareness of possible futures as well as the skills to

cope intelligently with them is a desired beginning.
4

.

Coping with Change
Closely associated with the development of awareness

skills is the idea that education should train people to be
able to expect, understand and evaluate change, and thus,
be able to cope with change.

complex.

Today's society is extremely

Change and innovation are occur ing at an increas-

ingly rapid rate.

People's inability to cope successfully

with this rapid change produces an ailment which Alvin Toffler
labels 'Future Shock'.
In our technological society machines have been created

which deal with the flow of physical materials and which will
continue to do so at an ever accelerating pace.

Men and

women must, therefore, be able to perform the necessary accompanying intellectual and creative tasks at an equally accelerated pace.

The efforts to adapt to such continued change

are rapidly bringing the world into an age of electronic

communication

The individual who will succeed is the one

26

who can react quickly to new relationships in an everchanging
reality.

tomorrow

Unless control of this accelerated pace is managed,
s

citizen will have more difficulty reacting to a

more hectic and debilitating rate of change than is noticeable today.

For education a change in the goals is necessary so that
one of the purposes will be to

—

increase the individual's 'cope-ability' the
speed and economy with which he/she can adapt to
continual change. And the faster the rate of
change the more attention must be devoted to
discerning the pattern of future events.
....

Just as it is no longer sufficient for

a

student to

understand the past, it is becoming not even sufficient for
that individual to understand the present, for present envi-

ronments are constantly changing.

Students today must learn

to make "repeated, probabilistic increasingly long-range as-

sumptions about the future.

5

.

And so must (their) teachers."

..

9

Learning to Learn
While there are increasing volumes of information about

future trends and possibilities, there is also an almost com-

plete absence in the teaching of skills for utilizing these
argues
The fifth aspect of Educational Future Studies

data

8

9

Toffler, loc. cit.
Ibid.

,

p.

405

,

p.

403.
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that, while all students might not study the same courses

nor deal with the same facts and data, students should be

trained in certain common skills needed for human communication, social integration and societal anticipation.

There

is need for a shift in "... emphasis away from what is known to-

ward learning the means of finding out what one has to know
when the need arises".
Given the continued technological acceleration, it is

becoming increasingly evident that knowledge is growing more
and more perishable:

today's information can easily become

tomorrow's misinformation.

While this point is not to be-

little learning facts or data for any reason, it is to develop
an argument for learning efficiency.

In a society of rapid-

ly changing jobs and roles, schools should teach not merely

facts and data, but ways for students to manipulate those
data.

Students must learn how to discard old ideas as well

as how and when and why to replace them.

In short,

students

must learn how to learn.
6

.

Evaluating Futures Information
While the promotion of skills in learning communica-

education,
tion and social interaction is essential in all
be devised
skills in evaluating futures information must
For while there is a growin a logical sequential order.

Crossroads of
Adelson Marvin, "Education at the
112.
Decision", Information Technology: p.
10

,

,
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ing development of information banks about the
future, there
is also a lack of training in the development of
skills for
it.

The development of these evaluative skills must

t^ke into account two possible problem areas:

overchoice and

the clarification of values.
In order to interact successfully with society, an indi-

vidual must respond to the series of choices with which he is
confronted.

Presented with

a

series of alternatives, an indi-

vidual makes decisions that are most compatible with his/her
values.

However, when the advantages of the diversity of pro-

duction are offset by the amount of decision making required
in selection, then the situation is one of overchoice.

overchoice increases,
becomes essential.

a

As

clear understanding of one's values

Without such an understanding, an indiv-

idual becomes progressively crippled by having too many al-

ternatives and is constantly tossed about in society like
ship at sea without a rudder.

a

Many young people in today's

society are experiencing this, partly due to the school's

inability and/or perhaps unwillingness to deal with narrowing
the range of choices to deal with.

Today's society is far

from the traditionally stable society of the past with an

entrenched value structure passed on for generations.
individual's set of choices now depends on
value structure.

a

An

clear personal

The development of methodologies for values

simplifying,
clarification, along with practical approaches to

are critical in the evaluation of futures information.
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If the pace of life continues its acceleration,
there is

one further potential problem society must confront

-

man can

anticipate increasing difficulty in making and maintaining

rewarding human ties.

In today's society individuals frequent-

ly change jobs, place of residence, social ties and so forth,

placing an enormous strain on the forging of permanent relationships.

When students complain that 'people can't commun-

icate' they are referring to their own generation as much
as to a generation gap.

The poet Rod McKuen writes that "new

people in the last four days are all the ones that I remember." 11
This point is used to illustrate the need for research into

possible futures and the accompanying methodologies required
for dealing with those possibilities.

While such techniques as T-groups, sensitivity training,
and other short-termed intensive types of group process ap-

proaches have been developed as a means of shortening the
process of relationship building, the effectiveness of these

methods is subject to question.

One of the goals within the

educational structure, therefore, should be to find new ways
to accelerate friendship formation

— or

to help people accept

the social reality of the absence of prolonged deep relation-

ships

.

The above illustration is but a minor aspect of a highly

11

New
McKuen, Rod, Stanyan Street and Oth er Sorrows,

York; Random House, 1963.
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complex and confusing society trying to
effectively deal with
and understand change.
It is the opinion of the author that
survival of civilization as we know it today
depends on a shift
in focus and direction from imitation of the
past towards an

understanding of the future.

In most instances there will be

demands on change in value structures.

As an illustration,

the same change in value systems that allowed the acceptance of

the automobile, must now be challenged again to demand the reof it.

Similarly, education must look to the future.

The following pages are an attempt to compare the phil-

osophy of Educational Future Studies with some of the works
of several prominent educators.

While it is recognized that

the study of the future does not consitiute a major premise
for most educational theorists, components of their philoso-

phies reflect and complement a future-oriented foundation of
education.

The process involved in the selection of educators

was purposely done with the intent to include different schools
of thought as well as a cross-cultured approach.

While the fol-

lowing sections are not designed to include the complete works
of educational theorists, it should be noted that each of

the educators presented is representative of a major school of

thought in educational philosophy.

The educators are all

concerned with change in education and have been intelligently
critical of present systems of education.

Comparisons with

/•
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and support for the development of Educational
Future Studies
are shown
•

John Dewey
Basic to John Dewey's philosophy of education is his conof learning as a social process.

According to Dewey, ed-

ucation is not a preparation for future life but rather that

education itself is life.

"Education is a process of living

and not a preparation for future living." 12

Dewey's philos-

ophy considers each phase of a growing life to be unique by

itself with distinctive needs, qualities and powers.

Therefore,

the organization of study and methods of teaching must be such

that the process of learning satisfies the needs of the in-

dividual

.

The concept of education as being a preparation for life
is opposed by Dewey for several reasons.

'good life'

He feels that the

is not to be used as a vision to be held before

a student as a system of rewards for enduring the hardships

during the process of education.

A second reason is that

Dewey feels that education as a 'preparation for life' is

worthy only if the life envisioned will be there when the

preparation period is over.

He states that "with the advent

of democracy and modern industrial conditions it is impossible
to foretell definitely just what civilization will be twenty

12

Dewey, John, Education Today
Press, 1969, p. 6.

,

New York, Greenwood
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years from now

— hence

it is impossible to prepare the child

for any precise set of conditions 13
.

The assumption here is that the 'preparation for life'
is being defined in terms of a precise set of conditions.

This being the case, then the philosophy of Future Studies

correlates quite closely with this premise of Dewey's.

While

it is understood and accepted that precise knowledge about

the future at any time is impossible, possible and/or probable

futures should be included in prescribing a course of education.

What Future Studies adds to the premise of Dewey is the oper-

ationalizing of the concepts of time and alternatives.

The

philosophical premise around which the author and Dewey disagree is not the design of a precise and definite future (for
this is recognized as an impossible task) but rather the devel-

opment of a set of possible alternative futures to be anticiThe complexity of today's world and the degree of un-

pated.

certainty within it prohibit the

identification of any par-

ticular future, and necessitates the need for an array of

possible futures.

With technological development becoming so

hence,
rapid the need to anticipate possible societal, and

apparent.
educational directions is becoming more and more
the other
To function properly and consistently with

goals which are
facets of society, education must develop

consistent with other societal institutions.

13

Ibid.

,

p.

X.
\

According to
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Dewey, the educational process is primarily a
social process.
The school is:

that form of community life in which all the
agencies are concentrated that will be most
effective in bringing the child to share in
the inherited resources of the race. 14

The author's belief is that unless the individual student can

relate to the agencies and institutions of society in a wholistic manner, the education process will operate in a vacuum
of its own goals.

The goals of education will then be value-

less outside of the education environment.

If, according to

Dewey, the educational process is a social process, then the

goals of education must be consistent with other societal in-

stitutions

.

One of Dewey's underlying themes is that as society grows
so should the education process.

Growth may be defined in

terms of industrial capabilities, intellectual change or the

amount of different systems an individual is confronted with
daily.

However precise or vague the definition, the point to

be made is that just as the development of industrialism pre-

sented challenges to the educational system, so does

a

highly

technical, super-industrialized state present a host of new

challenges for the education process to confront.

Dewey's

earlier works remain appropriate today for even then he recog

14

Ibid.

,

p.

5
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nized that one of the major problems in this country is the
"inability of Americans to adjust their conceptions of education and culture to the terms of the changing world about
them." 15

This position of John Dewey is consistent with the

author's philosophy of Educational Future Studies.

Many of the current problems affecting the nation today
will remain problems unless the interrelationships between

various institutions are understood and dealt with.

As a

brief example, one of the dilemmas in the United States is
the development of effective transportation systems that do

not increase the present problems of energy consumption, pol-

lution and other social ills.

To successfully implement mo-

dern transportation policies one must understand much more
than quantitative transportation data, thereby making it

necessary to broaden our view of the vast impact of trans-

portation systems and their relationships with other aspects
of the society.

The institutions related to and dependent

compreon transportation must be taken into account and a

hensive viewpoint utilized.

In short, a study of the symptoms

problems must be unas well as the causes of transportation

dertaken before solutions will be effective.

Just as societal

studies, so
solutions must develop from multi-institutional
part of the institutions
should education become an integral

15 Archambault,

York
Reginald, Dewey on Education, New

Random House, 1969, p. 35.
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around it.

This interaction of societal institutions is a

fundamental premise of John Dewey and is supportive of the

comprehensive nature of Educational Future Studies.
Jerome Bruner
Education, according to Jerome Bruner, is in a state
crisis, as it is failing to respond to changing social

needs of the society

— lagging

behind rather than leading.

At this point in history and perhaps at this time
in my life I am looking for the social invention,
however radical, that would make it possible for
people to work together on our massive problems of
poverty, urban life, learning to use the technology
effectively.
\

For Bruner, education has a dual purpose of being both person-

ally and socially relevant.

He argues that for too long uni-

versities and schools have ignored dealing with pressing social
issues of the present and the possible future.

At varying

times, education has shifted from sacrificing either personal

excitement for social relevancy or visa versa, while still

prolonging many of the present problems.

"Relevance ... .depends

on what you know that permits you to move towards goals you

The merger of these two factors of the person

care about.

16

Hall, Elizabeth, "An Interview with Jerome Bruner",
Psychology Today Dec., 1970, p. 50.
,

^Bruner
W.W. Norton

&

,

Jerome, The Relevance of Education, New York,
Co., 1971, p. 115
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al

(knowledge)

and the social (conviction)

is essential in

dealing with present changes in education and society.
Our knowledge of the world is not merely a mirroring or reflection of order and structure 'out there'
but consists rather of a construct or model that can,
so to speak, be spun a bit ahead of things to predict how the world will be or might be. A culture,
moreover, equips its members with such structural
models of the world so that they may predict, interpolate, and exterpolate ... .Without such models,
man would not be the species he is.

Bruner's argument reflects several aspects of the phil-

osophy of Educational Future Studies.

In regards to the scope

of involvement education should maintain, the author agrees

with the combined outlook of Bruner's, consisting of both the
personal and extended viewpoints.

When speaking of the goals

of education, one strong point made by Bruner is that "educa-

tion reform confined only to the schools and not to the so-

ciety at large is doomed to eventual triviality."

19

Educa-

tional systems should be an integral part of the determin-

ation of long term societal goals.
J

The personal relationship one maintains with society is

essential in understanding many of the changes occurring withBruner makes a strong case for the personal

in society.

growth of an individual to be included in
ture of society

18
19

— once

Ibid.

,

P.

XII.

Ibid.

,

P.

98.

a

generalized pic-

again, highly consistent with Future
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Studies

Finally Bruner talks of the continual use of advanced
technology as being a definite boon to man's outlook towards
the future.

Increased capabilities of technologies and its

uses are highly desireable and, according to Bruner,

acteristic of man as a species.

a

char-

Without argument, this is

a major theme of the philosophy of Future Studies.

Carl Rogers

According to Carl Rogers, learning can be either meaningful or meaningless to an individual, but only meaningful

learning will result in significant changes in behavior.

When talking about learning, Rogers writes in Freedom to
Learn

—

am talking about learning the insatiable curiosity which drives the adolescent boy to absorb every.1 am talking about
thing he can see or hear or read.
drawing in
discovering,
am
"I
the student who says,
drawn in
is
which
that
from the outside, and making
learning
any
about
talking
I am
a real part of me "
progresses
learner
in which the experience of the
"No, no that's not what I want;
along this line:
Now I'm grasping and comprehending
'Ah, here it is!
u
what I need and I want to know!"^
I

.

.

.

that learning which is
From Roger's statement one may infer
forgotten stuff -cannot
imposed from without-the 'quickly
changes. This argument is
result in significant behavioral
'

that can be taught to
made explicit in his dictum-'anything

Learn, Columbus, Ohio
Rogers, Carl, Freedom to
1969, p. 82
C Merrill Publishing Co.,
20
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another is relatively inconsequential and has little
or no
significant influence on behavior.
Rogers believes

that

if an individual is free to pursue his/her own
interests,

he will naturally develop an interest in social problems,

environment and culture.
Two main criticisms of Carl Roger's position of ed-

ucation are worthy of mention here.

In regards to Education-

al Future Studies, any study of the future by definition dic-

tates in part a study of unknowns, or that which an individual cannot yet experience.

While much of an individual's

attempts to grasp and understand possible futures can be

self-taught (as evidenced by the experience of the graduate
Future Studies Program at the University of Massachusetts)
a

comprehensive understanding of possible futures seems im-

possible in terms of the magnitude and multitude of infor-

mation and knowledge available at this time.

For an indiv-

idual today to have the capacity to be able to discern

avenues of study which are to be most meaningful, an individual would need to possess the capabilities of the most

advanced computer systems.

This is not an attempt to dis-

courage or disapprove self-taught education as much as to

recognize the 20th and 21st century man's dependence on
formalized educational systems

— whether

they are similar to

unique
those present systems or those which might be totally

21

Ibid.

,

pp.

152-3
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in both structure and philosophy.

The second objection to Roger's position involves the

relationship of the individual to the society.

It is not

the case, after all, that education exists merely to serve
the needs of individuals.

There is always a context to be

considered, and the more complicated and fluid the context
the more important it becomes to take it into consideration.

Unfortunately, the learner is not always in the best position
to do this, and so, the schools must assist him/her in assessing his/her role in the context of community, society and

The alternative of leaving the entire matter up to

culture.

the learner, regardless of how self-directed he/she may be,

suggests

a

lack of appreciation and understanding of the

distinction between learning and education.
While Roger's position is somewhat less extreme than
the above, it is founded on an overriding belief in man's

potential for positive growth.

He assumes that, given the

proper environment, the individual will quite naturally
c[

0 V 0 lop the appropriate social concerns and interests.

argument is clearly both tautological and simplistic.

This
In

for
any event, the argument is not entirely convincing,

while it may be true that the results of self-directed

learn

that the results
ing are often impressive, studies have shown
are just as often not very reassuring.

22

Roger's position is

Classroom",
McCracken Samuel, "Quackery in the
(June, 1970), p. 51.
Commentary
22

,

,
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based on much

objective reasoning but his faith in human

nature blinds him to the fact that subjective evaluations
have yielded widely varying results.

Third World Philosophy
Third World Philosophy, by design, coincides quite
closely with the total development of many emerging nations.

With the growing number of independent nations came

a

differ-

ent philosophy for the educational systems of these nations.

For a study of Third World Philosophy, the author chose Tanzania as one of the more noticeable examples to follow.

While

there are many examples within the Third World illustrating

both successful and unsuccessful utilization of a future

-

oriented philosophy (as well as the reluctance to consider
using it altogether)

,

Tanzania is an example of one of the

more successful countries using such an approach.

A pamphlet entitled "Ujamaa

— The

Basis of African

Socialism" first set forth the philosophy for the integration of the educational system with the rest of the govern-

mental structure.

Ujamaa is a socialist philosophy which

was created on the idea of 'oneness' or familiness

23

In

April 1962, President Julius Nuyerre of Tanzania spoke of

Ujamaa as the foundation and objective of African solialism
in the unity of man.

23

Nuyerre saw that

Nuyerre Julius, "Ujamaa
Socialism" p 11
,

,

.

-

The Basis for African

r-
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every man end woman in the country takes up
the challenge (of poverty) and worked to the
limit of his or her ability for the good of the
whole society Tanganyika will prosper; and that
prosperity will be shared by all her people. 24
,

Much of the educational philosophy of Tanzania as represented by Nuyerre is based on lang-range political goals.

President Nuyerre'

'Arusha Declaration' supported a five

s

year development plan which promoted agriculture and hard

work as a first line of development.

"The development of

a country is brought about by people, not money

the

biggest requirement is hard work.... and second condition of

development is the use of intelligence." 2 5
In later works, Nuyerre spoke of growth and change in

terms of educational policy.

His pamphlet, "Education for

Self-Reliance", applied the tenets of the Arusha Declaration
to the educational system of Tanzania.

main areas for education change.

Nuyerre listed three

They were "First, the rad-

ical distinctions within education were abolished; secondly,

there has been a very big expansion of educational facilities, and the third action is to make the schools more Tan-

zanian in content.
4-

4-

.<26

President Nuyerre

's

goal was to initiate

ucational program to change attitudes.

^Ibid
25

.

,

p

Ibid.

,

P.

.

9

a

national ed-

A reorganization of

.

23-31

Nuyerre, Julius, 'Education for Self-Reliance",
p. 48-49.
26
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the content and values within the schools
was imperative.

Nuyerre felt that education should include a sense
of commitment to the total community, and that students
should accept
values appropriate with their desired future as opposed
to

those of the colonial past.

The purpose was to create a

national educational system which is consistent with the
social and political philosophy of the nation.

The paper 'Education for Self-Reliance' highlights

both the problem involved as well as possible solution areas
for consideration.

The major problem areas can be identif-

ied with the following:

The education we are providing at present is basically the elitist education designed to meet the interests and needs of a very small proportion of
those who enter the school system. 28

Tanzania's education is such as to divorce its
participants from the society it is supposed to
be preparing them for. 29
Our present system encourages school pupils in the
idea that all knowledge is acquired from books or
from educated '... .The knowledge and wisdom of other
old people is dispised.30
'

They (the young) fail to contribute to that increase
in output which is so urgent for our nation.

27
23
2
3

Nuyerre, Julius, "Essays on Vocialism"
Ibid.

,

p.

54

^Ibid.

,

p.

55

^Ibid.

,

p.

56

,

P.

59.
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Ibid.

,

p.

52.
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Several general ways are suggested by Nuyerre as
possible so
lutions in these problem areas. They include:

Design our educational system to serve the community as a whole.... the implication for this is
that education given in our primary schools must
be a complete education in itself. 32
We should determine the style of things taught in
the primary schools by the things which the boy or
girl ought to know that is, the skills he ought
to acquire and the values he ought to cherish if
he, or she, is to live happily and well in a socialist and predominately rural society, and to
contribute to the improvement of life there. 33

—

There must be a parallel and integrated change in
the way our schools are run. 34
The basic premise for this philosophy is not only to de-

termine ways on how to change systems, but also to understand
the need for this change.

A unique feature of the educational

design and philosophy set forth in 'Education for Self-Reliance' is the creation of an educational philosophy which is

consistent with the social and political philosophy of the
country.

The integration of these philosophies and the ed-

ucational design serve to provide

education relevant to the people.

a

framework in which to make

Through the educational pro-

towards
cess, change in attitudes and thinking can be promoted
the educational philosophy for the future.

32
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The author used Tanzania as an illustration
of Third
World Philosophy for one basic reason. The
development

of

short range programs is dependent upon the
determination of
long range goals or else the planning is being
undertaken

without consistent direction.

Tanzania is an important ex-

ample of a country which has recognized the need for long-

range planning and applied it.

Long range goals should be

comprehensive in nature and include the interrelationships
of many aspects of society so as to properly portray a real-

istic picture of that society.

Present programs, in a similar

manner, should reflect long range goals in a comprehensive
manner.

In addition to being the most effective method of

dealing with the needs of a society, comprehensive programs

would appear to provide the most efficient utilization of
resources of a society.

It is worthwhile to note that the

short term educational policy and activities are based on
long range educational goals

— an

attitude consistent with

the philosophy of Educational Future Studies.

The efforts of educational development to coincide with
the long range goals of political, economic and social systems
is also supportive of the comprehensive nature of future plan-

ning.

An institution or system can not operate or plan for

itself in a vacuum if it is to be an effective and purposeful

institution for the public it serves.

These features of Third

World Philosophy both correlate with and support the philosophy
of Future Studies.
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Paulo Freire

Paulo Freire'

s

work centers around the premise of an op-

pressor/oppressed relationship.

His philosophy for change in

society, and subsequently in education, rests on
this assump-

tion of dualism.

The evils and injustices of the present

system of laws, customs and mores constitute the basis for
Freire'

s

works when he argues that in

a

society there are

those who oppress and those who are oppressed.

Societal patterns are viewed and basic cultural values
are questioned by Freire as being perpetuated without ques-

tioning and/or true understanding.
One of the basic elements of the relationship
between the oppressor and the oppressed is prescription.
Every prescription represents the
imposition of one man's choice upon another
transforming the consciousness of the man prescribed to into one that conforms with the prescriber's consciousness. Thus the behavior of
the oppressed is a prescribed behavior, following as it does the guidelines of the oppressor .-^ 5

One of the requirements necessary for change, according
to Freire, is a true understanding of the oppressor/oppressed

relationship.

The task of the oppressed is to liberate them-

selves and their oppressors as well.

In order for this strug-

gle to have meaning, "the oppressed must not, in seeking to

regain their humanity become in turn oppressors of the op-

^Freire, Paulo, Pedagogy of the Oppressed
The seabury Press, 1970, p.

31.

,

New York,
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pressors but rather restorers of the humanity of
both. 36
Freire's methodology for change is based on raising
the
consciousness level of all groups. He labels this

'conscien-

tizacao', or "learning to perceive social, political, and
eco-

nomic contradictions and to take action against the oppressive
elements of reality." 3

The methodology for understanding and,

thus, eliminating the oppressor/oppressed relationship is de-

veloped through much dialogue between the groups

.

Freire

own statements simplify the process best.

At the point of encounter there are neither utter
ignoramuses nor perfect sages; there are only men
who are attempting, together, to learn more than
they now know. 38
True dialogue cannot exist unless the dialoguers
engage in critical thinking
thinking which discerns an indivisible solidarity between the world
and man and admits no dichotomy between them
thinking which perceives reality as process....
thinking which does
rather than as static entiry
not separate itself from action, but constantly
immerses itself in temporality without fear of
the risks involved. 39
In order to communicate effectively, educator and
politician must understand the structural conditions in which the thought and language of the
people are dialectically framed. 40

36_,

37
38
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Several points are worthy of mention when comparing the

philosophy of Paulo Freire with that of Educational Future
Studies.

The first, and perhaps most important, concerns the

basic methodology used.
fied,

Once a problem area has been identi-

(In Freire' s case there is the oppressor/oppressed rela-

tionship) possible solution areas exist where the causes of
the problem have been identified.

All too often, solutions

to problems are never achieved because the symptoms of those

problems are attacked rather than the underlying causes.
Freire'

s

philosophy is based on

a

thorough understanding of

the problem and the causes of the problem.

This understanding

is the first step in dealing with the problem situation

—

methodology highly supportive of a future-oriented approach.
True understanding of problem areas, in many instances,

confronts and challenges the value structure of

a

society.

Many solutions to existing problems necessitate the change of
societal values without which the solutions are not even possible.

This effort to change values in regards to solutions

coincides with the methodology of Educational Future Studies,
probas the clarification of values is an integral part of a

lem-solving process.

While a personal bias of the author is the comprehension
the philosoand elimination of the oppressor/oppressed roles,

promotes nor disphy of Educational Future Studies neither
part of the philosophy of Future
uades this discussion.

..
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Studies deals with a realistic understanding of society and

societal problems as well as possible improvements in the future.

An ideal society consisting of the equality of man, and

one in which the oppressor/oppressed relationships do not exist, is certainly a desired future, but by present standards,

this may be an unrealistic as well as unattainable goal for

mankind.

This paper is not attempting to negate the possibil-

ity of achieving such a goal, but rather it is a statement

which doubts the probability of the fulfillment of such a goal.
This would, however, consitiute the only disparity between
the philosophy of Freire and that of Educational Future Studies.

Theodore Brameld
Of the philosophers, educators and theorists viewed in

this chapter, Theodore Brameld is probably most supportive
and consistent with the foundations of Educational Future

Studies.

Much of his thinking and philosophy deals with the

need to think and act on the future.

This section will first

present his views of the future and second, his thinking on

education as a cultural process.
In an address to students in his book, Philosophies of

Education in Cultural Perspective

,

Brameld states:

you,
My book is your concern because it discusses
can
you
the kind of world you live in, the kind
It contends that eduhelp shape in the future.
and
cation is of crucial importance to you,....

r-
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that you have a solemn responsibility
to determine
P
r ° 9ram ° f SdUCati ° n *-ing
y
the
next hail centur??4§
His statement clearly reflects and supports
one of the basic
premises of Educational Future Studies - namely,
that education should prepare students for a world in
which they will
live instead of a world that has already past.
In a manner consistent with this paper, Brameld
disagrees

with the progressivist argument to base educational thought
on the present.

As was discussed in the section on Dewey, the

fact that a precise future can never be determined is not

a

valid argument for the exclusion of the future from the educational process.

Possible alternative futures should be con-

sidered for a futures perspective as well as the extrapolation
of present societal trends to determine and
al alternative possibilities.

forecast addition-

Brameld characterizes current

society as having a "chronic condition of crisis" .... Because
of this condition the resulting "social, economic, moral,

religious, and educational attitudes and practices that emerge
....are always different."

41

This statement reasserts the

fact that there is a large degree of uncertainty and unpre-

dictability about the future.
Brameld makes a brief comparison between his philosophy

40

Brameld, Theodore, Philosophies of Education in
Cultural Perspective New York, Dryden Press, 1955. Preface.
,

41
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and progressivism in relation to the premises
of future studies when he states that progressivism is:
»

Strong in believing that the present is important
and real - weak in believing that the future is
equally important and real. Strong in delineating
the complexities and pluralities of experience weak in fusing these into comprehensive, appealing, purposeful designs. 42

Another aspect of Brameld's philosophy focuses on the
relationship between education and culture.

His thinking

recognizes the need for education to become more integrated

with society in dealing with the issues and problems affecting society.

According to Brameld, the magnitude of the sit-

uation is a global affair in scope, an idea which is highly
supportive of Educational Future Studies, as noted in the
second premise elaborated upon earlier in this chapter.

As

Brameld states:
The array of tasks and opportunities that confront
education in our time is not due primarily to eduRather they are tasks and opportunities
cation.
rooted in and emerging from that tremendous sphere
(within the far greater sphere of nature) that man
has fashioned by his own capabilities - that is to
say, from the structures, the dynamics, and the directions of the human environment itself. 43

The failure of education and culture to become more

closely associated has, according to Brameld, led to three

43

Ibid.

,

p.

92

Education
Brameld, Theodore, Cultural Foundations of
25.
New York, Harper and Brothers, 1957, p.
43
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basic problems.

First, the problem of human order, or more

simply stated:

what criteria of order can we discover, if any,
that would serve to provide the young adult in
general education with a sense of unity of mean—
ingful relationship, between himself and the world
that is revealed to him through learning? 44
,

While there are certainly no firm solutions and answers to
this problem at this time, a brief recap of a program involving the six basic premises of Educational Future Studies pro-

vides a potential process for dealing effectively with the

question and issues involved.

Potential solutions will only

be developed through the long and arduous process of social

and cultural change.

A second problem is that of the human process.

In broad

terms, according to Brameld, the problem involves the question
of who has the responsibility for making the decisions which

affect the physical and mental well-being of the culture. As
an example, to teach students to exercise their right to vote

and not to teach them how to discriminate between good and

bad legislation, or good and bad leadership is only providing
students with part of an education needed in the realm of
the political process.

Also, to ignore the principles of

democratic society within the education process and to expect

44
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,
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young adults upon graduation to become
active participating
citizens is of equal disservice. The
foundations of Educational Future Studies supports the development
of

skills to

prepare students to interact successfully with
society as
adults. This particular point will be developed
further

in

relation to potential types of curricula which are needed
in schools.

The third problem stated by Brameld is the development
of human goals.

However, "to speak of desireable goals with-

out either determining which goals or the criteria of desire-

ability is to raise questions but not to give answers". 45

While many communist countries have expressed in very con\

Crete terms their goals for the future, western nations have

supported and emphasized the goal of freedom, and subsequent

undefined ideas of independence, initiative and adventure.
It is the author's contention that a study of the future

-

directed towards the potentials as well as encompassing the
limits of the human environment

-

will be the beginning for

the creation of goals for the future, and additionally, the

criteria for setting these goals.
In regards to the need for a futures perspective and

the relationship of education and the human environment, the

philosophy of Theodore Brameld is highly supportive of the
development of the foundations of Educational Future Studies.

45
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Conclusions
The foundations of Educational Future Studies
are not

totally unique to educational thought, nor are they
intended
to be.

Many of the basic premises are supportive of educators

and philosophers whose works have constituted the foundations
for several prominent schools of thinking in educational de-

velopment.

It is interesting to note, however, that only

Theodore Brameld includes the future (and dealing with the
future)

as a basic building block of his philosophy.

While

other philosophies may logically progress to similar conclusions, none

begins with a set of basic assumptions or state-

ments concerning the future.
In only one of the sections on educators is there no

apparent correlation between philosophies.

The thinking of

Carl Rogers centers very strongly around individual develop-

ment and growth.

While not being opposed to individualism,

the realities of a finite world with limited resources and

space are central to the survival of the human species

-

and,

consequently, are issues which should be addressed throughout
the educational process.

The works of Carl Rogers were in-

cluded because of their impact

on the development of phil-

osophy of education as well as their importance to the field
of education and the author's personal development.

John Dewey is perhaps the most often quoted advocate of

r-

..
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the progressive movement in education.

Supporting one of

the author's basic premises, Dewey
believes in the interrelationship of education and society. While
both the progressive philosophy and that of Future Studies
believe in the

necessity for people to be able to deal with the
complexities
of a changing world, there are differences in
relating
this

to the future.

Dewey opposes

a study of the future as a

goal unless an exact future can be determined.
a known impossibility

,

Since this is

he frowns on viewing education as a

ion for the future.

It is the author's contention

that knowledge about the future, as well as alternative pos-

sibilities for the future are possible to envision and that

part of the education process should direct itself to these
concerns.

According to an earlier stated premise, education

should include skills for creating an awareness of futures
and ways to cope intelligently with it.

The philosophy of Jerome Bruner reenforces the need for
the educational systems to become more of an integral part of

society.

Without making the future or

a

philosophy of Edu-

cational Future Studies a dominant part of his thinking,

Bruner reflects the comprehensive nature of futures thinking
and the belief in the need to maintain a long-range outlook.
His philosophy is highly supportive of Educational Future

Studies

Third World Philosophy and the philosophy of Paulo
Freire are interesting and useful to Future Studies because

?'
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they introduce the notion of change
and present methodologies
for dealing with potential change.
In spite of the fact that
this paper is not intended to be a
blueprint for social change,
it is important to recognize the rapidity
with which change

occurs in modern society.

As stated earlier, one of the goals

of education should be to train people to
expect, understand
and evaluate change, and thus, cope with change.

One could conclude with the feeling that, in spite
of
the fact that futures thinking and the basic premises
behind
the foundations of Educational Future Studies have never be-

fore been presented as such, much of the dominant schools of

thought in the field of Education have wrestled with the ideas
at various times.

In the chapters that follow, the implemen-

tation of the foundations are discussed in terms of the devel-

opment of a framework for public education (chapter III) and,
more specifically, curriculum (chapter

IV)

.

The primary focus

of programs dealing with Educational Future Studies has been
in the development of curriculum to both introduce the future

and to deal with some of the major issues for the future.

What follows now in the next chapter are potential guidelines
for a formal public education process utilizing the philosophy
of Educational Future Studies.

.
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CHAPTER III
FRAMEWORK FOR A SCHOOL

Introduction

While dealing with a possible framework for

a

school

with a philosophy of Educational Future Studies, several assumptions should be made about the educational process and
its facilities concerning the future.

Considering the fact

that there is generally a 10 to 20 year span between the time
a new idea is conceived in education and the time it is fully

implemented, one major point to consider is that, at least for
the next generation, the formal education process will not be

much different from that which exists today.

While there may

develop an increasing number of public and/or private alternative schools which would open different avenues for completing educational requirements, the process of formal education

itself will not be altered.

People will still be required to

meet compulsory standards in a systematic fashion, whether
they be universally graded or evaluated or judged on a more

individual basis.

The implementation of a philosophy of Ed-

ucational Future Studies must, therefore, be designed to comply with this framework for socialization and be applicable
to it.

This philosophy must be acceptable to the educational

systems in operation at present; otherwise the philosophy is

r
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functional only in selected, individual settings.

Concern for

the future and the development of methods to facilitate
deal-

ing with possible futures should be an integral part of
public

school philosophy.

To do this. Educational Future Studies

must be adaptable in operation with present educational systems.
A second point to be made is the assumption that the general framework by which schools are organized will not be ra-

dically different in the future.

The two main elements in

this assumption are educational personnel and the organization
of curriculum into subject areas.

In the future,

schools will

still be organized with a staff of teachers and administration.

The inertia of the educational system, the strength of teacher
unions, and societal values are prime reasons for this continuance.

This is not to condemn the existing system of staffing

problems nor to propose radical changes in it, but more to

recognize the stability and longevity of this system.
a

Unless

major economic crisis or natural disaster hits this country,

the organization and function of school personnel will, in
all probability, remain intact.

The same reasoning is evident for the retention of subject areas in curriculum.

While some school systems are chang

ing labels and increasing the number and variety of subjects

offered to students, the division of curriculum is generally
done by disciplines.

Whether a system divides its areas gen-

sciences, or
erally in terms of social, physical and natural
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in terms of individual subjects such
as English, mathematics

or history is secondary to a recognition
of the desire by ed-

ucational systems to maintain divisions in its
curriculum.
truly integrative curriculum may be an ideal, but it

A

is still

only one possible model for the future.
third assumption to be made in terms of the developro^nt of the

framework for a school is that the educational

P^-Oc®ss is presently , and will always have its goals and prior-

ities challenged by groups within education and in society at
large.

While the process of education may remain fairly con-

stant, the goals and priorities of education should be challeng

ed and, if necessary, altered to meet the needs of society.

There have been three noticeable trends in American society
to support and clarify this point.

First, there has been

an enormous growth in the professionalism of the teaching

field.

Standards for a career in education have been increas-

ed as the need for more highly qualified and better trained

educators has become evident.

The overabundance of certified

teachers seeking employment has allowed school systems to

become extremely selective in their hiring procedures, thus

raising the levels of teacher competencies.

Teachers, as pro-

fessionals, have become increasingly more vocal in challenging

many of the goals of the educational system.

The result has

been, in the opinion of the author, beneficial to education
tune with
in terms of bringing educational practice more in

the realities of society.
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The second trend which will produce challenges
for ed-

ucation is the increasing number of educated people in
this
country.

More and more people are seeking advanced degrees

and the business of education and knowledge is
of this nation

s

economy.

a

large aspect

One of the effects of the increas-

ing number of educated people is the voice they have in the

determination of goals and priorities for the educational system.

While it remains to be seen if input from large masses

of people can be effectively utilized, the fact that an ed-

ucated citizenry is presently questioning educational policy
is a force which must be incorporated in educational planning.

While at the same time this country is experiencing an
increase in the numbers of educated people, there is also

a

growing trend in the dissatisfaction with the present educational system.
quated.

Many have labeled it ineffective and anti-

There has been a decrease in the number of high

school graduates continuing on to seek college educations.
It is the author's contention that this dissatisfaction could

be used to positive ends for the determination of goals, pri-

orities and programs which would meet the needs of an ever-

changing society.

With these assumptions in mind, this chapter is intended
a philto develop guidelines for a school which incorporates

osophy of Educational Future Studies.

These guidelines are

the developvery generalized in order to be able to encourage
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ment of alternative educational
opportunities.
This chapter is divided into three sections:

organization and evaluation.
clarity and simplification.
tended

m

purpose,

This was done for reasons of

Since this chapter is not in-

any way to be a specific blueprint for school
design

many of the issues considered are pursued in an
open-ended man
ner.
The framework presented is designed to allow for the
dev
elopment of alternative educational learning opportunities

which are consistent with, and

a

reflection of the theoretical

foundations of Educational Future Studies.
It should be noted that in writing this chapter, several

factors in school design have been omitted.

Such areas as

financing, control, scheduling, time and so forth are of con-

cern to educators and are critical in the development of an

effective educational institution.

However, since the main

focus of this dissertation is the development of a philosoph-

ical foundation and the application of such a foundation in

curriculum, they have been left out of the design of

a school

framework.

While developing the framework for a school, inclusion
of a long-range perspective is necessary for the creation of

goals for the educational system.

The development of goals

expounded upon in the section labeled Purpose considers four
basic goals for education.
The Organization section is divided into three main
areas — curriculum, personnel and governance.

Since the de-
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velopment of curriculum is the emphasis of the
fourth chapter,
explanation in this section will be pursued more in
terms of

personnel and governance.
The final section on Evaluation is concerned with two

areas - evaluation of the goals and objectives as an ongoing

process for decision-making, and the evaluation of personnel

within the educational system.
Purpose
To be effective, education must develop long range goals

which correlate with the needs of society.

As society pro-

gresses and changes so must the educational system.

The rapid

growth of the past few decades, coupled with the anticipated
growth in the future necessitate the need for education to constantly reshape and redefine the purposes and goals of the

educational environment, to keep pace with societal change.
Since the intention of this chapter is to develop general parameters for an educational environment, the initial
steps in planning necessitates a statement of goals.

The

goals to be presented were developed through a combination
of the author's research, teaching experiences and in-service

consulting.

They are not developed as a complete or exclusive

educational
set, but rather as complementary to many existing
goals.

Just as the study of the future has been almost non-

absence in
existent in formal education, so has there been an
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the development and creation of
future-oriented goals for education.
The purposes for the inclusion of the study
of the

future as an integral part of the educational
process are fourfold.

First, education

should challenge the present goals of

society as well as explore possible future societies.

Through-

out history, as societies have progressed, they have also
become highly complex and interdependent.

Many of the problems

in today's world have come about through policy decisions of

one institution thereby directly or indirectly affecting the

status of other institutions.

One brief example is the para-

dox between the increasing destructive effects of the decreasing amount of space on earth and man's desire for individuality, privacy, and possessions.

There exists sharp differences

between man's capabilities to produce and the environment's
capacity to respond to that growth.

The author is not propos-

ing that education be the cure-all for this situation or

others like it.

However, present and future society requires

an established, recognized institution to serve as a forum

for challenging the purposes and goals of present society in

addition to exploring the directions desired for the future.
The work done to date towards this end has been, at best,

only a scratch on the surface.

The educational process should

be, in part, a study of the trends and other factors affecting

society of the present and future.

Certainly the institution

such
of education appears best equipped to meet the demands of
a challenge.

.
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A second purpose of Future Studies is to
restructure and
redefine education as a reflection of and a
preparation
for

society.

Over the past few decades society has been
confront-

ed with enormous technological developments,
accompanied also
by serious challenges to many traditions and values.
While

not delving into a determination of the merits or faults
of

these developments, society is definitely experiencing

a

per-

iod of growth and change.

Today's society is much more fluid than in the past.

Machines are rapidly replacing humans with the physical operations of society while people are dealing much more with

operations involving insight, intellect and creativity.

To

maintain a common pace with societal developments, educational systems must redefine their goals and, hence, restructure

their programs.

This is not a statement to discredit tradi-

tional goals of education or to advocate the elimination of
the study of the past.

These will and should remain an integ-

ral part of educational planning.

What the author is propos-

ing is the inclusion of the study of the future as a sorely

needed component in today's education.

Preparation for life

in the future necessitates a thorough understanding of those

factors which influence the future

—a

basic premise of the

foundation of Educational Future Studies.

Redefining education as a

life-long experience is the

third purpose in developing the framework of a future-oriented

/•
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school.

While this point seems to already be
developing in
this country with the need for retraining
and additional

skills

acquisition

,

the process is almost entirely job-related
and

individually oriented.

Formal education should not be restrict-

ed by age or time limitations, but should co-exist
with society.
As society grows so do the needs of that society.

Con-

tinued growth through education is one of the needs that
should
k® incorporated into future planning.

Our society is demand-

ing an educated public which can keep pace with the increasing growth of that society.

To interact effectively with other

institutions, modifications of the educational process is necessary.

Whether this education is a formal or non-formal pro-

cess is secondary to the need of society to develop life-long

educational experiences.

To be successful in the long term,

age restrictions in education must end and education must

play an integral part in societal growth.
A fourth purpose of a Future Studies Program in education
is to expand the content to include other practices such as

community service, mass-media experiences and so forth.

While

this point will be dealt with more fully in the next chapter,
it serves to support and complement the previous points made.

Education must go beyond the classroom to include the practical
applications of education even while the formal or non-formal
process is in progress.

Content in this instance transcends

the conventional educational definition of subject matter

-

language arts, mathematics, science, social studies and so on.

/•
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Rather than imply the replacement of such
subject matter,
Content is used to broaden the idea of instruction to
include
all kinds of learning experiences associated with
schooling

and society.

Content is defined, therefore, as the "sum of

experiences needed to bring about desireable behavioral changes that will make one useful to oneself and to one's culture."^

Organization

Curriculum
One of the primary goals of an educational environment
is to aid in the development of basic skills traditionally

valued by society.

This has been one of the founding prin-

ciples of education in the past and, in all probability, will

continue in the future.

Since basic skills serve as the

foundation of communication in society this point maintains

much acceptance and requires little explanation.
In the past 100 years, man's relationship with the en-

vironment has changed to the point where many natural resources, as well as plant and animal species are being threatened

with extinction and elimination.

The areas of basic skills

should be expanded, therefore, to include the development of

creative thinking skills, problem-solving skills and survival
skills if these present trends are to be reversed.

Since the

scenarios of
study of the future is a mental process and any

^Toffler, Alvin, Learning for Tomorrow
Random House, 1972, p. 186.

,

New York,
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the future are mental images, the
development of skills in

creative thinking should be fundamental to
education. A
necessary aspect of future thinking involves
long-range planning - a process considered by many leading
educators to be

necessary as a basic skill, but as yet, still untried
in many
ecucational settings.

The development of the skills is, per-

haps, the tangible results of the implementation of the
basic

premises of Educational Future Studies.
The world is experiencing problems such as inadequate
food production, resource depletion and pollution of the en-

vironment, to mention but a few.

The generation of students

currently invloved in the formal education process will be
forced to live with these problems, their potential solutions
and perhaps, a unique life style.

To deal effectively with

life in the future, education should expand the commonly ac-

cepted "3 R's" notion of basic skills to include those skills

previously mentioned to ensure survival of the human species.
As stated in the preceding chapter, education must train people to be able to cope with a changing world.

While working with the Center for Adaptive Learning,

Michael McDanield set out to devise

a set of

possible stand-

ards to the question of what kind of learning materials will

best prepare students for life in the year 2001.

The follow-

ing are the responses of educators, teachers and students:

Materials that will help maturing individuals....
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1

.

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

Cope with their society.
Understand themselves.

Understand their investment in the
future.
Not to feel powerless and impotent.
Identify with the society they will
inherit
Understand the nature of change.

7.

See the means of affecting the direction
of
change

8.

Understand key social-science concepts and
their relation to change.
Identify roles they can take in the change
process

9.

10.
11.
12.

Avoid ethnocentrism.
Incorporate classroom learning into their
immediate invironment.
Transfer classroom learning to future
responsibilities.
\

Materials that will help mature individuals....
13.

Assist maturing individuals to create relevant learning situations.

14.

Understand the role of maturing individuals
in change.

15.

Connect and become involved with maturing
individuals

16.

And maturing individuals change immature
institutions
.

While many of these points made are subject to debate,
several general assumptions can be made from the above list

concerning curriculum.

The above list emphasizes the cooper-

ative efforts of mature individuals helping maturing individuals.

It recognizes the role of the past in creating the

^Creativity Session held at Synetics Inc., Cambridge,
Mass
Oct
1972
.

,

.
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future.

While it is modest in its emphasis of
coping and
understanding, the statements are assertive
concerning the
•notions of power and change.

And finally, the list reflects

the general understanding that the world in
which we are

living is both unique and difficult, and that
the acceleration
of change has become a central issue for the
educational

systems to confront.

Personnel
The determination of personnel for an educational system
can be organized according to several different methods

.

The

approach used by the author is to present the learner as an
integral part of the community and not to differentiate between students, faculty, administration and parents.

It is

the author's contention that a redefining of students and

student's roles will naturally imply several changes in the

redefiniting of the roles of teachers, administrators and
community.

These roles, however, will not be elaborated on

specifically in this paper since the extensive discussion is

intentionally limited to the roles of youth.
In the past, and certainly today, curriculum units are

often employed in an attempt to simulate various aspects of
society.

Elementary school children might learn about the

farm, the factory, the zoo or government personnel through

films, simulations or perhaps, a field trip to these various

sites.

In a future-oriented learning experience, however,

children should become involved as participating human resour

..
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ces.

The learner should become a resource
in the community.
Projects undertaken by schools that
seek to teach about the
future should develop learning
experiences that involve the
learner as a resource in the creation of
possible futures.

While it should be obvious that the experiences
selected

must be safe, useful and non-exploitive work
experiences,
students could be involved in such socially
beneficial activities as rejuvenating public parks and beaches,
helping
to care for school areas, working with the elderly
and handi-

capped and other similar tasks that need to be done.
activities should be done over

a

These

sustained period of time,

and involve the understanding and cooperation of the community
at large.

Throughout the formal education process

,

the learner could

become an important community resource, develop social respon-

sibility in the process, discover individual self-worth and
learn respect for the environment by helping to keep it in

good condition.

Society would greatly benefit by the home,

the community and the school.

The tasks involved would be

beneficial for the learner because they are real and meaningful

.

These experiences and the work in which children and

youth engage should make the community a distinctly better
place because the schools are there.

There would be concrete

evidence to show the effects of learners as community resources in the form of cleaner communities, closer relation-

?•
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ships among members of the community,
happier environment in
which to live and work, well-kept
parks and recreation areas.
The traditional notion that
communities improve merely by
educating children to be good citizens
has long proven itself
to be a myth of society.
Participation in the community
is

one possible remedy to this myth.

not a unique idea.

This concept is certainly

In 1936, Paul Hanna was advocating
that

children do "socially useful work" in

a

his book Youth Serves the Community

Likewise, but with the

.

similar fashion in

intent of offering a possible solution to present financial
problems, a similar program has been proposed for New York
City.
In a program such as this, the community would be a mas-

sive teaching aid and a source for much curriculum.

associated with the concept of the learner becoming

Closely
a

resource

to the community is the idea of the community becoming an ed-

ucational resource
Walls programs.

-

an extension of the University Without

Through community planning and

a

restructur-

ing of educational funding (and personnel), parks, museums,

factories, government agencies and a spectrum of other com-

munity entities can become components of the educational environment.

In such a manner, education can truly become an

integral and a positively contributing factor in the better-

ment of society.
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Governance
One of the main characteristics of a democracy
is the
need for an active, educated citizenry. A government

of and

by the people requires of its citizens an understanding of
the issues and problems affecting both their own society
and
the world.

This point is especially true today considering

the complexity and interrelationships of global situations.

The survival of democracy depends on its citizens becoming

actively engaged in the decisions affecting their lives.
Whi-l e

this point will be elaborated on more as part of the

rationale for future-oriented curriculum, it is important that
the process of governance for educational systems be consis-

tent with the larger framework of the national political system.

Students, teachers, administrators and the community

must all become active in the decision-making process deter-

mining educational policy.

Specific reference should be made

to the fact that students in particular must learn to become

responsible decision-makers

-

they should be given real ex-

perience and opportunities in such a process.

Student govern-

ments at present are merely token bodies which follow the dictates of educational administrations.

The survival of demo-

cracy depends on the shift to, and the development of processes to allow for students to participate in the complexities
of policy making and decision-making.
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In the past few years several
businesses in this country

have elected governing boards
comprised of both workers and
management. The lumber industry in the
state of Oregon is an
example of such a venture whose success
has been overwhelming
in terms of the economic gains of
workers, protection
of the

environment, growth of the lumber industry and

a

growing in-

terest and participation in the government of
the state.
the educational community a combination of
students,

In

staff

and community personnel could be elected at
regular intervals
to oversee the functioning of the educational system.

In

such a manner, to state but one possible approach, students

would participate in, and become familiar with, the complexity and importance of the decision-making process.

The introduction of futures thinking in education has

deep connections with the political and educational reform

movements of the past.

One of those reforms is for student

participation in the decision-making process.
a noted educator,

Phillip Wendell,

states that in educational environments,

the majority of students and faculty still hesitant with the

risks and burdens of taking responsibility for their own

education, must be challenged to join in the creation of truly

democratic educational institutions.

^Loc. cit. Toffler 284-288.

3
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Evaluation

Evaluation of the educational process
involves two aspects - an evaluation of the educational
system (or program
evaluation) and an evaluation of
the students involved

in the

system.

One method of evaluating the educational
system employs
the five-year plus one plan.

In this method, the goals of

the system as well as specific objectives to be
achieved in

each of the five years of the evaluation period are
discussed.

At the end of each year, the system is evaluated in
terms of

completing that particular year's objectives and maintaining
a five year perspective.

The system is thus viewed in the

short term period of one year and a long term position of five
years.

At the end of each year an additional year of plan-

ning is added to maintain a constant five year perspective.
The purpose of this evaluation is to deal primarily with the

process of education.

Evaluation of students differs from the evaluation of
programs in that it is much more subjective. Since the products
of the educational system are individuals, the author believes

that evaluation should be accomplished in terms of individual

progress reports.

A few major aspects of the evaluation would

include the following factors:

1

.

Evaluations should be progress reports, individually organized and maintained.
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consist of a combined look
tl
at test scores (where appropriate)
recommendations and self-evaluation teacher
,

Both students and staff should be
evaluated.

Evaluation should be viewed as a
constructive
process and part of an individual's
development as opposed to a series of reqards
and
punishments.
Where needed, there can be a review by
general committee of peers.

a

.
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CHAPTER

IV

GUIDELINES FOR CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

Introduction
One of the main areas of concentration in the
emerging

field of future-oriented education has been in
curriculum de-

velopment.

This chapter is intended to focus on this theme

from both a theoretical conceptualization as well as the

practical application of such curriculum.

The development

of curriculum has been, perhaps, the primary area of educa-

tional impact of the Future Studies Program at the University
of Massachusetts.
In constructing a theoretical framework for such curri-

culum, much use was made of the works of John Goodlad and

Ralph Tyler, two of the foremost authorities in the area of

curriculum development.

Their work has been both elaborated

upon and refined to include and reflect the basic premises of
the foundations of Educational Future Studies (as developed
in chapter II)

.

While the scheme for the theoretical develop-

ment of curriculum is not entirely unique to educational theory, the process of evolving, utilizing and evaluating curr-

iculum dealing with the future in many ways is unique to ed-

ucation

.

The second section of this chapter deals with the prac-

?•
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tical application of future-oriented
curricula.

Much of the

rationale presented is an elaboration of
previous sections of
this paper - accomplished with the goal of
implementing the
foundations of Educational Future Studies in an
educational
environment.

Since it is the author's contention that an

awareness of possible futures and the ability to deal
with

potential futures is necessary throughout the development
of
the individual student, the development of curriculum is
not

limited by either age or grade levels.

References will be made throughout this chapter to various appendix sections containing specific curriculum exercises.

The major focus of many of the graduate student members of
the Future Studies Program at the University of Massachusetts
has been in curriculum development.

Because of this, several

individuals are cooperatively responsible for the ideas and

exercises presented in the appendices.

As the editor of this

curriculum, it should be noted that the materials presented
are designed to be used as either an entire course on futures

thinking or as individual exercises and units to supplement

existing educational learning opportunities.

Hopefully the

ideas and concepts presented will spur the development of

additional materials needed in this important area.

These are

presently almost non-existent in most education environments.
Thinking and dealing with the future has not been consistent

with the values and actions of man throughout his history.
The complexity of society coupled with the limitations of

•
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environment place man at a unique
time in history. The ability to successfully understand
the future could become man's
key to survival on earth.
Theoretical Framework

Curriculum developers have an initial base of
assumptions for undertaking the task of developing
possible curriculum.
These assumptions are an ideal set of values
from
which the writer is working— namely, a theoretical
foundation

encompassing a Philosophy of Education and

a

Psychology of

Learning Theory (both of which were expounded upon earlier)
This is to serve as the basis from which the rest of the

materials may be developed.

The general format for the fol-

lowing rationale is derived largely from the works of John Goodlad and Ralph Tyler. It should be noted, however, that
throughout

much of their work evaluation is designed to be

component of curriculum development.

a

separate

While a formal evalu-

ation of the process of curriculum development is essential,
a continuous and on-going evaluation procedure should be an

integral part of the curriculum development process.

This

evaluation process should serve the purpose of reflection and

modification of the stages of curriculum building.
In a similar fashion to Tyler's model, four basic ques-

tions need to be dealt with initially.

It is in dealing with

these questions that the theoretical basis for a Philosophy

/•

•
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of Education and Psychology
of Learning is formulated.
questions asked are:
1)

Those

What educational purposes should
the school
attain? (Reflective of the purposes
F
stated
chapter III)

m

2

)

3

)

4

)

What educational experiences can be
provided
that are likely to attain these
purposes?
(As an expansion of the premises
of chapter II
what skills are necessary?)
How can these educational experiences
be
effectively organized?
How can we determine whether these purposes
are being attained?

It is here that a framework of boundaries come into
ac-

count

namely, the bounds of time, space, reality and scope.

While these boundaries may be limitless, it is necessary to

qualify the framework within which one is working.

The frame-

work presented here is best explained by examples.

Take the

case of most secondary school textbooks in the discussion of

foreign countries or continents.

Africa is a prime example

of a region of the world which is studied through the eyes of

foreign writers and viewed primarily by foreign standards.

Most descriptions of African customs appear primitive and
are usually set in archeological terms in contrast to 'modern'

life styles.

To truly represent another culture or environ-

ment the framework for any foreign study should come from the
location and values of that study.
A second example is in regards to the time and scope
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framework.

Textbooks generally report
history as singular,
time-bound events and not as a
continual study of man with!
hopefully, insight towards the
future.
History should be
viewed as a preparation for the
future, although history
generally reports that man does not
learn from his
past.

The world today is at a series of
crisis stages, where it
is necessary to place man's past
in a perspective toward
the future.
How to survive in tomorrow's world
is of vital
concern, especially when tomorrow's
world could possibly be
very unlike today's. in economics, for
example, multinational corporations have made the world economy
a highly
complex system to understand and deal with
effectively.

World economics is beginning to dominate world
politics with
major corporations taking advantages of specific
qualities

national policies

.

And while solutions to many present

economic problems, both present and potential, are unknown
at this point, what can and should be understood is that
the problem is global in scope and requires global solutions.

Closely associated with the scope of the situation are
possible solutions which will require

a

unified and coop-

erative approach while striving for world economic goals.
It is unfair, as well as unrealistic to assume that life's

basic necessities are limitless.

Realistic global scenarios

should be developed to begin to understand the true picture.

Solutions can not be found until global pictures are accur-
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ately painted.

Finally, if one of the purposes
of education is to train
people for adulthood, then a child of
twelve should be taught
or have the opportunities for exploring
the possibilities
for what life will be like in the
next thirty

years, so as to

truly prepare him for adulthood.

(Again, reflective of the

premises

m

future.

This framework should coincide with the
foundational

chapter II)

Curriculum must shift towards the

base.

Theoretical

I

X

Philosophy of Education!

~|

Psychology of Learning

l

Framework

Time

-

7

Space

-

V

Reality

-

Scope

It should be noted at this point, that at each succes-

sive stage of the curriculum development process there should
be interaction with previous step(s).

Rather than merely a

continuation through the entire scheme,

a

reflection and evaluation is included.

While this will not

required step for

be portrayed until the final flow chart, it is important that

the reader be made aware of this aspect of the design.

This

stage can be used for any modifications required during the

curriculum development process.

.
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continuing on from the framework
stage, a look at the
various data sources is necessary.
The data sources to be
considered are the community, the

society, the learner, the

learning center, the subject matter
and values. The definitions for both the environment
and the society are purposely
left undefined so as to allow the
operator of this process to
place these into a framework in which
he/she feels comfortable
working.
Ideally the framework for writing
curriculum
would be a universal one, but this certainly
has not been the
case to this date. A framework of
universality and time continuum would do much for uncomplicating many
international
problems. Since this is, in all probability, an
unattainable
goal, definitions of the various aspects of the
framework are

m

necessary for purposes of clarity and understanding.
can be said of this, however, at another time.

Theoretical

Philosophy of Education

-

Psychology of Learning

Framework
Time

-

Space

-

Reality

-

Scope

Community
Data Sources

Values

Learning Center

Subject Matter

More

r-
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Perhaps the term least apt to be
universally defined in
the list of data sources is
that of values. While there
will
probably never be universally defined
values
there are cer-

tainly universal methods for the
determination of value systems.
Since one's value system correlates
quite closely with
the development of any curriculum,
it is essential that the

clarification of values be an integral part
of the curriculum
development process.
It is important as an evaluative technique
that the data

sources listed previously be developed in terms of
a theor-

etical foundation.

The process of curriculum development

should be consistent throughout in terms of both assumptions
and definitions.

If the parameters of either are not met,

then adaptation and/or modification must occur.

general objectives can now be formed.

A series of

These should be either en-

compassed by the bounds of the data sources, or expanded to
the limits of the data sources, whichever way the interpreta-

tion wants to follow.

A combination of the previous steps should lead one to
develop the implementation of both the Philosophy of Education and the Psychology of Learning.

While this step is an

initial application of curricula, it should also serve as

a

set of checks and balances of the original theoretical founda

tion*

It is a step for modification of the original design

where necessary.

.*
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The three features of the Implementation
steps are spe
cific objectives learning opportunities
and organization.
The specific objectives are those
which, according to Ralph
Tyler,
identify both the kind of behavior to
be developed
the stud ent and the content or area of
life in which the
behavior is to operate". 1 In selecting the
learning opportunities, the following general principles should
,

m

apply:

The learner should have opportunities which can
be applied to and are relevant to society. (For
example, see appendix D)
-

The learner should be able to practice the behavior he/she is experiencing. (See appendix
exercise C5)

-

The same learning opportunity can bring about
several different outcomes. (See appendix exercise A2

There are many particular experiences that can
be used to attain the same educational objectives.
(See appendix section B)
There are learning opportunities that can be
placed in a continuum of not being time limited
Future Learning experiences. (For example, almost any appendix exercise is appropriate)

-

In curriculum development it is necessary to recognize

the factors around which the curriculum is built.

Such fac-

tors as concepts, values, chronological ordering, illustrations,

specific and broad principles, etc. all form the organization

^Tyler, Ralph, Basic Principles of Curriculum and
Instruction Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1950, p. 46.
,

r-
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to which the curriculum is applied.

These areas, according

to Tyler, can be structured into
moving from the identification
of subjects down to the lesson plan
of topic.
Conditions of

the particular situation must be
considered in developing the
organizing structure, as some situations
are more favorable
to certain structures than are others.

Phil

-

Theoretical

Framework
E

Psych
S

Data Sources

L

SM

General Objectives
Implementatio n

Specific Objectives

Organization

Learning Opportunities
We finally move to the consideration of the fourth ques-

tion raised in the beginning of this chapter.

"How can we

determine whether these purposes are being attained?"

Evalu-

ation is viewed as a 'process of determining to what extent
the educational objectives are actually being realized by the

program of curriculum and instruction'.

2

It is here that an

overview of the process of curriculum development should be
examined.

Evaluation is a process that should be continued

2

Goodlad, John, The Changing School Curriculum
Georgian Press Inc., 1966, p. 124.
The
York,

,

New
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throughout the entire formulization
stages of curriculum development.
If certain areas are not
meeting criteria set, then
change is necessary.
The final resulting evaluation
can then be used to assess
the strengths and weaknesses of
the curriculum, in turn leading to any revision and reconsideration
that need be made.
Tyler stresses the importance of having
an evaluation procedure which closely parallels the educational
objectives 'lest
the focus for teachers and students becomes
the evaluation
rather the objectives '. 3

Evaluation should consider the process of education
rather
than the products.

Throughout the evaluation process, two

closely related focal points should be considered.

First, one

must consider the basic needs of students and whether they are
being met (needs may range from basic reading skills to survival skills)

.

Secondly, the evaluation of the educational

process should be considered in relation to the impacts that
the process has on individual students.

Education has often

been compared with an industrial environment, but the analogy
is not appropriate when considering the fact that the products

of educational 'factories' are not alike, nor are they inten-

ded to be.

Because of this, evaluating the products of ed-

ucation is not a useful procedure since no standard criteria
can be reasonably set.

3

Instead, students should be evaluated

Tyler, Ralph, Loc. cit.

p

.
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to measure their degree of success in
attaining educational

objectives.

Evaluation of the process of education necessitates thorough understanding of one's
purpose of education
and is, therefore, a more appropriate avenue
to pursue.
Practical Application

From a theoretical perspective, the development of fuor isnted curriculum necessitates the inclusion of an ex-

panded time framework and the comprehensiveness of
approach.

a futures

What remains now is the practical application of

this scheme for use in the public school curriculum.

There are three main approaches applicable to the imple-

mentation of future-oriented curriculum; first, using the future as the central focus for education, second,

'futurizing'

the present classroom, and finally, teaching the basic skills
for futures thinking.

In this section, these avenues will be

developed with several accompanying exercises in futures think
ing.

Curriculum exercises and activities appear primarily

in the appendix sections.

References will be made throughout

this chapter regarding the use of these exercises in the class
room.

The implications of a future-oriented curriculum will

be the focus of the concluding chapter.

The Future as the Central Focus

School curriculum has, for the most part, been shaped by
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random mixture of natural happenings,
coincidence, societal inertia and social demand.
There
a

has been no real co-

herence, no focus, no organizing principle
behind the development of much of present public school
curriculum.

The re-

sult has been a mixture that is hard
to explain consistently
in terms of either that which is
included or that which is
excluded. One of the implications that could
be drawn is

that educators would do well to organize curriculum
around one
basic question that is already implicit in many
areas of public debate:
(Also stated as a basic premis of Educational

Future Studies)

What education will best prepare the student

for the future?

One of the advantages of using the future as the central
focus for curriculum development is that such a process

would force the public and educators to begin making serious
long-range assumptions and forecasts about the future.
dore Brameld

'

s

argument in Chapter

II).

(Theo-

Man would soon real-

ize his/her limitations in the ability to predict the future.

We cannot have exact knowledge of the future

-

the best we can

do is to try to define the range of possible alternatives.

The implications which might follow from a society's attempt
to understand and deal with the future delve into many differ-

ent areas and raise many new questions for society to cope
with.

Rather than deal with them individually throughout

this chapter, the author would prefer to deal with them in
a

concluding chapter.

-
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Because of the range of alternatives
available, one of
the major skills to develop
throughout education is

the abil-

ity to deal with change.

(Stated as a basic premise of
Educa-

tional Future Studies).

With the rate of change occurring
so
rapidly in today's society, it would
be foolish and misleading
to base education on any one picture
of the future.

Educa-

tion must be designed so as to enable
students to deal with
change no matter which of the many possible
futures actually
occurs.
Instead of education trying to choose the one
most
likely future world and developing strategies for
the best

preparation for it, curriculum should be developed which
would
prepare students for many different possible future worlds.
(A

good beginning is the exercises in Appendix A

-

to introduce possible alternatives for the future)

iately puts a great premium on

often used
This immed-

flexibility and diversity; on

the ability to learn a new skill quickly; on underlying prin-

ciples, instead of factual data; and on general, as opposed to

specialized, kinds of competence." 4

Change is taking place at an accelerating pace,
and the nature of change is changing. New knowledge
does not merely pile onto old knowledge; it changes
Man's work changes not only
the old knowledge.
because a machine now does his work faster and
better, but also because machines are doing jobs
which were not feasible using raw manpower. It is
becoming less and less likely that the learning one

^Dede, Chris and Draper Kauffman, "The Role of Futuris
Unpublished.
tics in Education".

T‘
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goes through at any one stage
of
completely adequate for a later life will be
reason the individual must have stage. For this
earning skills available when he the necessary
encounters learning situations throughout his
lifetime. 5
,

The education of the 21st century
man is nec1
e
lln 9.P r °cess rather than an instructional^nf ?f requires opening the
W
world to the ?learner and giving him whole of the
access to that
world. This implies enormous respect
for the child
C± Y t0
arn and With the Ranting of respect
anll by
t implication, the
goes,
granting of freedom. 5
1

^

'

'

?

Using the future as a central focus, the outline
of
future-oriented curriculum would be designed around

a

areas

of competence which would be applicable no matter
which future

actually occurs.

The following chart, developed by Draper

of the Future Studies Program at the University of

Massachusetts, outlines six such areas of competence, as well
as the basic elements of each of the sections.

As one can see

from the chart, the emphasis is on general skills rather than
on specific content.

This is not to say that the aquisition

of specific content will be eliminated, but rather that the

emphasis should be on the over-all conceptual understanding,

rather than masses of information.

It is more important for

students to understand, for example, the interdependence of
the human system than to be able to name all of the bones in

5

tion ,

Hostrop, Richard, Foundations of Futurology in Educa Homewood, Illinois, E&C Publications, 1973, p. 80.

^Ibid.

,

p.

217-18
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LEARNING objectives vnp
.

Access to Information

Reading
Listening and seeing
Direct^ experiment
Libraries and reference books
Computerized data-retrieval
Data from newspapers, businesses, government
agencies, etc.
Asking experts
Judging reliability
Managing information overload

Thinking Clearly
Semantics
Propaganda and common
fallacies
Values clarification
Deductive logic
Mathematics
Analytical problem solving
Scientific method
Probability and statistics
Computer programming
General systems
Creative problem solving
Forecasting and prediction

Communicating Effectively

Speaking informally
Public speaking
Voice and body language
Cultural barriers to communication
Formal and informal writing
Grammar, syntax, and style
Drawing, sketching, still
photography, film making, etc.

Graphic design and layout
Outlines, flow-charts,
charts, tables, and graphs
Organization and editing
Handwriting, typing,
dictating

a

FUTURE -OR TENTED

CURRTriTTT.Try

Understanding

E nvironmpn+

Astronomy, physics, and chemistry
Geology and physical geography
Biology, ecology, and ethology
Genetics, evolution, and population dynamics
Fundamentals of modern technology
Applied mechanics, optics, and
electronics

Understanding Man and Soripty

Human evolution
Human physiology
Linguistics
Cultural anthropology (including
history and the humanities)
Psychology and social psychology
Racism, ethnicity, and xenophobia
Government and law (especially
American constitutional law)
Economics and economic philosophy
Changing occupational patterns
Education and employment
Issues in human survival
Prospects for mankind
Personal Competence

Physical grace and coordination
Survival training and self-defense
Safety, hygiene ? nutrition, and
sex-education
Consumer education and personal
finance
Creative and performing arts
Basic inter-personal skills
Small group dynamics
Management and administration
Effective citizen participation
Knowledge of best personal learning styles and strategies
Mnemonics and other learning aids
Bio-feedback, meditation, mood
control
Self-knowledge and self-motivation
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the body.

The appendix sections of this
dissertation were
designed and developed towards an
introduction and understanding of several basic concepts
rather than specific facts.
As an example, the exercises in
Appendix B all involve the

discussion of trends

- an idea

which employs the logic of

mathematics, patterns of social sciences
and scientific reasoning
Instead of trying to teach many different
bits of
.

information throughout the education process,
students should
be taught how to think, how to learn, how to
obtain necessary
information from where it is located and how to utilize
that
information.

The emphasis in schools of 1985 will be to free the
individual from subject matter as bodies of knowledge and to provide him or her with higher— order
cognitive, interpersonal, and achievement-competence
skills.
The school of the future must emphasize decisionmaking skills. The goal is hardly new; indeed, one
might say, as Chesterton remarked on Christianity,
that it was not tried and found wanting, it simply
was not tried. The importance of decision-making,
naturally, increases in proportion to the number and
degree of decisions made. It is precisely because
the citizenry of the future will be called upon to
make agonizingly difficult choices in priorities,
lifestyles, and social aspirations that the instructional program of the schools must treat, in
varying contexts, the processes through which people
examine problems, gather evidence, project probable
consequences, and reach decisions. 8

7

Scanlon, Robert, "A Curriculum for Personalized Education", Journal of Teacher Education Summer 1974, p. 121.
,

8

"Whither Goest the Curriculum?",
Rubin, Louis J.
Journal of Teacher Education, Summer 1974, p. 117.
,
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An obvious omission from the
preceding list of curriculum
areas is vocational training.
While such training certainly
has its place in society, any
vocational training may best
rest with the employer, since it
is quite likely that any
particular specialty will be transformed
or become obsolete
in a relatively short period of
time.
The adult in
the

working world with all of the pressures
of society is thus
confronted with the tasks of learning new
skills or obtaining
employment for which he is often not specifically
trained.
Sidney Harris describes the necessary shift
in educational emphasis in a short essay titled, "Man
Must Learn How to
Learn"
The real reason that vocational and "specialist"
training is largely pointless today lies in the rapid
out-dating of so much technical knowledge and skills..
What the new society of the future calls for are
versatility and flexibility and creativity. These can
not be learned in a technical sense; they are part of
a liberal education, which teaches men and women how
to think, not just how to put things together and make
them work
In a recent talk, Dr. Arnold Ducoffe, Director
of Georgia Tech's School of Aerospace Engineering,
remarked that this obsolesence of knowledge is the
big reason that today's engineering schools no longer
stress the "mechanical' but rather the philosophical
elements in science - not how to do something, but
why something is true.
If we learn the reasons behind phenomena, then
we can cope with changing conditions.
Our pressing need is for men and women who can
adapt to needs and acquire skills that are barely on
the horizon today.
More and more, the function of the specialist is
being taken over by the machines; it is the "generalist" who can make decisions based on an imaginative
.

.
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projection of the future, we so
desperately require
to keep the wheels turning.
In terms of vocational training,
the most useful approach
may be to give students a realistic
picture of what different

occupations actually involve, ways in
which they are changing
and ways in which societal needs are
changing.
Students should
have a realistic picture of the relationship
between education
and employment. With existing jobs
disappearing and new jobs
being created all the time, students must
be made
aware that

the educational preparation required for
survival in a rapidly

changing job market is quite different from education
for

a

specific unchanging profession.

Curriculum developed with the future as the central focus
would be a more general education, with skills in learning and

utilizing knowledge taking the place of specialized learning.

Futurizing the Present Classroom
Most of the work presently being done in the practical

application of Educational Future Studies ahs been with "futurizing" present school curriculum.

This is largely because

much of the work done in this endeavor has involved the individual efforts of teachers throughout the country who have
the permission, but not the inclusion, of the entire school

^Harris, Sidney, "Man Must Learn How to Learn", Eric
Publishing Service, Summer 1973.
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system.

Instances of entire school systems adopting
a futures curriculum are rare; hence, the necessity
for individual efforts.
"Futurizing" the curriculum involves projecting and
ima-

gining alternative possibilities to present classroom activities.

The appendices section C and E which discuss "Simula-

tions

and

Imagining the future" are good illustrations.

The resulting discussions and actions taken provide a greater

understanding of possible futures as well as providing for

a

more comprehensive picture of the past and the present.
On the elementary level, a class. can be organized for

daily or weekly formal activities on the subject.

At present

there are commercial supplements available to serve as guides

Perhaps the easiest way to become familiar with futures think
ing is to begin with some short, simple exercises which can

easily be introduced to any classroom.
ples

Here are a few exam-

:

Have a pupil draw a picture of himself doing something in the past, and another of something he might
be doing in the future. Ask him to explain the differences. What does his answer assume about the future? How do these assumptions influence his present
behavior?
"What can you do today that
Ask these questions.
What would you like to do
before?
do
couldn't
you
do now? What do you
can't
you
that
future
in the
be able to do it
you'll
that
so
today
have to know
in the future?"

Ask the group what the class might be like at
reunion in 1992.

a
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tures of things that
Put the increasing

wo comse trends?

Let pupils think about these questions:
won n \7An
^
1

4-

1

_•

*

What guarantee
ure for you

Futurizing the curriculum has several major
benefits
for students and, ultimately, society.

One of the most impor-

tant results is the relationships students make
between what
is taught them and their own concerns and personal
objectives.

If a course is taught concerning the past, for example,
stu-

dents need to recognize that decisions made in the past are

affecting their present actions and reactions.

Any course

projecting into the future necessitates the development of
present programs which would be most appropriate for attaining
a desireable future.

Students are eager to become involved

in such curriculum and this curriculum becomes more real to

them both inside the classroom as well as outside the educational community.

The exercises presented in appendix section E, "Imagining
the Future", provide examples of ways this may be accomplished.

The process of "futurizing" the classroom forces the students
to make relationships throughout various components of society
as well as to make assumptions about those relationships.

Students develop a greater understanding of the elements in-

fluencing their lives.

This results in a greater appreciation
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of those elements, in addition
to allowing individuals greater input into their own particular
futures.

Students soon realize that

a rosy,

snug future is an ideal

state, but one which must be actively
pursued to be attained.
Frank Hopkins, a retired State Department
planner writes about
the situation.

We must disabuse people of the notion that
everything is just wonderful, that they can eat
their cake and still have it, that they can
indulge themselves with every form of comfort and
convenience. We cannot permit anyone - older
people or younger people to be complacent.
Civilization is in danger and if we have to ring
3.1srm bells and blow loud whistles, then that
is
what we must do.
But we must not give people the impression that
a dreadful future is inevitable, and that we should
resign ourselves to despair.
I find in talking to
audiences that I have to adopt two completely different tones in my addresses depending on what age
group I am trying to reach.
I have to try to shake
older people out of their over-confidence, their
complacency. But I find young people already terribly worried and disturbed. They have heard so
much about problems they have become apprehensive
and pessimistic. Many of them display a sort of
"What's the use?" attitude. Many feel that their
elders have made such a mess of modern society that
the best thing to do is to cop out and run for cover.
They want to turn their backs on the real world, not
to confront it and try to change it.
Here I think is one of the great challenges to
education. We are training now the generation which
will be taking charge of the world in the 21st cenSomehow we must equip them for the challenges
tury.
which they will be facing. We must impart them the
knowledge and skills they will need for a future soBut
ciety becoming ever more difficult and complex.
the
fufor
hope
them
we must also try to instill in
change
&nd
ture, confidence that they can influence
it in desireable directions, a belief in their own
capabilities 10
,

.

^°Hopkins, Frank, "Toward an Ameliorated World". The
Futurist Dec., 1973.
,
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A second benefit from "futurizing"
is that students become more interested in the
learning process because they
must
take a more active role in their
own education. Much has been
written by leading educators about
the importance of

an active

learning process, but the typical
American classroom is still
depressingly dependent upon passive forms
of learning, especially at the secondary level.
"Futurizing” the classroom
gives students curriculum which is important
to them and opportunities to use the skills taught them to
achieve their
own objectives. Whether students are taught
in the classroom
or in some other location, the real world of
people,
media,

business, culture, values, etc. play an integral part
of the
learning process instead of a separate entity which is
often

divorced from that process.

Activism within the educational

environment will lead to active citizens once they have completed a formal education process.
The final reason for "futurizing" the classroom is an

extension of the previous point

-

namely, that the process of

learning in a futures approach is by design
cess.

a

democratic pro-

One of the inconsistencies with the American political

system is that it is not reasonable to expect individuals who
spent 12 years of their lives in an authoritarian environment
to suddenly become responsible citizens of a participative

democracy.

Our society is based on a political system that

can only be maintained if citizens play an active, informed
and participative role in the political process.

There are
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many dangers facing society today-and
the future of democracy as well.
One of the requirements of survival
as a democracy is
that an informed, participating citizenry
is more important
now than at any point in American history.
At the same time
participating in this democracy is becoming
more and more difficult.
It is essential that students gain the
experience and
understanding of democratic government and governing
in a

basically democratic environment.
community.

This must be the educational

This point is not intended to be a debate of lib-

eral versus conservative, but of democracy versus authoritarian.

As Jerry Farber states:

A democracy cannot possible function if its
citizens are educated to be clever robots. The
way to educate children for democracy is to let
them do it - that doesn’t mean allowing them to
practice empty forms, to make pretend decisions
or to vote on trivia; it means that they participate in the real decisions that affect them. You
learn democracy in school not be defining it or by
simulating it but by doing it....H

A "futurized" curriculum necessitates a decision-making process by the students themselves.

If students, as citizens,

become aware of and responsive to the demands of

a

democratic

society while they are students, then their 'tasks' as adults
in a democracy will be that much more successfully met.

11

Farber, Jerry, The Student as Nigger: Essays and
Stories New York: Pocket Books Inc., 1970, pp. 34-35.
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It should be noted that
this is not a statement
to suggest that all curriculum
become geared towards
explaining the
principles and conduct of a
democracy, but rather that
the
curriculum be so designed that
functioning in a democratic
society is not foreign to its
citizens once they complete the
formal education process.

Examples of

"

appendix sections.

futurizing" curriculum can be found
in the
It is the intention of the
editor to

structure the appendix sections to serve
the function of either a possible futures course, individual
study units, or

single exercises to supplement other
classroom activities.
This will be elaborated further at the end
of

this chapter.

Teaching Basic Skills in Futures Thinking
One of the basic objectives of Educational Future
Studies
is to provide students with a more sophisticated
approach to

understanding the future.

Since the field of Future Studies

long— range forecasting is relatively new, most of the pre-

sent techniques and methods are also new.

The practice of

long-range forecasting is growing and changing continually as
it grows.

The teaching techniques which have been developed

are, at best, only a beginning.

New topics, ideas and methods

will undoubtedly appear to improve those already in use.
is inevitable and welcome.

This

Since one of the premises of Edu-

cational Future Studies is to develop methodologies to be able
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to cope with change, those
individuals who are, at present
instrumental in its growth must also
be willing to deal with

change

Courses in Future Studies need not be
cated approach to forecasting.

highly sophisti-

While some of the present fore-

casting techniques require at least
gebra,

a

a

working knowledge of al-

(for example, trends in appendix B)
most of the concepts

and skills which consitiute a futures approach
can easily be
understood by an interested sixth grader. The main
difference

between the average man in the street and the professional
forecaster is not the complex and sophisticated methods used,
but rather the conceptual understanding and framework in which

he/she operates.
introduction of Future Studies courses can be found
at almost all levels of education.

obviously require

a

The younger age groups will

simplistic explanation of concepts, yet

these groups are often the most enthusiastic in their willing-

ness to explore new ideas.

Much of the work done by the Fu-

ture Studies Program at the University of Massachusetts has

been in the development of curriculum for elementary school
student.

Since there are no designated starting points in a fu-

tures curriculum, the creativity and inventiveness of teachers
in the field has led to many different futures courses.

While

many secondary discipline teachers are incorporating futures
units into current courses,

others are introducing separate
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courses on future studies.

The answer to the question
of

where such courses are best suited
must be left to the common
sense of teachers. Because of
the newness of the field there
are, at present, no firm answers
to these question.

A Note About the Appendix
The appendix in this dissertation
(specifically sections
A-F) consist of a series of exercises
which, when combined
could provide the basic focus for a course
on the future.
However, the appendix was also specifically
designed by the editor to allow individual units which introduce
various concepts
or specific exercises on a variety of subjects
to be accomplished.

The exercises range from the introduction of some basic

notions of the future and preliminary ideas on forecasting
through general approaches to trend extrapolation, modeling
or scenario writing.

These exercises have been edited to pro-

vide concrete examples to both support the theoretical foun-

dations of Educational Future Studies and to begin to fill
the vacuum of materials needed in this area.

The breakdown of the appendix section is as follows.

Section A deals with ways of thinking about the future.

One

of the problems often confronting teachers who would like to

deal with the future is where to begin.

standing do students already have?
ever thought about the future?

How much of an under-

How much have the students

If so, what are their feelings?

The exercises in this section are an attempt to wrestle with

-
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these questions .

The first exercise
deals with an introduction to the concept of
time, how people think
about and use
time, and a student's values
about time.
since the clarification of values is a necessary
component of future thinking,
the remainder of activities
in this section discuss
prior patterns of viewing the future
and conclude with Robert
Bundy's
questionaire on determining fundamental
beliefs of the future.
Section B introduces trends probably the oldest and
still most widely used method of
forecasting the future. Dealing with trends in the classroom can
range from simple observations for young children to highly complex
mathematical in-

terpretations of world situations.

The most popular feature

of understanding trends is the easy
adaptability of trend ex-

trapolation to almost any situation.
explain

,

Trends can be used to

in very real examples, the basic mathematical
concepts

or complex exponentail growth.

It is, perhaps, one way of

simplifying some of the complex societal models into basic

mathematical terms.
The third section (Appendix
and simulations.

C)

talks about the models

Because of the limitations of

a

student's

experience, simulations are one method of becoming familiar

with a variety of different lifestyles, models or situations.

While there are obvious advantages and disadvantages to this
approach, it is an important way to understand concepts which
are foreign to an individual's environment.

The exercises in

this section begin with simple activities to simulate physic-

f
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ally and mentally other situations.

Appendix D is a more

advanced simulation in educational
planning.

Imagination is essential when thinking and
planning
about the future.

One of the major complaints with the edu-

cational process has been the lack of imagination
of its
graduates.
In Appendix E the concentration is on
methods to
foster the imagination and creativity of students.
The ini-

exercises

,

though geared towards elementary

students

often promote startling results in all age groups (particularly in adults who have had a great deal of graduate work)

They are designed to open the individual to

possibilities rather than limit them.

a

.

range of future

An interesting exercise

in this section presents an alternative method of viewing his-

tory and concludes with scenario writing, or creating future

histories

Appendix F deals with group opinion

-

specifically methods

of determining societal views of the future.

This section in-

cludes group process techniques conducive to futures thinking,

though certainly not limited to it.

The majority of exercises

presented in the section are easily applicable to most age
It should be noted that

levels with little modifications.

these exercises deal primarily with process and methodologies
for determining group opinion rather than a specific activity.

The final section (Appendix

G)

is comprised of curriculum

Teach
units completed by undergraduates of the Future Studies
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er Preparation Program.

They are intended to
provide examples
of the multitude of
possibilities for curriculum
development
n futures thinking.
Each of the units presented
has become
an integral part of classroom
activities in several educational locations.

..
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CHAPTER

V

IMPLICATIONS

Of concern to a developing
philosophy of Educational Future Studies are the number of issues
raised by this philosophy
that are yet unresolved. These issues
are important and have

many implications for the directions and
goals of this developing school of thought. Since these
discussions will only
be resolved after lengthy debates and
evaluations,
there is

a continual need for research in this
area.

It should be noted

that at this time there remain many issues and
concerns that
are, perhaps, unresolvable and will, therefore,
always exist
in a controversial framework.

However, for purposes of clar-

ity, organization and optimism these issues will all be class-

ified as presently unresolved.

For purposes of clarity this chapter deals with some of
the issues raised by the six main premises of chapter II, and
the interrelationship of Educational Future Studies with the

process of education.
The process of education

-

in its attempt to best define

and assimilate a philosophy of Educational Future Studies as

well as to deal with many other issues
hard look at the directions of society.

-

must take a long,
It is the author's

contention that the long and arduous process necessary for
a

resolution of these issues can best be achieved in

a frame-

•
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work of long range thinking
and planning, and must be
answered
using such a framework; not
only for education,
but for all

areas of society.

Before the six premises, originally
presented earlier in
this dissertation, can be simplified
into the daily routine
of public school environments, many
questions and potential
problem areas must be explored. In most
cases, the questions
raised fall into three main areas of concern;
attitudes,
val-

ues and the development of appropriate skills.

While the

author recognizes many instances of overlap and
interaction

between these three areas, these categories are also
important
concerns by themselves.

Attitudes
One of the main issues in the discussion of this nature

centers around the question of developing attitudes about the
future.

For many generations, the general belief and accepted

norm has been in living for the present and reliving the past.
While there are obviously some sub-groups within society that
emphasize long term thinking and planning, instances of this
type of behavior are not common or dominant.

In order for the

necessary changes to occur in educational institutions that
would be recognized as future-oriented, one of the requirements
is a change in societal beliefs about the future.

Our society

r-

..
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must recognize the influence
of the future in present
policy
making.
A second factor in the discussion
of attitudes is the
influence of parental goals.
in most communities the adult
population is directly responsible for
budgets, allocation
of program and policy making.
Therefore, any effort to
introduce alternative programs or philosophies
should be
supported by the parents. Because of the
degree of involvement of parents in educational systems, any
serious attempts
to promote change in the educational process
should include
the input of parents.
For many of the groups involved, this would mean a

careful rethinking of the present policies and goals now
undertaken.

In education, many unresolved issues are

raised which will have to be dealt with for the adaptation
of a future-oriented approach.

It should be noted that the

concerns to be mentioned are not intended to be an inclusive
list, nor are they to be finalized in this document.

Educa-

tional Future Studies is still in a developmental stage, with

perhaps more questions to be confronted than there are yet
answers for.

It is hoped that this document will spur an

increase in research in this vital area.

Another reason for trying to affect attitude changes in
parents is because of the obvious influence of adults in
child's development.

Very simply, it would be foolish to

a
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pursue a change in student
attitudes that have as a
goal institutional change without
also including programs
to influence
parental attitudes.
The third factor in changing
attitudes involves the goals
of educational systems.
Since the goals and attitudes
of educational planning and policy
making are closely interrelated,
the process of changing attitudes
will naturally affect a change in goals. As stated earlier,
it is the author's contention that the goals of education
should include elements which
deal with the long term needs of
the student and society.
One
of the potential results from the
development of long range
goals for education might be a change
in the attitudes of the
community involved.

Included in the need for additional research
in this area
are programs which may be implemented to
achieve a change in
society's attitudes toward the future. Among the many
ques-

tions to be answered are concerns about the types of
programs,

their design and implementation.
uate them?

Who would monitor and eval-

How should they be evaluated?

Should these pro-

grams be standardized for the country, or for particular regions, or even local communities?

Who should finance them?

The scope of these issues go beyond the focus of this paper,
thus, necessitating the need for additional work in this field.

As other areas of concern are explored in this chapter, addi-

tional questions will appear as well as the reemphasizing of

questions already presented.
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Values

Closely associated with

a

discussion of attitudes is
one

of values.

From a societal perspective,
there are several
areas where the discussion of
values interact with the development of educational goals and
policies.
For purposes of
clarity, the focus for this section
will be the values present
ly opperational in American
society concerning material
con-

sumption.

Speaking in broad terms, if the
assumption is made
that there is a limit to the amount
of resources in

the world,
and, that it will take a considerable
period of time before

man develops

system of limitless production, then at
the pre
sent time society should operate within the
framework
a

of fin-

ite resources and production capabilities.

While the issues raised by this assumption in
terms of
property consumption, spending and so forth will not be

re-

,

solved in this paper, the discussion of these areas present

many implications for society and education to confront.

The

underlying values in American society are often based on the

unlimited ability of business and industry to meet the needs
of a demanding society.

Whether

reached remains to be seen.

a

breaking point will be

For the immediate future, however

these values may prove to be more harmful to society than bene
f icial

The role of education in this discussion should be as

forum for the resolution of these concerns.

a

While many of the

Ill

issues have implications that go beyond
the scope of education,
they are never-the-less issues that
must be dealt with. For
example will there always be an unequal
distribution of wealth
in the world? The United States, with
only approximately
,

,

,

six

per cent of the world's population consumes
about thirty percent of the world's energy resources.
If this is
to change,

how are people to be prepared for a change in lifestyles?
Who is responsible?
tional systems be?

What should the involvement of the educaIs this really a vital concern to the fu-

ture of this country and our present society?

Again, there

are never any easy or simple answers, but the process of deal-

ing with these issues is important to the future of our society.

The Development of Skills

One of the premises of Educational Future Studies is

based on the need to develop skills necessary to be able to
understand, confront and cope successfully with possible
futures.

Three questions appear most dominately in the dis-

cussion of this area.

First, what skills are needed?

While

there are many exercises in the appendices which attempt to

develop skills for dealing with the future, additional research
will be needed in terms of refining both the exercise and the

expected result of these activities.

It should be noted that

many of these exercises are relatively unique to the process
of education and are, therefore, relatively crude in their
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desired expectations.

Continued interest and work
in this
area, though, should improve
the quality of curriculum

in the

future

For individuals and groups already
pursuing an interest
in Educational Future Studies,
many unanswered issues remain.
In a very brief manner, the
presentation of questions and
issues flow from several different angles
and avenues.
From
a student's perspective, it is
possible to equip individuals
with the necessary skills and knowledge to
cope with an everchanging world? in a pluralistic society such
as the United
States, can we assume that a philosophy of
Educational Future

Studies will be accepted?

is the philosophy of Educational

Future Studies limited to the class of citizens not in
power,
but also not enslaved by poverty?

Is this philosophy adaptable

to the many ethnic and cultural groups in this country?
In a society which enamors credentials, is it possible

to evaluate the skills to be utilized over a long period of

time during the brief period of formal education?

Is it pos-

sible, feasible and desireable to reshape the thinking of

millions of adults in this country?
In a class at the University of Massachusetts, members

of the Future Studies Program attempted to develop a set of

criteria necessary to be

a

competent futurist.

Using the

simple definition that a futurist is someone who makes future

possibilities more real for others, the amount of training and

background required of an individual would be more than

a life-
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time's work!

The question remains, therefore,
as to what kinds
and types of skills are justifiable
and reasonable from a societal perspective.

A second set of questions involve
methodology. Can these
skills be taught or are they best
learned in a manner similar
to the way one acquires common sense?
it is questionable
whether or not the institution of education
provides the most
useful setting for this type of education.
Perhaps
the bus-

iness community is more suitable and better
prepared to accomplish this goal. While it may be obvious that the
resolution
of these concerns goes beyond the scope of this
dissertation,
it is important that potential areas of concern be
recognized

and dealt with continually.
The third area of question involves evaluation.

In

the development of skills which have long term implications

and directions, what kinds of assessment processes are needed?

When are they most appropriate?

Do the skills presented

by Educational Future Studies actually achieve the goals stated
in the main premises?

Perhaps there are needs for different

types of exercises, skills and evaluative methods.

Also, what

are the implications for other areas of the education process

such as the training of teachers, community involvement or

alternative schools?
As a brief example of some of the issues for education
to confront, an initial starting point may concern personnel.

*
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What type of training will
be required of teachers?
How much
and what kinds of in-service
work will be required of individuals currently teaching?
Considering the vast amounts
of information available and
the many different fields of
study, should universities be
training teachers with different types of skills and knowledge?
Is it realistic to assume
that potential teachers can be
expected to acquire sufficient
knowledge as well as such a wide range
of skills necessary
to be a qualified teacher in a new field
of Educational Future Studies? Should local school committees
be required to

determine standards for teachers in future studies?
In short, the questions raised when dealing
with issues

relating to teachers alone are quite numerous.

It is quite

obvious that the discussion and resolution of the issues which

concern teachers and teacher education cannot be limited solely to one area since the implications of these issues affect

many others.

What is required and necessary is

a

thorough

understanding of the many interactions and additional issues
surrounding teacher education.

Issues in teacher education

should not be limited solely to discussions about teacher
education.

Viewing the situation from another perspective, one might
consider the relationship of educational systems to local communities.

Restating a previous question on teacher education

from the perspective of community boards, one might ask what

.
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control local school boards
should have on the training
of
teachers? Or in determining the
standards to be required of
teachers seeking employment in
local districts (whether
their
field be future studies or
another discipline)? How actively

should the community and the
educational system interact?
What types and to what extent is
community support and participation required? What is the role
of local adults in the
education of youth? What is the role
of adult education?
In short, while a closing statement
is in order, perhaps
what is more appropriate is a beginning
statement towards
the work needed in this new field.

At the present time more

questions than answers are available.

What is recognized is

the need for futures research and an attempt
to resolve many

of the areas of concern regarding the future of
education,

society and mankind.

?'
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Appendix A

x

Thinking about the Future

Learning about

a

people's concept of time ia
an important
part of understanding how
they think, why they behave
as they
do, and how their society
functions, so this is a natural
as
well as an entertaining
component of normal social
studies and
history courses. The next step
is to compare the time
concepts
of others with our own, and
it is often easiest to
understand
our own culture by comparison
with other ways of thinking.

EXERCISE Al:

Concepts of Time

Procedure:

Have the students arrange themselves
in a circle
(this works best with a discussion group
of 5 to 9)
Start
by distributing copies of Figure
1, "Perspectives on Time and
Space" and asking the students how much of
their thinking is
.

located in each part of the chart.

Then broaden the topic to

"people they know" and <hnost people in the U.S."

At each

point, ask if they think this distribution is desirable or
ap-

propriate.

When discussion tapers off, distribute the "discus-

sion focuser" from The Silent Language by Edward T. Hall.

Is

Hall's description of American attitudes generally accurate?
one of the three approaches "better" than the others?

Is

Why?

If the discussion is a lively one, it can then be led

Many of these exercises can be found in a forthcoming
book, Teaching the Future by Dr. Draper Kauffman, a graduate of
the Future Studies Program at the University of Massachusetts.
This book will be an E.T.C. publication.
,
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Although the perspectives of the world's people vary in
space and in time* every human concern falls somewhere on
the space-time graph.
The majority of the world's peoole
are concerned with matters that affect only family or
friends over a short period of time. Others look farther
ahead in time or over a larger area a city or a nation.
Only a very few people have a global perspective that extends far into the future.
(From Meadows, et al.
The
Limits to Growth

—

.

.

Figure li

"Perspectives on Time and Space"
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to consider the consequences
of different ways of
thinking

about the future.

For example, Americans are
very adept at
manipulating the near-term future.
Sloppy as our procedures
may seem to us while we are using
them, the American habits
of careful planning, tight scheduling,
and punctuality
have

given us a technical efficiency
equalled in only a few other
countries. This efficiency (and a
great deal of luck in

having abundant resources) has made
the U.S. both rich and
powerful.
However, if the American genius is in
manipulating the
near-term future— anywhere from next Saturday's
bake sale to
a ten-year program to put a man on the
moon

— our

twin fail-

ings are in our use of the present and our use
of the more
distant future. Many people whom Americans tend to
regard
as "lazy" or "inefficient" regard us as compulsive,
clock-

ridden, and unable to relax and enjoy ourselves.

Many "suc-

cessful" Americans do seem to feel that the pursuit of their

goals should have permitted them more happiness than it has.

An increasing number of people believe that, as

a na-

tion, much of our short-term competence has been expended on

goals that make little long-term sense.

Our technical ef-

ficiency has allowed us to construct magnificent access
highways
cities.

— which

have resulted in congested and polluted

We have struggled to keep our GNP growing even

larger, only to discover that a bigger GNP may mean more

damage to the environment without necessarily improving the
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quality of life.

And we have undertaken
extensive military
interventions, only to discover
that our security, prestige,
and influence have been reduced,
rather than increased.

Over the years, Americans have had
a staunch faith in
"progress." in the idea that if „ e work
hard, everything will
automatically turn out all right. “Take
care of
today, and

tomorrow will take care of itself."

But we are now discov-

ering that hard work invested toward
a poorly chosen goal
produces only frustration and bitter disappointment.

With older students, you may want to direct
the discussion further to consider the role of the schools
in

teaching

the attitude that competence in the project at
hand is im-

portant, but consideration of long-term goals or problems
is
not.

What other attitudes toward the future might be taught

instead?

How might this be done, and what would the conse-

quences be?

How can a student direct his own education to

avoid the normal short-sighted perspective?

The Concept of the Future

One reason we may find it difficult to think about the
future is that we have poor conceptual tools to think about
it with.

For instance, the basic concept of "the future" is

very ambiguous in our culture and we are used to seeing different and conflicting meanings for it.
exercise to illustrate the point.

Here is a simple
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********** *******
EXERCISE A2i

* * * * *

*******

Metaphors for "the Future"

lra.cedure

Reproduce the four metaphors given below
and hand
them out to the class or discussion group.
Give the students
a few minutes to read through them and
then ask for volun.1

teers to read them aloud to the group.

Then open up the dis-

cussion with some of the questions that follow.
1.

night.

The future is a great roller coaster on a moonless

It exists, twisting ahead of us in the dark, although

we can only see each part as we come to it.

W e can make es-

timates about where we are headed, and sometimes see around
a bend to another section of track, but it doesn't

do*

us any

real good because the future is fixed and determined.

We are

locked in our seats, and nothing we may know or do will
change the course that is laid out for us.
2.

The future is a mighty river.

The great force of

history flows inexorably along, carrying us with it.

Most

of our attempts to change its course are mere pebbles thrown
into the river

t

they cause a momentary splash and a few rip-

ples, but they make no difference.

The river's course can

be changed, but only by natural disasters like earthquakes

or landslides, or by massive, concerted human efforts on a

similar scale.

On the other hand, we are free as individuals

to adapt to the course of history either well or poorly.

By

looking ahead, we can avoid sandbars and whirlpools and pick
the best path through any rapids.
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3.

The future is a great ocean.

There are many possi-

ble destinations, and many different
paths to each destination. A good navigator takes
advantage of the main currents
of change, adapts his course to the
capricious winds of
chance, keeps a sharp lookout posted,
and moves carefully in
fog or uncharted waters. If he does
these things, he will
get safely to his destination (barring a
typhoon or other

disaster which he can neither predict nor avoid).
The future is entirely random, a colossal
dice game.
Every second, millions of things happen which could
have happened another way and produced a different future.
A bullet
4.

is deflected by a twig and kills one man instead of
another.

A scientist checks a spoiled culture and throws it away# or
looks more closely at it and discovers penicillin.

A spy at

the Watergate removes a piece of tape from a door and gets

away safely, or he forgets to remove the tape and changes

American political history.

Since everything is chance, all

we can do is play the game, pray to the gods of fortune, and

enjoy what good luck comes our way.

Questions
future?

!

Which metaphor best describes your idea of the

Which description is the most "valid' or "realistic"?
1

Is there any way you could prove that one description is

"right" and the others are "wrong"?

What would be the con-

sequences for society of assuming the truth of one metaphor
instead of the others?

Would it be more useful to assume one

of them, even if it were not more "correct" than the others?
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**********

* * *

Forecasts

A forecast is a statement about
the future possibility
of an event. Unlike a prediction,
the forecast does not
deal with 10055 certainty of an
event. There are three basic
types of forecasts used! primary,
secondary
and tertiary.

A

primary forecast is a statement of how
things will happen if
they continue the way they are going.
A
secondary forecast

is a statement about any future possibility,
including those
which may involve change. A tertiary forecast
is a statement
of the most likely of the secondary forecasts
to occur.

****************** #######
EXERCISE A3

i

^^ ##

^

Understanding Forecasts
Begin by explaining to the students the differ-

Erag educe*

ence between a forecast and a prediction, and the difference

between the three kinds of forecasts (primary, secondary, and
tertiary).

When you have discussed these concepts and are

satisfied that the students understand them, give them the

following two-part assignment.

Part One

i

Prepare a set of forecasts on a subject which in-

terests you.

Include in the set a primary forecast (where

things are currently headed)

,

at least three secondary fore-

casts (alternative possibilities), and a tertiary forecast
(the most likely outcome

cast)

.

— may

be the same as the primary fore-
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Part Two:

Forecasts and predictions
occur commonly in books,
magazines, and newspapers.
Find at least four forecasts
and
at least one prediction and
bring them into class. Be
sure
to include the context in
which each statement occurs.
Ask for volunteers to read
their own sets of forecasts
aloud. After each one, ask the
students if they agree with
the classifications.
Be sure to distinguish
between understanding the terms and agreeing on
the content of the forecasts themselves. As you proceed,
the students should become
adept in distinguishing between
predictions and the three
kinds of forecasts.
It should also become obvious that
some
forecasts are in some sense better than
others.. When this
point is reached, discuss the purpose of
forecasting, and then

describe the four criteria of clarity
and justification

Finally

,

,

plausibility

,

imagination

.

go around the room asking the students to read

both the items they found in print and the remainder of their
forecasts.

After each one, have the class evaluate it accord-

ing to the four criteria.

In the discussion of the students'

own forecasts, try to bring out the strengths of each one and

prevent arguments over which forecast is best or worst.
cus instead on how each forecast could be improved.

Fo-

Also, be

especially supportive of imaginative but "far-out" forecasts;
a

good forecast need not be probable, merely possible.

********************************

,
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Finally, here is a set of fifteen
questions developed
by Bundy, which can be used as a
follow-up to the

three pre-

ceding exercises.

(As an alternative, you may wish
to use

this as both a pre- and post-course
questionnaire if you are
teaching a longer unit specifically about
the future.)

EXERCISE A4i
E rPQgdure

i

Beliefs About the Fnturp

Distribute the questionnaire to the students and

ask them to complete it.
z•

)

(Be sure to tell them it is not a

Then ask the students to compare their answers and

discuss the differences between them.

giving your own opinion even if asked.

Be cautious about

Usually, it is best

to reserve your views until near the end of the discussion

of each point, and even then you should make it clear that

yours is just another opinion and not the "right" answer.

Otherwise the discussion tends to collapse into a session of
guessing-what-teacher- thinks.
A word of warning!

question six is a "trick" question

the answer is determined by how you read the question.

If

"knowledge" is taken to mean "absolute foreknowledge of
events" most students will disagree (though some will mention

"absolute certainties" such as the movements of the planets).

Those who interpret "knowledge" to mean "useful knowledge
about possibilities" (such as knowing the chances of filling
an inside straight) will generally agree.

•
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W hat Fundamental Bel
s£s Abou t Th e Future n» You
Hold ?
Here are fifteen statements
about the future.

Please
indicate your opinion of each
statement by circling one
of
the numbers beneath it,
according to the following
key.
=
s
*
ron
gly
”2
disagree
3 - strongly agree
“2 = disagree
2 = agree
-1 = somewhat disagree
1 = somewhat agree
0 = uncertain
*

From a broad historical viewpoint the hnmon
raCe 15 movin S
toward a more desirable fu?Se.

^

-3
2
’

7.

4.
8,

-2

-1

An array of alternative futures, both desirable
desirable, are open to mankind at any point in and untime.

"3-2-10123

2-10123

A prediction is not basically different from a forecast.
-

5*

-1

lar- gely
at least in all of
its important
i!Srti+ aspects. predetermined,
Individuals, therefore olav nnt
an historically necessary role, i.e.\
along by forces over which they have oeopie a^-e swep?
little control.

-3
6,
3.

-2

3

-

If one could completely dissect all the forces operating
the present, one could accurately predict the future

m

-3-2-10123
-3-2-10123

It is possible to have knowledge of the future.

The most surprising future we can imagine is one in which
there are no. surprises. It is unreasonable to expect a
future in which there are no surprises.

-3-2-10123
-3-2-10123

Today we can predict outcomes in the social order about
as well as we can predict outcomes in the natural order.

r-

r
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9.

S3S.WS
-3

10 .

approaches to forecasting the future
i p
a ++*
tudes, techniques and beliefs,
don't differ basicallv
lly
from approaches used by pre-modern
man.
-2

-1

Th r *^ purpose of futures forecasting
is to heir
f better
t
P uc to
make
decisions in the present. S
-3

12 .

-1

Modem

“3

11 .

-2

>»

-2

-1

A useful side effect of futures forecasting
helps us to understand the present better. is that it

"3-2-10123
-3-2-10123

13.

Without forecasting there can be no freedom of choice.

14.

How one thinks about the future is intimately connected
with how one deals with social and interpersonal relationships.

15.

* *

"3-2-10123
-3-2-10123
*****************************
The future 20 years from now is very likely to be completely different from the present.

•
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WAYS OF THINKING ABOUT THE
FUTURE

I

ESSENTIAL POINTS

1.

Different societies have different
approaches to thinking
about time and about the future.

2.

Within our own society, individual
perspectives differ
greatly from one person to another.

3.

There are at least four contradictory approaches
to "the
future" in our culture* complete determinism;
broad
so-

de -erminism, but with freedom to adapt; individual

and societal self-determination, within the limits of

reality; and complete randomness.

Futurists find it most useful to assume a future that is

partly pre-determined, partly determined by chance, and
partly determined by our own free choice.
5*

Our freedom of choice is lowest in the immediate future
and grows larger as our planning horizon extends further

into the future.
6.

A forecast is a conditional or probabilistic statement
about the future.

7.

A primary forecast is a statement about what will happen
if a current trend continues into the future.

8.

A secondary forecast is a statement about any future possibility, including those possibilities in which current

trends do not continue.
9.

A tertiary forecast is a statement about the most likely

course of events.
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10.

A prediction, in contrast
to a forecast. i 3
a statement
about a 100* certainty, a
situation in which no other

outcome is possible.
11.

Unlike a prediction, a forecast
cannot usually be proven
or disproven by the course of
events.

12.

The purpose of forecasting is
to improve our ability
to
make wise choices in the present,

13.

The quality of a forecast can be
judged by four standards.
clarity, plausibility, imagination,
and justification.

14.

When dealing with societies, absolute
foreknowledge is
impossible, the best we can do is to obtain

useful know-

ledge about future possibilities.
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Appendix B
Trends

There are many observable patterns
in the world around
us.
The extension of these patterns
from the past, to the
present and into the future is probably
one of the oldest
forms of viewing the future. A trend
is an influence on
human behavior that either increases
or decreases over time.
It must be existent in some form in
the past and
present,

and reasonably expected to continue into
the foreseeable
future. Population increase is an example
of a trend.

Teaching about trends is linked with teaching
mathematics and logical thinking.

The basic idea of a trend is

that of change over a period of time.

With younger child-

ren, understanding trends is purely an intuitive process.

With older students this may involve the use of graphs, functions, equations, and perhaps the physical sciences.

The

use of trends is a method of relating mathematics and science to the students' environment.

EXERCISE Bl*

Materials

!

Some Simple Basic Trends

You may use the graph on the following page or

simply put the different figures on the blackboard as they
are needed.

Procedure

!

First make sure that the students understand the

idea of a trend and the idea of a graph.

Then explain each
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Figure 3

132

graph on page

and the trend associated with
it. using the
following discussion as an approximate
guide.
Then have the
students identify the type of trend
associated with the trends
listed and with the trends which they
think up.

Biscussion
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The simplest trend of all is the
assumption that
nothing is changing, that the thing we are
thinking about has
remained the same in the past and will continue
to do so in
the future. During much of man’s history,
the rate of change
was so slow that the average man was unlikely, in
one lifetime, to see a major change in his society, his way
of making
i

a living, or his way of thinking about the world.

So this

assumption of no change was the basic assumption about both
past and future in a traditional society*

".

in the beginning, is now, and ever shall be."

.

.

as it was

In our own

times of rapid change, however, there is almost nothing that
we can count on as continuing in an absolutely unchanged con-

dition.

A variation of the straight-line no-change situation
(see Figure 2) is the pattern which oscillates up and down

on either side of a straight line without providing any long
term change in the average situation.

Such patterns are

called cyclical trends, and many cyclical trends dominate
the natural environment of man.

For instance, the amount of

light or heat varies from noon to midnight and back again in
a regular pattern.

The overall distance of a planet from the

sun varies around a norm throughout the year, as do the daily
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average temperatures, thus providing
us with seasons. The
tides vary in a cyclical pattern
with the distance and position of the moon. This pattern
is imposed on another, longer cycle caused again by the distance
and position of the
sun.

All of these external cycles are
reflected in various
ways by internal cycles in the bodies of
all
animals, in-

cluding ourselves.

For example, most people's body temper-

ature, height, and weight all vary in regular
daily patterns.

Of course, one of the most obvious cyclical
patterns is that
of blood pressure, which swings up with each beat
of the
heart and down again in between beats, in the cycle we call
the pulse.

The next basic kind of trend is that of simple linear
growth, sometimes called arithmetic growth.

This occurs

when a constant amount of something is being added to the
basic quantity in each interval of time.

For instance, if

you put a nickel in your piggy bank every week, the amount
of money saved will increase in a linear fashion.

Linear trends also need not grow in an exactly straight
line, as long as the central tendency of the trend can be

represented by a straight line (see Figure 3)«

For instance,

you might put fifteen cents in that piggy bank this week,
take a nickel out the next week, put fifteen cents in the

week after that, and so on.

This would be a combination of

cyclical trend and a linear growth trend.

For that matter,
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the type of variation does not
have to be regular, as long
as
it averages out to the same thing.
You could put seven cents

in your bank this week, three cents
next week, none at all
the following week, eight cents the
next

week, and five cents

the following week, and so on in that
fashion, and as long
as the average over a typical interval was
approximately constant, we would consider this a linear
growth
trend.

(We've been talking about linear trends as
"growth"
trends.
tive.

It should be pointed out that "growth" can
be nega-

That is, you can have a trend which slants downward,

as well as a trend which slants upward.

All of these varia-

tions can be applied to any of the trends that we look at.

They can go up and down in a smooth cycle

?

they can go up and

down in a random, jagged pattern around a central tendency;
or they can go downward instead of upward.

For simplicity,

however, we normally talk about the basic types of trends as

if they were always smooth upward lines or curves.)

Here are four examples of trends.

Identify each one by

the type it belongs to

Your age (linear growth, smooth? Figure

3. a)

The speed of light (no growth, smooth? Figure

2. a)

The total number of students who have graduated from
this school (linear growth, irregular? Figure 3,c )
The number of children in this classroom (no growth,
cyclical, and irregular; Figure 2.b and 2.c)

If students at this point volunteer trends of their own,
help them to clarify in their own minds the kind of trend, be-
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ing careful to point out that
their suggestions may not
fit
into the two general categories
we have just
discussed.

In

particular, if a trend is suggested
to you which clearly
falls into the category of exponential
growth, say something
like, "Well, that trend isn't one of
the ones we've been
talking about, but it's a kind of trend
which is especially
interesting," and write down the name of
the trend, such as
"growth in number of automobiles," on the
blackboard well

off to one side so you can refer to it during
the discussion
after the next set of exercises.

***********************

# *

#####

Exponential Growth

Many of the achievements and most of the problems of
this century are intimately related to an exponential growth

trend of some sort, whether it is the use of pesticides and

fertilizers, the amount of scientific knowledge, the number
and power of our weapons, the size of world population, the

amount of pollution, or any of the large number of other key

growth trends.
The question of growth will be one of the most crucial

policy issues for at least the next fifty years.

Unless

your students understand growth and how it works, they will
be unable to cope intelligently with the many growth-related

issues facing them.

The purpose of this exercise and of the

ones that follow is to familiarize your students with the
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basic idea of exponential growth,
to make them comfortable
with the notion, and to enable them
to interpret figures con.ceming it in a meaningful way.

**************** #####
EXERCISE B2i

Materials

* * *

******

The Hero’s RpwarH

You will need four 2-lb boxes of ordinary un-

!

cooked rice (you can get by with only two),
seventeen plasti
bags, and seventeen rubber bands or twist-ties for
sealing
the bags.
P re paration

*

Open one box of rice and measure it out into

the seventeen bags as follows*

Bag

#1-1
#2-2
#3

“

grain of rice
grains

4 grains

#4-8

grains

Bag #10 -

#11

2

scant teaspoons

- 4

scant teaspoons

#12 - 8 scant teaspoons
#13

-

16 scant teaspoons

#5

“ 16

grains

#14

-

1/3 cup

#6

- 32

grains

#15

-

2/3 cup

#7 - 64 grains

#16

-

1-1/3 cup

#8 - 1/2 scant teaspoon

#17

-

1/2 box

#9 - 1 scant teaspoon
These should almost exactly finish off the box.

(If you don’t

have enough for the last bag, you have probably put too much
in the three or four next largest ones.)

Tie the bags off

tightly and put them into a box or paper bag, with the heaviest bag on the bottom and the lightest on top so that you can
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remove them in order.

(If you use twist-ties,
it helps to

write the bag numbers on the ties.)

EE2££toE£i

Announce that you're going to
tell the class
story, which goes as follows*

a

"A long time ago there lived in
China a King who was very,
very rich and had a very beautiful
daughter.
One day this

daughter was carried off by an EVIL
fire-breathing dragon.
(Everybody hiss.) As the dragon was carrying
the beautiful
princess off to its cave, it encountered a
handsome young man
on his way to the city to earn his fortune.
The handsome
young man promptly killed the fire-breathing dragon
and
res-

cued the princess.

(Everybody cheer.)

The hero then re-

stored the beautiful princess to her grief-stricken father,
who, as is customary in fairy tales, asked him, 'What
reward

would you like?

A sack of gold?

My daughter's hand in mar-

riage?'

"Instead, the young man surprised them.

He went over

to the King's chessboard and cleared away the pieces and said

that what he wanted for a reward was to come to the palace
once a day for 64 days

board

— and

— one

day for each square on the chess-

pick up a certain amount of rice each day.

The

first day, for the first square of the chessboard, he would

get one grain of rice.

The second day he would get two.

The

third day he would get four, and the fourth day eight, and so
on, doubling the number of grains of rice each day and for

each square on the chessboard."

(Go to the blackboard and
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draw a large chessboard, eight squares
by eight squares.)
"The King of course agreed, though he
thought the

hero was a

most peculiar young man to want so paltry
a reward.
But the proper instructions were given and

the next

day the young man came to the palace and went
away with one
grain of rice.
(At this point take out the first
1

'

plastic

bag and put it on the right front corner of your desk.

Then

turn to the blackboard and put the number 1 in the first
large square on the chessboard.)

"On the second day, the

young man came back to the palace and this time went away with
two grains of rice.”

(Place the second bag beside the first

one and mark the number 2 in the second box of the chessboard.

)

Continue in the same fashion through the first seventeen squares, asking the students to do the multiplication.

When you come to square 18, explain that, by careful analysis, you have discovered that there are exactly 131,0?2

grains of rice in an ordinary box of rice.

Take an unopened

box and put it on the desk just to the left of the line of
bags.

In addition to writing 131*072 in the square of the

chessboard, put "1 Box" underneath it.

Continue as before

i

"...

and on the nineteenth day,

the young man returned to the palace and received 262,144

grains of rice," meanwhile placing the two remaining boxes
of rice together on the desk a little distance to the left
of the first box.

At this point, you should switch from re-
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cording the number of grains in
the chessboard squares to
recording the number of boxes.
Abbreviate the narration from
now on, asking the class to call
out the number of boxes to
go in each square of the chessboard,
and just fill in the
squares, until you reach 1,024 boxes of
rice on the
28th day.

Here, remark to the class that this much
rice would cover the
entire floor of the classroom to the depth
of one inch (assuming approximately 500 square feet of
floor space). Write
”1 Inch" underneath "1,024 Boxes"
on the blackboard. Fill
in the next six squares with the appropriate
number of inches,
illustrating as you go along the approximate height.
(An

adult desk is about 28 inches tall.

And 64 inches, of course,

is the height of a 5*4" student or teacher.)

When you reach square number 35, put in "128 Inches or
1 Classroom," explaining that, on the 35th day, the amount

of rice would have filled this entire classroom, wall-to-wall,

floor-to-ceiling.

Now resume the story

i

"For the first few

weeks when all this was going on, all the people at the court

thought this was very silly and made fun of the young man,

although the Princess was sad to think that such a strong and
handsome hero was a little bit touched in the head.

But a-

long about the thirty- fifth day, the King began to get worried about this line of carts pulling away from his storehouse.

So he called in his finest mathematician and asked

just how much rice this was going to involve by the time they

got to the last square on the chessboard.
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"Now the King was not exactly what
you would call a
Whiz at math, so it took the royal
mathematician

some time

to convince the King that the answer
he received was cor-

rect.

But when the King finally understood the
answer, he
took immediate action. And on the 36 th
day, when the young
man showed up with a string of carts to get his
rice, he

was

set upon instead by soldiers, who dragged him
away and executed him,

-If this seems harsh to you, you should know what it
was that the royal mathematician told the King.

He said that

at the end of the 64 days, the King would have owed the young

man all of the rice in the entire Kingdom, and all the rice
that the Kingdom would produce for the next ten thousand
years.

(And, as the King said, 'It's not that I'm ungrate-

ful, it's just that

I

can't stand a wise guy.')"

Quite conveniently, that one inch layer of rice we have
on the floor of the classroom on the 28th day would weigh
just about one ton, so you can switch from inches to tons.

Instead of filling in all the remaining squares in the chessboard, you can simply fill in the following days with the

following amounts*
38 days = 1,000 tons
48 days = 1,000,000 tons
58 days = 1 billion tons
64 days = 64 billion tons

(By comparison the total annual rice harvest of the world these

days amounts to less than 350 million tons.)

When you have finished filling in the squares on the
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Hero's Reward

-The

I

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

/

1

2

4

8

16

32

64

grain
a

10.

256

II.

512

17.

1,024

18.

19.

131,072

65,536

12.

2,048

20.

box

25.

26.

128

21.

4

27.

8,192

22.

16.

16,384 32,768

23.

16

8

28.

512

35.

29.

1,024
boxes
= 1

34.

4,096

15.

24.

32

boxes

256

33.

14.

2

—
1

13.

128

36.

30.

31.

64

32.

2

inches

4

16

8

in.,

37

38.

39.

40.

47.

48.

128
32

64

1,000
tons

inches
=

1

room
42.

41.

43.

44.

45.

46.

1

million
tons
49.

50.

51.

52.

53.

54.

55.

56.

57.

58.

59.

60.

61.

62.

63.

64.

1

billion
tons

64

billion
tons

Total amount of rice equals 128 billion tons.

Figure

4.

Your blackboard should look something like this at
the end of the story in Exercise B2.
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blackboard

see Figure 4) and putting the
total amounts in
perspective for the students in the
class, you should explain
that they have been looking at the
effects of what is called
an exponential (or "geometric")
growth curve. With students
who have had algebra, you can put
the equation (y = 2 x 'l) on
the board, and ask one of your eager
beavers to draw a graph
that shows the curve. The student will
quickly discover that
it is impossible to create a scale for
the vertical margin of
the graph which permits plotting the whole
curve in a way
that makes any sense at all. If, for example,
you draw it
(

with one inch per grain of rice, so that you can
tell the
first day from the second day, the height of the vertical
axis would be a million times greater than the distance from
"the

earth to the sun.

If, on the other hand, you put it at

one inch per billion tons of rice, you will be able to see a

nice curve for the end of the graph, but the first 54 days
will be represented by an absolutely straight line that is

apparently identical with zero.

(If you are doing this in

conjunction with a math class, this would be a good time to
introduce semi -logarithmic graph paper.)

With younger students, simply ask them if they noticed
how slowly things started off and how, all of a sudden, they
started to get really big.

It is worth emphasizing this by

recapitulating some sequences.

Remind them that after ten

whole days the young man had received only four teaspoonsfull of rice (gather up the first ten bags and hold them up),
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and that on the 30th day he
received 4
f rice.
For fur
ther emphasis, point to the
plastic bags lined up in order
on
the desk or table, and remind
them that it took 18 days to
get from one grain of rice to one
box of rice, but only 17

teo

additional days to get from 1 box to
an entire room-full of
rice.

One useful point that may come up during the
discussion
of the story is that a curve like this obviously
has to
run

out of room somewhere.

In other words, exponential growth

goes on indefinitely only in the world of theoretical
mathematics.

In the real world, an exponential growth curve always

comes up against a limit sooner or later, and if the growth
is fairly rapid, that limit will be reached sooner ra-

ther than later.

What makes exponential growth situations

especially troublesome is the way in which they approach their
limits.

They go along at apparently harmless levels for such

a long time that they lull people into a sense of security,

but when they are approaching their limit, they do so extreme-

ly rapidly.

The next two exercises are designed to illustrate

this problem.

****»*****#****«•*#******»**»•***
EXERCISE B3*

Materials

i

The Riddle of the Pond

This is a brief and simple exercise.

The only
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materials required are graph paper
and a pencil.
paper should preferably be four-to-the-inch.

The graph

although the

exercise can be done on paper with
smaller squares.
Procedura
Start b y asking the students this
riddle (from
Xhg Units __ to Growth
It seems that there's this farmer
who
has a Pond, and the pond contains a lily
plant which doubles
in size each day. It will take the plant
thirty days to completely fill up the pond, and the farmer doesn't
want that,
because the lily plant will choke the pond and
l

)

I

die and rot

and make a big mess.

The farmer wants to cut the plant back

before that happens, so his question is, "On what day
will
the lily plant half fill the pond?"

If you get a correct answer (the 29th day) fairly quickly# you will almost certainly have a majority response of "I

don't understand" from the rest of the class.

Have the stu-

dent who gives the right answer explain it to the rest.

If,

as is more likely, the students toss out several numbers,

simply as guesses, pick one of them (e.g.

15 ) and ask the

student, "Well, if the pond is half full on the 15 th day, and
the plant doubles in size each day, how full will the pond be

on the sixteenth day?"

This will usually be sufficient.

The next step is to distribute graph paper and have each

student mark off a big square with 32 of the small squares on
each side.

This 32 x 32 area represents the pond in which the

lily plant is growing.

Now the question for the students is,

if the lily plant would have completely filled this pond on
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the 30th day, how many of the small squares
did it occupy on
the 20th day? (Ask for guesstimates before
actually figuring it out with them.)

The simplest way of arriving at a solution is to
work
backwards, like a time-lapse movie run in reverse.

vide the pond in half and label one half '30',

portion that was ad ded on the thirtieth day.

First di-

This is the

Then divide

the remaining half in half again and label one portion of

that *29'.

Continue in the same fashion, dividing the un-

labelled half of each segment in half again until you reach
the number 21.

The remaining portion will be a single small

square, the total size of the plant on the 20th day.

After working this out with the class, compare it with
their initial guesses.

Now, ask them if the farmer, after

watching the plant grow for twenty days and seeing it fill
only one insignificant little corner of the pond, would be
likely to think that he could take a ten day vacation without worrying about the pond becoming overgrown.

again remains the same*

The point

that the suddenness with which ex-

ponential curves reach their limits plays tricks on human

psychology unless we are trained and aware of the effects of
these kinds of situations.

******************************
EXERCISE B4i

Obiectives

i

Percentages and Doubling Timeg
The purpose of this exercise is to familiarize
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students with percentage growth rates
and enable them to interpret the meanings of growth rates
much more easily. For
example, demographers can get very excited
because the population growth rate of such and such a country
drops from

3.3

to 2.6 percent per year and the response
of the average per-

son is "So what?”

Our objective here is to give students a
very quick and easy way of making those kinds of
figures
meaningful.

Materials*

A one page mimeograph sheet for the exercises is

a convenience, but they can be done on the board if you
pre-

fer.

Era c.edure*

First point out that, in both of the two preced-

ing exercises, we were talking about quantities that doubled
in one day, whether the amount of rice or the size of the

lily plant.

Now, it happens that one absolutely basic char-

acteristic of exponential growth is that it has a constant

doubling time.

If it is an exponential curve which happens

to take ten years to double the first time, it will take ten

years to double again, and ten years for each successive
doubling.

It also happens that the length of the doubling

time is related in a very specific and simple way to the
anount of increase per year (or per whatever time period you’re

talking about).

This is important because most growth situ-

ations are quoted to us in terms of the percentage of growth
each year, and for those figures to be meaningful to us, we

need to convert them into the doubling time that they represent
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Let's look at some examples.

It happens that the popu-

lation of the United States is growing
at approximately one
percent per year. I£ it continues to grow
at

this rate, it

will take it about ?0 years to double in
size.
the population of the whole world is growing

Meanwhile,

at approximately

2

percent per year.

Since this is twice as fast as the Amer-

ican growth rate, it seems reasonable that it
should take
the world only half as long to double its
population,

and in

fact this is true.

It will take only 35 years to double the

size of humanity if the current rate of growth continues.

We can use a similar procedure for converting any (small)

percentage growth rate into an approximate doubling time*
simply divide the percentage into 70 . 1

works backwards*

The process also

if you know the doubling time, you can di-

vide it into 70 and get the percentage growth rate.
If your students are at the age level where drill in

long division is appropriate, give these examples as a handout.

Otherwise, just read them off or put them on the board

and have the students call out the answers.

(The answers are

given in parentheses for your convenience.)

^This is a handy rule of thumb up to about 35/^ (2 years),
but the discrepancies start getting larger as you go up. Obviously, something growing at 70% per year takes more than one
year to double. Though the error is "only" a few months, the
size of the error in comparison to the answer has increased.
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If you put $100 in the bank at
intere-t how in,, ^
you have to wait before you can 5%
get $200 back?
(14 years)
th
!

^

0's

'

1"

double? (7 years)

the gross national product of
Japan was
****' H ° W l0ng did
take

“

U

The population of Mexico is doubling
every 20 years
vears
What
is the percentage growth rate?
(3.50)
If you buy a bond for $1,000 that increases
in value at
the rate of 7/, per year, how long will it
take to double
S
mU ° h
W ° rth t0 y ° U in
IS years? ($UoS)

^

^

*

^

The table below gives either the population growth
rate
or the population doubling time, and either the economic
growth rate or the economic doubling time for each of
the
listed countries. Fill in the blanks.

Population

Country

Growth
Rate

Finland
.4
Denmark
(.5)%
Italy
(.7)?'.
Uruguay
1.2 96
Guyana
2.8 %
S. Korea (2.0)?.
Ghana*
3.0 %
Haiti*
2.5 %
Iran
(2.8)%
Chile
(2.3)55
Sweden*
.5 %
India
(2.5)55
1
Erewhon 1 14.0 %
Zambia* (3.0)0
Libya
3.1 %
Venezuela
#
°/o

Economy

Doubling
Time

Growth
Rate

(175 years
140 years
100 years

5.0 %
(4.7)0
6.1 %
1.0 fo
(1.5)0
12.2 %
2.3 0
(1.0)0
(10.0)#
(3.5)0
4.0 #
4.7 0
(7.0)0
(10.0)#
(17.5)0
(4.0)0

58) years
( 25 )years
35 years
( 23 )years
( 28) years
25 years
30 years
(140) years
28 years
(5) years
23 years
( 23 )years
( 21) years
(

Dou'
T'

(14)

15
(11.
(70)
47
(6)
(30)
70
7

20
(17.
(15)

10
7

4

17.5

years
years
years
years
years
years
years
years
years
years
years
years
years
years
years
years

(Economic data from 1972 U.N, Statistical Yearbook; population
data from the 1972 World Population Data Sheet, except (*)
which are from 1971 World Population Data Sheet.

1

Read it backwards; why couldn't it be a real country?
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Are these countries getting richer
or poorer?
bout countries like Uruguay. Haiti,
or

What a-

Guyana, where the

table indicates that the population
is growing faster than
the economy? What does it mean in
practical terms when the
population of a country doubles in twenty
years? (They must
build twice as many schools, hospitals,
stores, houses,
and

roads; train twice as many teachers, doctors,
administrators,
judges, engineers, etc. ; grow twice as much food;
and earn
twice as much foreign exchange just to break even .
To make

matters worse, in a population growing that fast, half of
the population is made up of children, which puts a terrible

burden on the other half.)
\
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TRENDS*

ESSENTIAL POINTS

1.

A trend is a regular pattern of
events in the past and
present.

2.

Trend extrapolation is the extension
of a trend into the
future.

3.

When we do not understand why events
are happening as
they are, trend extrapolations may provide

the best (or

least bad) forecasts about the future.
4.

Unless there is reason to be certain that underlying
causes will not change reliance on trend extrapolation
»

can be misleading and dangerous.
5.

Two of the simplest trends are "no-growth, " and "linear"
(or "arithmetic") growth.

6.

Cyclical and/or random patterns may be superimposed upon
any basic trend.

7.

10.

"Exponential growth" is one of the most important kinds
of trends to understand in dealing with the problems that

society faces.
8.

A quantity which is growing exponentially has a constant

doubling time.
9.

When the doubling time is divided into the number 70, the
result is the percentage growth rate (and vice versa).
A quantity growing exponentially within a limited environ

ment appears to grow very slowly at first, and then to
"explode" toward the limit} this creates a problem be-

cause it is contrary to normal intuition and creates a
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false sense of security until the
limit has very nearly
been reached.
11.

An exponential curve approaching
a limit may behave in
a number of radically different ways,
depending upon

the nature of the limit and the
vulnerability of the
environment.
12.

Trend extrapolation is a risky basis for planning,
but
a valuable guide for further forecasting.
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Appendic C

Simulations

Models themselves can be invaluable
for explaining concepts to others, we would understand
little about many social processes if we had to
see ev elY step of a process
first
hand to know how it works. But the
real importance of models
for forecasting is when they can
be brought to life in
some

fashion and made to

s imulate the

response of the real thing

to a variety of different policies or
interventions.

***************
EXERCISE Cl

Procedure

«

i

##

^

##

***********

Models
Paraphrase the following introduction to the stu-

dents, then ask them to suggest additional kinds of
models.

Discuss with the class whether each suggestion really fits
the definition of a model.
"A model is something we use to take the place of something

else.

The model looks like the real thing or is similar to

it in some important way.

The model is also different from

it in some important way.

Usually, the model is enough like

the real thing so that we can learn something about it from
the model, but the model is cheaper, or smaller, or lighter,

or safer, or easier to use.

Here are three examples of models

we often see around usi

"Dolls are models.

A doll of a baby allows you to play
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at being parents.

But if you drop it on its head or
leave

it out in the rain, it won’t be harmed
in the way a real baby
would
M

A picture can be a model.

If you have a dog and you

want to show the class what your dog looks like,
it is much
easier to bring a picture into class than it is to bring
your
dog.

(Sometimes we havg, to use models because the real thing

doesn't exist anymore.

If you want to show the class what

your dog looked like when he was a little ouoov

.

you will

have to show them a picture.)
"A slot-car track is a model of a real race-track.

You

can play with it and learn something about driving cars and

being a race driver.

On the slot-car track it doesn't mat-

ter if you have an accident.

If you were learning to drive

a real car, an accident could hurt you or kill you and do a

lot of damage to the car."

******************************
Because many toys are models, younger children may assume that all models are toys, and vice versa.

If they have

been introduced to maps or bar graphs, these can be suggested as variations of pictures.

Other non-toy models might

include science exhibits around the classroom, an architect's

model of a building, and a model plane in a wind tunnel.

An-

other way to make the distinction is to point out that tinker
toys and erector sets are not models, but they can be used
to make models of many things.

As soon as the students grasp
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the idea, move on to the next
exercise.

"EXERCISE C2i

Mental Module;

Ergcedure .

Paraphrase the following text and
present it to
the students, then once again ask for
suggestions
for addi-

tional kinds of models.
"Not all models are things you can touch
or see. Some
models are imaginary. These are called mental
models and
they exist only inside our heads. A mental model
is a des-

cription of something or an explanation of how it works.

If

it is a good model, it lets us do things we've never
done or

seen and understand things we have never experienced.

Here

are some examples.

"You each have a mental model of this school building.

Think about how to get from this room to (name a point in

another part of the building that the students all know)

Can you think of a way to get there that you've never used?
(It might mean doing something silly like going upstairs and

then back down again, or out one door and around the building
and back in another door.

that way?

)

How do you know you can get there

You can do it because you have a mental model of

the building that you can use to try out different paths.
(Note*

avoid this example with younger children during the

first few weeks of school.)
"You also have a model of the English language in your
head.

This model tells you how to say things that other
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people will understand.!
time.

rect.

tf

e all say brand

new things all the

Nobody has told us that these things
we say are corYou expect your friend to understand

what you say be-

cause both of you have the same mental
model of how to speak.
(If he speaks a different language,
he won't understand you
because he has a different model of how to
speak.)"

Other examples of mental models include
songs or melodies, how you expect a close friend to act,
ways
to behave

that will make the teacher mad, the solar
system, how a car
engine works, and so on.

The exercises above should convey the concepts of a

model and of a mental model.

Next are two examples of the

use of physical models to stimulate futures thinking.

"As Noam Chomsky has suggested, most people find it
easy to identify one of the following sentences as grammatical although the reason for the distinction is not at all
clear*

Colorless green ideas sleep furiously.
Furiously sleep ideas green colorless."

Both are nonsense, but only one fits our model of the language we speak:.
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**************** ############
EXERCISE C3»
Slalsxlals*

Future Body

^

Bo^pri 2

A flannel board and a large stock
(50 - 100) of

images of separate parts of the human body, of
animals, of
fish, of oirds, and of machines, including
arms,

legs, heads,

torsos, wings, tails, wheels, gears, antennae, and
so forth.

These can be drawn on paper or cloth, or cut from
magazines.
PfOQQdurfi

i

Ask the children to experiment by selecting dif-

ferent parts and placing them on the flannel board in different positions, until each child has discovered an arrange-

ment which represents the body he would most like to have in
the future if such interchangeability became possible.

Ask

each student to explain the features he has selected, the

functions they would perform, and his reasons for desiring
them.

Discussion between students of which features would

be most desirable should need little encouragement from you.

After the discussion has had a chance to develop for a
while, encourage students to consider

i

the use of tools and

machines to modify and extend our physical abilities; the use
of optical, mechanical, and electronic devices to enhance our

sensory capabilities; and the use of information storage, retrieval, and manipulation devices (ranging from a daily at-

tendance book to an adding machine to a complex computer) to

developed by Patricia Guild,
Education,

U. Mass. /School of
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enhance our mental abilities.

Contrast some of the external
devices with their corresponding
built-in body parts,

asking,

-for inst ance, whether it is better
to have built-in wheels or

a car one can get into and out of, and
whether it is better
to have built-in antennae or a
portable radio.

Without pushing it too hard, you may wish
to ask the
students whether a particular adaptation might

be useful for

a specialized purpose, but a nuisance the
rest of the time.

The students are most likely to agree to this with
respect
to essentially external types of gadgets and
with respect to

very specialized changes in limb functions, such as a fishtail instead of feet.

(Three very common changes, however,

tend to be staunchly defended

i

an extra pair of arms, an

extra pair of legs (a centaur shape), and a monkey-or catlike tail.)

In a long-term sense, the exercise serves to alert
students to some of the possibilities and some of the problems associated with man’s adaptation of himself to different tasks and different environments.

In a more immediate

sense, it alerts students to the possibility for bodily

change in themselves and, in particular, provides a starting

point for a discussion of human growth and maturation, the

very substantial changes which they are beginning to experience.

(With older students, you may wish to initiate the dis-

cussion with science fiction stories such as McCaffrey's The
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Ship Who Sqng , Niven's "The Jigsaw Man" (in
All the

W aits)

•

or Heinlein's The Moon is

a

Harsh Mi stress

.

MvH

v

These

raise, in a direct and fairly serious
way, some of the issues
involved in organ transplants, body
restructuring, artificial
intelligence, and cyborgs (human brains linked
directly to
a computer) , some or all of which are
considered to be real

possibilities within the next half century* or so.)

The next exercise uses a model to turn outward and consider the possibilities for change in the community around
us

*********************
EXERCISE C4i
dcligri &1?

*

## ** <#

^

##

Designing Your Own Community

Marking pens* colored pencils, or crayons in

different colors, mostly light colors plus black; a very
large sheet of cardboard or heavy paper and enough space to
spread it out; several large-scale maps of your town or

neighborhood (available from the library, city hall, zoning
board, or planning commission) at different periods (such as
1880, 1930* 1955 and the present).

An alternative approach

is to use grease-pencils or "china-markers" and clear plas-

tic overlay sheets.

Procedure

1

Part Ii

Have the students lay out a grid in

light pencil on the big sheet and then have them transfer
the maps to it, starting with the oldest.

Begin with the

lightest color and use a different color for each successive
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map.

Outline major landmarks, old or
important buildings,
key arteries, the school, and each
student's

home in black,

and key them to a numbered list in
the margin.
Also have
them make a color key for the different
map dates.
Part lit When the map is completed,
expose the students to
whatever of the community's history is
available and appropriate. Arrange field trips if possible to
see the area
first-hand. Invite an old-time resident to come
talk about
the town and answer questions.
(A retired police chief or

fire captain is ideal.)

Finally, arrange a field trip to the

planning commission or zoning board to hear about future
plans and planning problems.

Part III

i

Have the students design their ideal future com-

munity, using the map as a base and paper cutouts that can
be shifted around.

When a final design is agreed on, it is

traced onto the map in a contrasting color.

The students

then prepare a report on what they have done, explaining why
they chose their ideal future arrangement.

Finally, put the

map up in the foyer of the school or the public library, or
in a shopping plaza, with the pages of the report arranged as
a frame around it.

Or call the mayor's office and arrange

for the mayor to meet the class and have the map and report

displayed in the lobby of town hall.

Depending on the grade level, this project can tie together a wide range of curriculum topics, from math, geography, and general science, to history, sociology, English
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and civics.

It helps students become aware
of their community environment, with a sense of
its historical background
and future potential. They also
gain an understanding of the
practical, political, and social problems
in planning and social change, as well as a sense of what
it means to participate in the process as citizens. This is
especially important in disadvantaged or environmentally
precarious communities, where enlightened citizen participation
is an urgent

necessity.

A note of cautions

If the scales of the maps don't

match, be sure that the grid from the map is correctly
scaled

up or down and transferred to each of the source maps.

EXERCISE C5*
Ergceduret

The Thermostat

-^

Begin by making sure that the students know what

is meant by a "thermostat" and a "furnace."

Tell them that

they are going to help you demonstrate how a thermostat and

furnace work to control the temperature in a house or a room,

by simulating the process for the class to study.

Begin by asking for three volunteers to help you.

The

first volunteer is the Thermostat? if there is an actual

thermostat in the room, station him next to it.

volunteer is the Furnace; have him sit in

The second

a chair across the

room from the Thermostat, near a radiator or a heating duct

-^Developed by Draper Kauffman, U. Mass/School of

Education.
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if possible.

The third student is the Recorder,
who is stationed at a large blackboard. (With
younger students you may
want to play this role yourself.)
Draw a blank graph on the
blackboard with the left margin marked off
in degrees

from
64 to 75, and with the bottom margin
marked off in hours from
7 a.m. to 7 a.m. (see Figure 5).
Place the Temperature Change
Chart where the class can read it. Finally,
explain the instructions to the students, take a trial run to
make sure

they understand, and begin.

Instructions
1.

.

"Set" the room temperature by drawing an arrow be-

side one of the numbers on the left edge of the board (70°
is
a good place to start)

•

Then draw a bracket around the five

numbers centered on the target temperature (e.g.
2.
5.

The simulation begins at

7

,

68 - 72°).

a.m. with the outside

temperature at 40°? the inside temperature is at the value
at which you set the thermostat and the furnace is "off"

(sitting down).
3.

Select a student from the remainder of the class

to be Air for the first simulated hour (one round).

4.

Air walks over to Furnace and peers melodramatic-

ally and nearsightedly at him to see if he is on or off (see
rule 7).

Air then goes to the temperature chart, chooses
one of the two columns according to the condition of the

furnace and finds the correct increase or decrease in his
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Days

Simulated

Three

During

Temperature

Indoor

5t
Figure
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temperature

Air then walks over to Thermostat
and tells him
the new temperature (for the end
of the one
6.

hour period),

making sure that the class and the
recorder can hear, and
the Recorder notes the temperature
on the graph above the
appropriate hour.
7.

If the temperature is below the
bottom number in

the bracket and the furnace is off (sitting
down pretending
to be asleep)
Thermostat calls over to Furnace "Hey, Furnace!
Wake up!" if the temperature is "too hot" and
the furnace
,

is on

(standing up waving his arms)

OK, hot stuff, sit down!".

,

Thermostat calls over,

If the temperature is within

two degrees of the target, he does nothing.
8.

Air then goes back to his seat and

selected.

(See Figure
a new

5)

Air is

The time of day is advanced one hour and the cycle

is repeated,

Variations

starting with step

4.

If time permits, go through a second and

:

third "day", superimposing the results on the same graph to
show that the same process produces different results but
the same pattern of results.

For variety, you may choose

to tell the class that many people turn the thermostat

down at night or have thermostats which automatically drop
5° between

1

a.m.

and

5

a.m.

(or tell this only to the

student playing the thermostat and let him surprise the
class)

.

After the students have caught on to the feedback-
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loop process

you can speed up the investigation
by eliminating
the phylical roles of Air and Thermostat
and having the
,

class

perform these computational and decision-making
functions.
F ollow-up

:

End the exercise while students are still
inter-

ested enough to participate in a follow-up
discussion. The
basic objective for the discussion is to enable
the students
to generalize from an understanding of the
furnace-thermostat

system to other systems of the same type.

Begin by asking

students to suggest other examples, offering examples of

your own where needed to keep things moving.

Then direct

the discussion to the particular advantages of this kind
of system (e.g.

,

long-term stability in the face of an un—

predictably changing environment)

You might also ask for

.

conjecture about the importance and influence of the one
hour time cycle on the realities of this exercise.

(For

one thing, most thermostats function instantaneously instead
of at intervals, which would eliminate the "overshoot" of

temperature outside the bracket.)

What would be the result

of a change from one hour to half an hour per cycle?

duce the overshoot.)
four hours?

...

What if you made it two hours?

12 hours?

(Re.

.

.

(The curve swings wider and

wider until it goes out of control.)

******************************

*
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Appendix D
Sample Scenario For a Commission Simulation

This scenario was first prepared in early
1972 for use
in in-service workshops for teachers on the
future

of educa-

tion.

(It was updated a year and a half later by
inserting

Gerald Ford's name in place of Spiro Agnew's.)

Both the

scenario and the simulation are considerably abbreviated

because of the time constraints of the workshop format.

A

less hurried approach is preferable, with several interim

meetings and ample time for outside research.

Nevertheless,

this has proved to be an effective and enjoyable exercise

when time is limited.

THE PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION ON EDUCATIONAL REFORM 1

January 22, 1981

Back gr ound

i

The American system of education is on the verge of
collapse.

Teachers are demanding higher pay, more security,

and better conditions.

The courts have relentlessly imposed

heavier and heavier financial and social burdens on the
schools.

Taxpayers, over-promised and over- taxed for years,

are in revolt.

And disgusted students, led by the radical

"Ivies," have turned increasingly to sabotage.

The ingredi-

IWritten by Draper Kauffman, U. Mass/School of Education.
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ents for the crisis have been simmering
for nearly three de
cades
1)

B asing ,

in 195^* the Supreme Court ruled
that

"separate but equal" school systems were in
fact

unequal, and therefore illegal because they
dis-

criminated against a class of citizens.

The

1960's saw the forced desegregation of the nation's schools, culminating in the first half
of the Seventies with a wave of massive busing

decisions

m most

major northern cities and their

suburbs.
2)

Teachers .

The unions were born in the Fifties

out of frustration at the miserable wages and

menial status of teachers.

Riding the baby boom,

the resulting teaching shortage, and the new at-

mosphere of freedom and militancy, the unions
helped improve the teacher's position considerably by the late Sixties.

Faced with a teacher

surplus and critically deteriorating classroom
environments, the unions continued to expand in
the Seventies, but turned their emphasis to job

security and better working conditions.
3)

Students

.

The militancy and unrest in our col-

leges in the Sixties has been mirrored in the
secondary schools in the Seventies.

Now the

"Ivies" (or "Ivanites," after their mentor, Ivan
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Illich) have produced a
consistently growing
demand for the abolition of
mandatory public
schooling. As their numbers
have passed 2% of
all high school students (with
solid majorities
in many major cities) without
succeeding in
their objective, there has been
a definite switch
from earlier militant non-violence
to a new strategy of systematic sabotage and
harrassment.

^

Public .

For twenty years educators and poli-

ticians have made education the solution and
scapegoat for every social ill. Education has
been
the

supposed cure fori

Racism, Poverty, Unemployment,

The Drug Problem, Alienation, and The Missile Gap.

Meanwhile, the problems are still with us, the
subjective perception is that the quality of edu-

cation has deteriorated greatly, and property taxes
have more than quintupled.

The taxpayer is fed up.

Starting with a rash of school-bond and tax-increase failures in 1969, the taxpayer's revolt and
the subsequent financial crisis in the schools have

not become a national epidemic.
The Situation

!

The Supreme Court opened the final can of worms last
June, when they ruled "Serrano" into lawi

the old property

tax was found illegal as a means for financing education and
all schools must now be funded on an equal basis within each
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state.

Based on California’s experience
since 1974, this
would mean a quadrupling of suburban
taxes.
The Court, however, did leave open a loophole, implying
that with equal
funding some retreat from busing might
be feasible. Edward
Kennedy, the Democratic candidate, whose
stand favoring

busing had weakened in the face of mounting
black opposition
to white "cultural imperialism," immediately
added
to his

campaign a "deal" for the liberals and the affluent

1

total

educational reform and an end to busing were promised,
in
exchange for a drastic "soak-the-rich" form of school
financing.

Drawing substantial support from a surprisingly wide
\

range of ethnic and income groups, Kennedy decisively trounced incumbent President Gerald Ford.

In his inaugural ad-

dress yesterday, President Kennedy claimed his near-landslide
as a "vigorous mandate for social and educational change,”

and revealed that his first act of office would be to appoint
a blue-ribbon Commission on Educational Reform.

The Task

You are the members of the President's Commission on
Educational Reform, representing four groups

t

parents/tax-

payers, teachers, students, and social planners.

During the

next two hours, each of these groups will meet separately
to discuss the educational problems facing us and to arrive

at the policies which you, as representatives of your group

will recommend to the Commission as a whole.

,
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Each discussion

win

be taped.

At the end of the three

hours, you should sum up your
results clearly into the recorder and designate one individual to
present them to the
Commission as a whole. YOU MUST COME TO
AN AGREEMENT ON WHAT
TO DO.
How you do it is up to each group
separately.
* *
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Appendix E
Imagining the Future
The lack of imagination is probably
the single most com
mon mistake in thinking about the future.
The exercises
that follow are therefore primarily
"head-stretching" exer-

cises— ways

to use history, creative writing,
scenarios, and

science fiction to improve our thinking about
the wide range
of possibilities facing us as a society and
facing
each of

us as individuals.
A good place to start is with a simple procedure for
finding out how inhibited your students are in their imagination about the future.

EXERCISE El*
Eatexials*

Storv Completion ^

Mimeograph two one-page handouts* you will need

enough of each handout for half of the class.

Both handouts

are mostly blank except for a brief heading at the very top.

On the first sheet the heading should read*
Instructions
Read the sentences below. Then,
using the situation they describe as a starting
point, continue the story, telling what you imagine happened next.
*

•a-*******

original version of this exercise was an experi
by Professor John Condry, as described by
designed
ment
Toffler in Future Shock
3-The

.
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"Dr. and Mrs. Hamilton live in a pnv,,^,* „
borhood with their adopted Korean
daughter K^en
ren is five years old. One afternoon,
nit
Dr. Hamilton heard some loud yelling
outside

.

u

S L/^I-

o

’

the hou-e
d
t
lnv ? sti gate, and saw Karen and '
o
°°ua
of other
o^h
1
up °f
children
® e-roun
in the front yard. Karen was“
sobbing and her dress was torn. The other
children
r
her ' Dr ’ Hamilton ran
the°front

g?

‘

f

s teps

The second handout is identical except that
the tense is
changed

In struction^ Read the sentences below. Then, using
the situation they describe as a starting point,
continue the story, telling what you imagine" will
happen
I10XX
•

********
"Dr. and Mrs. Hamilton live in a suburban neighborhood with their adopted Korean daughter Karen. Karen is five years old. One afternoon, in the near future, Dr. Hamilton will hear some loud yelling outside
the house.
He will go to the door to investigate, and
will see Karen and a. group of other children in the
front yard. Karen will be sobbing and her dress will
be torn. The other children will'be standing near her,
looking at her. Dr. Hamilton will run down the front
steps and • • .

Erocedure

i

Distribute the sheets and tell the class that

this is a creative writing exercise.

Don't draw their atten-

tion to the fact that there are two separate versions, and
avoid quoting the instructions on the page.

(Also try to

prevent students from asking questions which will accomplish
the same thing.)

Tell the class that this is the beginning

of a story and each student is to complete it in whatever way
his imagination indicates.

When the students are finished, ask them to exchange
papers and count the number of words on the papers they re-
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*eive.

Explain about the difference in
the papers (for those
Who haven’t already noticed),
and be
sure to tell them that

this is nai a test and that the number
of words has nothing
$p do with a grade. Then ask each student in
turn to call
put “past” or "future," and the total
number of words added
-to the story starter.
Put the numbers on the
board in two

Columns, one for past and one for future.

When you have all

$he numbers on the board, total and average each
column separately.

From here on you must play it by ear according to
the
results.
The •'normal" result is to get a batch of long,
richly detailed stories written in the past tense, contrasting with a few sketchy sentences for the future tense stories.

In other words, for most people the mere fact of phras-

ing something in the future tense inhibits their imagination.

Our impression

— and

we have not had enough experience

with this exercise to be more than tentative

— is

that the

tense of the story makes less difference with young children
than with high school students and adults.

The implication

is that, somewhere approximately between ages six and twelve,

society

— education?

conditions people not to be imaginative

about the future.

******************************
History and the Future
One aspect of teaching people to be unimaginative about
the future may be, ironically, our approach to history.

We
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invest so much effort in discovering
and explaining "why"
things happen, that we almost always
convey the impression
when we have finished that no other history
was

possible, that

the causal forces we have just identified
were so overwhelming that the results were inevitable
(e.g, , the Civil War, or
the break-up of feudalism).

We rarely hear a teacher (or an

historian, for that matter) say, "Well, the way
that turned
out was mostly a matter of chance; we can find

'explanations'

for it in the preceding events, but we could find
equally
good 'explanations' for many other outcomes."

The first consequence of this is that the most wildly

implausible sequences of events are treated as mundane, normal, inevitable, provided they actually happened; the second

consequence is that we teach the logical corollary of inevitable history;

that there is a single future which flows

out of this present.

As a result, the past tense can be as

imaginative as we like— after all it "happened"— while the
future tense must be an attempt at predicting what will happen.

But when there are only "least unlikely" alternatives,

prediction is a losing game, so most people learn not to nlav
i±.

The next two exercises are examples of ways to use history to achieve the opposite effect.

(They also make history

more interesting to students, which is a valuable bonus.)
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EXERCISE E 2

i

Improbable His-hopi

^1

This exercise can be done at any time,
but it is a special favorite of students nearing the end
of a history
course. Give them as an assignment the
task of writing an
outrageous prediction that came true. The first

step is for

each student to select an historical sequence
of events which
seems to him to be highly improbable. He then
makes a sum-

mary of the situation as known to the people living
at the
time the sequence began.

Finally, he summarizes the actual

historical events in the form of a prediction written just
before the beginning of the sequence of events.

The predic-

tion should be in the future tense, of course, and should be

strictly factual, with no interpretation or explanation.

In the next class, ask each student to read his "prediction" aloud, giving first the date when he is speaking,

then the summary of the situation as of that date, and fi-

nally the prediction itself.
orite "improbable history"

—a

As an example, here is a fav-

ten year prediction about the

future of the American presidency*

"Today is November 1 st, 1963.

John Kennedy is the popu-

lar, liberal Democrat president of the United States.

Johnson is his Texas Dixiecrat vice-president.

Lyndon

Richard Nixon

is a former vice-president who made his reputation as a viru-

^Written and developed by Draper Kauffman of U. Mass/
School of Education.

•

r
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lent anti-Communist and was narrowly
defeated by John Kennedy
three years ago. He has just lost
the election for governor
.of California and has retired
from politics with an angry
public tantrum. Robert Kennedy is
attorney general and Eugene McCarthy, Hubert Humphrey, Barry
Goldwater, and George
McGovern are all Senators of the United
States. With this
as background, I am going to make some
predictions.

predict that John Kennedy will be assassinated
within a month and Lyndon Johnson will become
president,
I

where

he will be a strong advocate of integration and civil
rights.

Barry Goldwater will run against him in 1964.

Goldwater will

lose largely because he will advocate sending stronger forces into Vietnam.

After his landslide victory over Gold-

water (with Hubert Humphrey as his Vice-President), Johnson
will do precisely as Goldwater recommended.

Then, despite

being a popular president, Johnson will refuse to run for reelection in 1968.
"Robert Kennedy (who at this point will be a Senator

not from Massachusetts, but from New Yorkl) will move ahead
of early starter Eugene McCarthy for the Democratic nomination, but will be assassinated during the primaries.

Hubert

Humphrey will win the nomination, but he will lose the election to anti -Communist Richard Nixon, who will campaign on a

promise to end the war in Vietnam.
years

,

During the next four

he v/ill not do so, but will instead have tea with Mao-

Tse-Tung in Peking and trade bear-hugs with Brezhnev in Mos-
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cow and Washington.
"In 1972, Democrat George McGovern
will campaign for
president on a promise to withdraw from
Vietnam. Nixon will
defeat him by the largest vote margin in
history and immediately gain considerable additional support
by withdrawing
from Vietnam. He will then suffer within a
year the biggest
and fastest loss of popularity of any American President.

November of 1973

— ten
'

By

years from today— many of his staff

will be in jail or under indictment, his fiery law-and-order

vice-president will have been convicted of a felony, and he
himself will be facing impeachment."
The result as you can see is an accurate "prediction"

which would have been dismissed out of hand as foolishly implausible if it had actually been made in
-the

I 963 .

Encourage

students to "ham it up" when reading their predictions,

using mock-serious expressions and mysterioso tones.

The

funnier the examples, the more the basic point will sink ini

unlikely things happen

— history

is full of extraordinary sur-

prises and the future will be too.

******************************
The students by now should be losing their conditioning
(or becoming innoculated against acquiring it).

The next

step is to give them some active practice at seeing history
as just one of a number of possible outcomes.

******************************
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EXERCISE E3*
£r ocgdure

Historical "What If'g"

Choose, or ask your students to
choose, one historical incident which greatly altered the
flow of history.
Then ask each student to write out an
imaginative but plausible history in which the chosen event does
not occur. For
instance, to use the same subject used above,
"Write an imaginative but plausible history of the U.S. in the
1960's as.

«

suming that John Kennedy had not been assassinated."

Empha-

size that they should try to make the alternative histories
as different as they can from the actual past while still be-

ing able to go back and "explain" the reasons for the events

in their history.

When you get the papers in, go through them and select
several that are especially amusing or inventive.
authors to read them aloud to the class.

Ask the

Where possible,

point out for special praise the invention of plausible but
completely fictional surprises in the different papers.

All

of the class papers together constitute a set of alternative

histories for the indicated period, a set which should show
considerable diversity.

You may wish to put these up on the

bulletin board or along the wall with a heading such as "Alternative Histories of the U.S., 1960-1970," for the students
to look at further.

(Also post

— without

comment

—a

copy of

Robert Frost's poem "The Road Not Taken.")
If you ask students to compare the response to this

exercise with the response to the previous exercise, they
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may be surprised to find that their own
invented histories
sound tamer in general than the real
histories.
At this

point, if not before, someone is likely
to comment, "Well,
you know what they say— fact is stranger
than fiction." Reply that this is actually backwards thinking!
it*s not that
fact is stranger than fiction, it's that
fiction is seldom

as

strange as fact, because we refuse to regard
the fiction as
being "believe able" if it is anywhere near as
strange as re-

ality often is.

The students should now have a good grasp of the concept of "alternative histories."

The next step is to in-

volve them in preparing "alternative future histories," or
scenarios.

This is simply an extension of the preceding ex-

ercise into the future.

It can be done on an individual ba-

sis as an exercise in forecasting and creative writing, or

it can be done as a group project by a number of students

or the whole class.

(The latter version is described in the

next exercise.)

EXERCISE E4i
Background

t

Scenario Writing

Your emphasis in preparing the class for this

exercise should depend primarily on the quality of background
that your students already have.

If the students tend to be

relatively unaware of the world around them, you will need to
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acquaint them with some of the range of
forecasts about potential crises and opportunities facing
us, and possible scientific breakthroughs and important technological

innovations.

On the other hand, if your students are
fairly sophisticated
about the future possibilities which are now
receiving serious
consideration, your task will not be to give them
more information, but to convince them to use their imaginations
freely

and not be limited by what they know to be "reputable"
speculation.

The students should understand that a scenario is

a

fictionalized forecast, written from the point of view of
a specific future date,

looking back over the period between

now and then as if it has already happened.

If you have al-

ready done the "President's Commission" exercise, you can use

your own scenario as an example.

Appendix F contains

a sce-

nario on education; another scenario that is widely available is Paul Ehrlich's essay, "Eco-Catastrophe"

Procedure:

Explain to the students that the class is going

to undertake a joint project to create a coordinated set of

alternative scenarios for the future of the United States
and the world.
(see Appendix F)

The first step is a brainstorming session

during which the students list all of the

possible events which they think might occur to our society
in the next fifty years.

You may find it helpful to break

this down into a large number of topic categories

such as
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biology, politics, life-style,
transportation, environment,
international affairs, and so forth.

As soon as the group stalls on one subject,
switch to
another, and continue through the whole cycle of
categories
three or four times or until all suggestions dry up.

Be sure

to include an "open" category for "wild-card"
possibilities

that don't fit in the other categories.

Encourage students

to relate possible events in one category with spin-offs
they

might produce which would affect other categories.

If you

notice any major possibilities which they have omitted, contribute them yourself as unobtrusively as possible.

The next step is to organize the class into

8 to 10

teams of approximately 3 students each and to divide the future possibilities amongst the teams.

Begin by going through

the lists of possibilities and grouping together items that

would almost certainly go together.

(For instance, elabor-

ate moving sidewalk systems imply that automobiles are not

permitted in cities.)

When you are finished this "clumping" process, start
going through the lists of possibilities and assigning them

on a rotation basis to the different teams.
you might start off with transportation!

For instance,

"Team #1, you get

slidewalks and car-free cities? Team #2, you get matter

transmitters and teleport booths; Team #3, you get the veryhigh-speed national rail system; Team
#5, automatic highways; Team #6,

.

.

fr4,

."

electric cars; Team

Of course your lists
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won't come out even, so if you end up
one list with Team 3,
assign the first item on the next list to
Team 4, and so on.
As you assign the items to the teams,
you

should put the

team numbers right alongside the items on
the big lists.
Meanwhile, each team should be keeping a
separate list of the
items that have been assigned to that team.
Eventually, you
will assign an item to a team which seems to
conflict directly with the items that have already been assigned to
it (in

that category or in previous categories).

When this happens,

the team involved should ask you to go on to the next item

instead.

Give the item that was skipped to the next team,

and continue in this fashion until you have parcelled out all

of the items on the brainstorming sheets.

The third major step is for each team to create a scenario utilizing the possibilities that have been assigned to
it.

There are
1.

5

basic rules

All of the scenarios should be written looking
backward from the perspective of the same future

year (designated by you or selected by the class).
2.

Any two groups can agree to exchange items from
the same category or from different categories,

on a one-for-one basis.
3.

If a team feels that it absolutely has to have
an item being used by another team, they can ask

you for a "special dispensation"! this should be
granted (if they have a good argument), with the
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stipulation that they must introduce
the item
during a different decade from
the one in which
the other team introduces it.
4.

At least

50;?

of all of the items assigned to
a

team (after all trading and special
dispensations)
must be woven into the scenario in
some fashion.

5.

A team may introduce completely new items
pro-

vided they clear them with you and add them
to
the brainstorming sheets.

Within these rules t the object for each team is to
make its
scenario sound as plausible as possible.
The final step parallels the preceding exercise.

Col-

\

lect all of the scenarios and post them in a suitable loca-

tion with a general heading such as "Alternative Future Histories of the U.S., 1975-2025 A.D.

"

(If it is appropriate

to your classroom, you might also suggest that the students

create art work to illustrate the worlds which they have described.)

If possible, mimeograph enough copies of all the

scenarios for each student, but in any case be sure that
every student has a chance to read all of the scenarios.
The follow-up discussion should need little prodding
from you.

Some of the relevant questions are*

"Which of these scenarios do you think are the most plausible?"

"Which do you think are the most unlikely?"
"Do any of these scenarios fit the image of the future that
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you had before doing this exercise?”
"What are your own personal plans
for the future?"
"How well do those plans fit into
each of these different
scenarios?”
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ALTERNATIVES AND IMAGINATION!
1.

ESSENTIAL POINTS

A common mistake in thinking about
the future is to rely
too heavily on a single forecast—
either the extension of
the status quo or the "most likely"
course
of events.

2.

In dealing with social and institutional
change, it is
important to think in terms of a wide range

of alterna-

tive possibilities.
3.

The most effective way to avoid the "single-future"
trap
is to train ourselves to be imaginative about
future
al-

ternatives.
4.

Most people seem to be very inhibited in their use of
imagination about the future.

5.

One way we teach people to be unimaginative about the

future may be the false determinism implied in the way
we teach history.
6.

One way to undo this unintentional lesson is to help
students recognize the unlikely events that have occurred and the many alternative possibilities which

might have occurred, but did not.

This process can then

be extended to thinking about alternative future possi-

bilities.
7.

Reading widely in science fiction is an essential part
of learning to be imaginative about the future and pre-

paring psychologically to cope with change.
8.

A broad definition of science fictioni

fiction based on

a plausible-sounding setting which is different from the
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9.

real world of the present or the known past.

A narrow definition of science fiction,

fiction which

is concerned with the impact of possible social
tech,

nological, and environmental changes upon human beings
and human societies.
10.

A desirable result of reading science fiction is that
students learn "to think more in terms of the social and
ethical problems of the future than simply the gadgetry."

11.

It is more important for students to enjoy what they are

reading and become motivated to read more on their own,
than it is for them to have a detailed and analytical

understanding of each story.
12.

The most important element in teaching your students to
be more imaginative about the future may be your own ex-

ample, especially your willingness to speculate and to

reward them for doing so.
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Appendix F
Group Opinion

**************************.*.*
EXERCISE Fit

Questions. Questinnc.

P rocedure

Your first task is to select
a topic area.
This
exercise combines quite naturally with
Exercise F3
with the
information gained from these polling
activities being used
as an input to the Commission proceedings,
providing always
,

that the topic you choose is amenable to
both a commission
and a questionnaire type of approach.
In this exercise, however, you have one further requirement
you will need a poll
conducted by researchers or professional pollsters
in the gen
eral area that you wish to discuss.
(You will generally
»

find

journals and news magazines to be better sources than books,
as timeliness is important.)

Introduce the topic that you have chosen into general

discussion in the class.

Gradually ease into a pattern of

questions directed to the class, beginning with such questions as, "Does anyone know anything more about that, which
they can share with the class?"

Move to simple yes or no

questions which can be answered by a show of hands

— "How

many

of you think that that is likely to happen in the next ten

years?"

Don*t try to hurry this initial lead-in period.

Keep the discussion low-key and informal, and encourage the
students to explain their views if they wish and to discuss

conflicting views.

Your intent is as much to allow the stu-
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dents to get into the subject
as to focus attention on
questions which draw out their own
opinions.
Eventually, you will find yourself
asking the same
question several times in slightly
altered forms (e.g., "Do
you think this is likely to happen within
the next ten years?
•
•
•
Within the next fifteen years?
.
The next 20
years?") At this point introduce them to
the idea of a time
.

.

ling by putting a line on the board marked off in
five or ten
year uni os from the present date to a fairly distant
future

date

*

2000

^-975

2025

2050+

Now, ask the same question in a different form*

Never

"What do

you think is the earliest date by which this is likely to
have occurred?"

Be sure the students understand exactly

what the question asks.

You don't want them to guess the

year in which it will happen

1

instead, you want them to es-

timate the year by which they think the event is as likely to
have happened as not to have happened.

The simplest way to record the answers is to make a
short vertical line at the date of an answer and put the in-

itials of the student giving it directly above the line.
(Where the line gets crowded, you may have to use arrows.)

When you have finished discussing the results of this question, ask several more questions in the same vein, putting a

new time-line up for each one.
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When you've done this several
times, ask the students
what other kinds of questions you
might

ask about the future

(see fig. 6).

As you explore some of these
variations and
alternatives, suggest that the students
draw up a poll or
questionnaire for the class on the subject
you've been

dis-

cussing.

You may wish to share the guidelines
on preparing
good questions with them immediately, or you
may prefer to
elicit the guidelines from them as they go along.
However
you go about it, try to help the students draw up
their questions without dominating the process of deciding which
questions to ask.
V/hen the students have finished drawing up a list
of

questions, have them print the questions directly onto a ditto
master.
session.

Run these off and distribute them at your next class
When the students have finished answering the ques-

tions, collect the sheets and immediately, before discussing

the answers to their own questionnaire, distribute the copies

(which you have already prepared) of the questions from the

professional poll.

After these have been answered and collected, explain
the scoring procedure.

Arrange a sequence so that the stu-

dents score the questions themselves.

When the scoring is

done, return the students* own answer sheets and put a sum-

mary of the class answers up on the board, along with the
"expert" answers to those questions.

Now go through the questions one by one, giving the
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Fig. 6
T YPES OF .QUESTIONS. TO ASK BOUT
A
POSSIBLE FUTURE EVENTS

earliest year by which you think this
iq
ls
likely to have happened?

What is the earliest year by which this
has a 20%
chance of occurring?
In what year do you think it is most likely to
occur?
What, do you think is the probability that
it will occur
the next 30 years?

m

Which of these several alternatives do you think
is
most likely to occur?
Which is least likely?

Which is most desirable?
If the first event occurred* would it increase or de—
crease the likelihood of the second event occurring?
How much? In what way?

And so on.
GUIDELINES FOR GOOD QUESTIONS
The questions should be completely unambiguous.
(If
different people are actually answering completely
different questions, you can't very well make sense
of an average of their answers.)

The method for answering should be completely unambiguous.
(As above.)

Avoid mixing two questions together.
and B will happen?")

("Do you think A

Avoid leading questions and unconditional assumptions.
("Will you have stopped beating your wife by the year
1990 ?")
Avoid questions that will produce a lot of "never"
("When will anti-gravity be
answers on time-lines.
invented?"
In general, be sure to make provision for the whole
(Nothing will annoy your
range of possible answers.
to say "none of the above"
wanting
than
more
respondents
choice.)
when there is no such

Keen it as brief as possible.
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class ample time to discuss them.
gave the answers they did.

answer?

Ask the students why they

Were they surprised by the class

Was everyone actually answering the same question?

Was it a useful question the way it was asked?

(This is es-

pecially important with the questions from the outside poll.)
Would you answer it differently now that you've found out
how the class answered it?
swers?

What about the "experts"' an-

These and similar questions will help you keep the

discussion moving without degenerating into an argument over
who was right and who was wrong.

(Emphasize strongly that

the "experts" are often wrong.)

When you have finished going through the individual
questions, ask the students for a general comparison between
the questions they drew up and the questions from the pre-

pared poll.
they did?

Why did the poll's authors choose the questions
Do you get different results by asking the same

question in a different way?

Is there a "neutral" or "ob-

jective" way to ask a question?

When they've had a chance to discuss the different problems involved in constructing a valid questionnaire, ask them
if they would like to try creating a questionnaire out of the

best questions from the two previous polls (and any additional ones they wish to add) to be given to some group outside of the classroom, such as the teachers in your school or
the students' parents.

If the class is interested, help them

neat and easy
to prepare the questionnaire in a way that is
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to understand, and decide on a
procedure for administering
it.
Be careful on one point* if there
are "sensitive"

questions in the poll, especially ones relating
to personal
values, make sure that you can promise to keep
the
answers

anonymous.

This can simply mean including an envelope and

the appropriate instructions with the poll.

You will get

more honest answers this way, and you will also avoid student anxieties about how their parents* answers will seem to
the rest of the class.

You then score the answer sheets in the same way as before, but separately for each group of respondents, so that

the pattern of answers from one group to the other can be

compared.

For instance, if the students administered the

questionnaire to the other teachers in the school and their

own parents, you would then have a three- or four-way comparison*

the students themselves, the teachers, the parents,

— for those questions
poll — the "experts."
and

borrowed straight off the outside

If no pattern is found to the differences among the
groups, there is nothing much that can be said except that

this is an issue which all of the groups see in much the same
way.

If on the other hand, as is quite common, there is a

distinctive pattern of differences in the answers given by
the different groups, you have some very fruitful leads for

discussion as to why those groups tend to see this particular
subject in the different ways they do.
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SCORING PROCFnURFS

With yes/no or true/false, or multiple
choice
the percentage for each answer.
(

compute

With time-lines and probabilities, and
other linear
ranges, the usual response is simply to
give the aver-

™ aans that two sets of scores— one bunchin the
and the other scattered across
the whole range— will be represented in
the same way.
So some people prefer to give the bottom,
average, and
top scores. Unfortunately, this can be thrown
off quite
a ls nce by or e f eak score at either end, so
a more
«5
^^
}
F
6
1Ve ?°^ Ublon
the " n terquartile range" (the
*^i^ 5ty ) accompanied by the
middle
average, a procedure
known as "making a house"
.

j

First find the average and make a tall line at that point,
then put the scores in rank order from highest down to
lowest. Count the number of scores and divide by 4.
If
it comes out even, with no fractions, count that number
up from the bottom and find the value that would be half
way between that score and the next one above it. Do the
same thing counting from the top down.
If it comes out
with a fraction, round the number un and count up from
the bottom to that exact score; do the same thing counting from the top down. The two values you have found
are approximations of the first and third quartile points.
Record them on the horizontal line with two vertical marks
half as high as the mark indicating the average, and join
the tops of the three marks together.

4#

1975

2000

2025

2050

Never

In the example above, the middle 50^ of the answers
(other than never) ranged from 1993 to 2025, and the
average of all the answers was 2014. Four percent of
1 out of 25, or 2 out of 50)
the panelists (e.g.
answered "never."
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**********
EXERCISE F2

i

**

#########<# *******

Delphi

Background

You can use the procedure that
follows instead
of the simple polls in the previous
exercise.
It can be used
to replace either the written
poll given to the class or the
poll which the students prepare and
administer to an outside
group, or both. Alternatively, it can
be used as a continuation of the preceding exercise or entirely
on its own.

Erpccdure

i

Prepare your questions as you would for an
ordi-

nary poll, except that you must restrict yourself
to questions whose answers cover a continuous range and
make

sense

when averaged together, such as dates and probabilities.
(I.e., no true/false or multiple choice questions.)

ROUND ONE

i

Distribute the first round of the poll to the

panel, explaining the answering procedure and the three-round

format of the poll.

Collect the answer sheets and compute

the average and the interquartile range for each question.

ROUND TWO

i

Mark the group's responses

— the

average and the

interquartile range--on the new answer sheets for round two
and distribute these sheets to the panelists with an explan-

ation of the method used to represent the group's firstround responses.

Instruct the panelists to answer the ques-

tions again and, where they have strongly felt reasons for
an answer, to state those reasons as concisely as possible.

Collect the answer sheets and compute the group scores as
before.
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ROUND THREE

Mark the group responses to
round two on the
answer sheets for this final round;
where a distinct contrast of views exists, add a
representative
i

sample of the

comments supporting the divergent
viewpoints.
the final round of answer sheets,
asking

Distribute

the panelists to

answer the questions again, taking the
group response and
the quoted justifications into
consideration.
(Panelists

need not provide new justifications on
this round.)
the answer sheets as before.

Score

CONCLUSION.

Your analysis will of course depend on the
kinds
of questions you asked and the kinds of answers
you got.

Of-

ten, it will be useful to rearrange the questions
so that

questions with similar answers are grouped together.

For ex-

ample, "The panelists gave the innovations in the first group
a 50£ or greater chance of occurring within the next decade,

those in the second group a 40-50# chance, those in the third

group a

chance,

..."

and so on.

When the class or task force has finished the analysis
and written up the results of the poll, make sure that the

panelists each get a copy of the results.
portant and easy to overlook.

This is very im-

They have each contributed a

good deal of time and thought to make the study possible and

they will naturally be curious about the results.

*******************************
EXERCISE F3*
Background

i

The Presidents Select Commission
The basic procedure here is to choose a poten-
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tlal problem and to select a date,
preferably within the next
ten or fifteen years, when that
problem will culminate in a
crisis. Your students are then asked
to be participants in
a Presidential Commission, called together
at the time of the
crisis to recommend effective solutions.

The students will have to enter into two bits
of makebelieve. The first is that they are in fact
important members of a prestigious Presidential Commission. The
second is
that
fied.

"

the present" is the future year that you have speci-

To do this easily , they need some help from you in ere

ating a persuasive and believeable context for their role-

playing effort.
The basic instrument for doing this is the scenario, or
"future history."

This is a simple description of a plausi-

ble sequence of events leading up to the crisis which you

have postulated.

If the crisis occurs in 1990, for example,

then the scenario is written in the past tense as if describ-

ing the history of the problem to someone living in 1990.
At minimum, your scenario should cover the events between
the real present and the fictitious "present."

However, the

most important characteristic of the scenario is that it be
a rich and interesting sequence, full enough of detail and

imagination so that the students have no trouble slipping into their roles and sustaining their make-believe situation.

Procedure

»

Begin by selecting a problem.

Ideally, it should

be a real possibility, in an area in which your students are
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interested, with enough complexity
so that the underlying issues are just within the students*
grasp.
It should be neither too simple to sustain interest and
debate, nor so technical that the students cannot really
cover all
of the basic

parts of the dilemma (but in general it is
safer to over-estimate their capacity). Once you have
selected a topic, you
should prepare a scenario, leading up to and
including the
establishment of the commission and their appointment
as members. Conclude the scenario with a detailed statement

of the

roles that they are to play (who they are) and of the task

which they are being asked to perform as commissioners.

Explain the procedure to the students and distribute
copies of the scenario and the instructions.

The number of

students on the commission will depend partly on the topic
you choose, partly on the age level of the students, and part-

ly on whether or not you intend to do this exercise again with

another topic.

If you are planning to run the exercise with

the whole class, your first step (after giving the students a

chance to read the scenario) should be to convene the commission as a whole, with yourself as chairperson, and divide the

commission up into subcommittees or task forces.

Each task

force is responsible for researching a specific area or re-

presenting a specific constituency.

It should be made up of

three to six students and it should report back to the commis-

sion as a group (although minority reports are allowed if per-

sistent disagreements occur).
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The students should select their own task
forces, with
some encouragement from you to get things to
come out
even.

Once the task forces are set up, create a specific
role and
identity for each student, based as far as possible on
the

particular student's own aspirations.
Smith

becomes

Thus, "Chrissie

Dr. Christina G. Smith, world famous physi -

ologist" and "Jack Kelley" becomes "the Honorable John R.

Kelley, Mayor of Chicago."

Encourage students to use the

names and titles associated with the commission membership
while involved in the exercise.

The easiest way to do this

is for you to always address them formally in their role i-

dentities:

"Excuse me. Dr. Smith,

I

believe Mayor Kelley has

the floor," instead of "Chrissie, don't interrupt."

When the subcommittees and individual identities have
been established, set a time for the next meeting of the
whole commission and make sure that each subcommittee knows
what will be required of it at the next meeting.

Tell them

that you will be available to the subcommittees if they wish,
as a resource person for factual information, legal opinions,
etc.

Then allow the class to split up into subcommittees

so

that each group can discuss how best to approach its task.

When you reconvene the entire commission to receive the
subcommittee progress reports, physically arrange the room
so that subcommittee members sit together and the different

subcommittees face each other across the room.

If you have

by
chosen your topic well, the debate will be well under way
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the time the subcommittees have
finished their reports, and
your principal task will be to act
as moderator and stay out
of the discussion. After this
meeting, allow the students,
as far as possible, to organize the
remainder of the project.
how many more meetings to have, when
to have them, and what
they should cover.

As the project progresses, you will
probably have to remind the class that these are not just
study or discussion
sessions*
the commission's task is to produce
a set of spe-

cific recommendations for action to cope with
a specific problem facing society. When the group has finally
reached a con-

sensus (or decided instead on a majority report with disopinions)
i nS

x

question*

,

you should ask them to consider a conclud—

If this problem could have been anticipated,

years ago, what actions would you have recommended in 19

to have prevented or ameliorated the problem?

('X' is the

difference in years between the fictional present and the
real present, and 19

,

of course, is the real present year.)

Appendix D contains an example of

a scenario which we

have used in workshops on the future of education.

No "gen-

eral-purpose" scenario has been included for you to use di-

rectly for two reasons.

The first is that scenarios need to

have a lot of plausible detail in the interval between now
and then.

This provides "realism," but it also insures that

they become outdated very quickly

— just

as the one in the ap-

pendix will undoubtedly be outdated by the time you read it.
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(For several years-up through
1973-1 used a very successful scenario dealing with an energy
crisis in the year 1977.
us four years ahead of sche-

.

dule,

)

The second reason is that there would
be a definite
tendency to "use the one in the book," and
we have found that
the scenarios are quite sensitive to grade
level.
What works
for high school doesn't work well for junior high.
What

works for junior high doesn't work for 4th grade.

Further-

more, you will want to select topics which enable you to
kill

several birds with one stone.

This is a long exercise, but

if you choose carefully, you can incorporate into it a con-

siderable amount of content for nearly any subject, from energy or test-tube babies to American government or the future
of the arts.

Follow-un

i

After the exercise is finished, the students may

be curious about real commissions, how they work, and how

well they work.

It happens that the findings of two impor-

tant Presidential Commissions are available on film as well
as in book form.

These are the President's Commission on

"Population and the American Future," and the Kerner commission on "Violence in the United States."

The population film

is an official filmed report from the commission, and it is

an interesting exercise in making necessary political compro-

mises among divergent viewpoints, while still presenting some
fairly forthright conclusions.

The Kerner Commission film is
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a powerful documentary about the findings of
the Commission,

rather than an official report by the Commission.

******************* #<#########
Group Process

Quite a number of procedures have been devised for help-

ing people work together better, ranging from sensitivity

training to Robert's Rules of Order.

One of the simplest and

most effective of these procedures is known as "brain-storming."

In the previous exercises, your students may come up

against a situation where, instead of looking for a "right"
answer which will yield to facts and analysis, they are look-

ing for a creative new solution; this is where brain-storming
It is a method for increasing the ability of a

can help.

group to produce unusual or creative solutions, based on the
simple but somewhat surprising observation that good ideas
tend to be "sparked off" by other ideas, regardless of whe-

ther the other ideas are good or bad.

If this is true, then

it follows that the volume of ideas is more important, at

least initially, than the quality when the object is creativity.

.****#***->(-**-«--«-****-«-*'«-'«--»-** -** ’*
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EXERCISE F4»
M ateri al

t

Brainstorming
At least two and preferaoly four or five large

bright
pads of newsprint or poster paper; an equal number of

marking pens or crayons.
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Eioceduxa.

Carefully state the exact task to
which a solution is being sought. Post the pads
of newsprint around the
room where everybody in the class can
see them.
Take a marking pen yourself and stand in front of
one of
the padsi as-

sign the other pads and pens to students
who can write clearly and rapidly. Explain that they are going
to try a procedure called brainstorming, and that the first
step
has three

very simple rules*
1.

Everybody calls out ideas as fast as they can, no matter

how silly, crazy, or stupid they may sound.
2.

The recorders write down every idea, writing as fast as

possible.
3*

Absolutely NO criticism, by word or expression or gesture,

is permitted.

On the contrary, off-beat ideas should be en-

couraged.
The third rule is the key.

The object is to produce a

huge outpouring of ideas, with no regard for quality.

It is

especially important for the teacher not to convey the slightest disapproval of any idea, no matter how eccentric.

one reason for keeping you busy as a recorder.)

(That's

As sheets

are filled up, tear them off the pads and tape or tack them

up around the room where everyone can read them.

If the flow

of suggestions runs dry, recommend that students look at the

different pages and try out combinations or variations of ideas that are already up.

Only after suggestions have dried up with some finality
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should you tell the class to
shift to the second half
of the
process
evaluation. Now the class
brings back the critical judgment which you asked
them to deliberately suspend
during the brainstorming part
and goes through the suggestions carefully, one at a time,
trying to find ways that they
could be applied or made to work
and eliminating those which
could not be effective solutions
to your problem.
The idea
sounds so simple-think first,
criticize later— that it is
hard to believe how effective it can
be.
You will find that
it is a rare brainstorming session that
doesn’t produce
at

least one truly creative or off-beat solution
to a problem.

*************

.*

<

####
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GROUP OPINION*
1.

ESSENTIAL POINTS

Intuitive forecasting by a single expert
is called
"genius forecasting"; it is one of the
oldest methods
of forecasting, but the results tend to
be uneven and
hard to validate.

2.

Expert commissions provide intensive research and debate, but may be excessively influenced by the pres-

tige and persuasiveness of some of the members.
3.

A poll is less expensive than a commission and minimizes the excess influence of personality, but it also eliminates any exchange of ideas and opinions.

4.

Numerous attempts have been made to combine the advantages of both the commission and the poll; the most

successful and widely used of these combination methods is the Delphi.
5.

The Delphi is a poll which is repeated several times;

before being asked their opinions again, the experts
are told the results of the previous round.
6.

The way a question is asked greatly influences the
answers; meaningful answers depend upon well-framed

questions.
7.

The ability of a group to produce creative solutions
can be enhanced by brainstorming, a technique which de-

pends upon the initial suspension of critical judgment
to get the maximum number of ideas, both good and bad.
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Appendix G
Stude nt Curriculum Units

This section contains curriculum units which
were developed by members of the Future Studies Teacher
Preparation Program at the University of Massachusetts.

These units

were presented during the internship of the undergraduates
as
a requirement of the program in conjunction with the
teacher

certification process.

These units have been printed with

the permission of each author and are presented with few

modifications.
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CURRICULUM UNIT

DESIGNING YOUR OWN SOCIETY
created for fifth and sixth grade

by Sharon Werber
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CURRICULUM UNIT

DESIGNING YOUR OWN SOCIETY
created for fifth and sixth grade
INTRODUCTION

OBJECTIVES

i

To help the class relate to the
transition

from the past to present to the future.

To help the stu-

dents perceive the similarities (how everything
is interconnected) and differences in the past to their
possible
futures.

To help them relate to the constant, smooth flow

of history.

To present the class with the concept that

they can create and design their own futures and that they
are at least partially responsible for them.

MATERIALS:

transportation for field trips, access to film

strips, and the various objects listed under "materials" in
the particular lesson plans.

EVALUATION:

An effort to help students realize and under-

stand the transition from past to future and recognize the

value of their own predictions and encourage intuitive,
creative, individual thinking.
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The "Social Studies" class will
have previously
studied a great, major civilization
of the past. They
Will have been emphasizing and
concentrating primarily
on what made that society and culture
great, what factors
influenced or caused its eventual failure!
for example,
the Greek and Roman civilizations.

Beginning with this society studied and progressing
to the present, the students will be conscious
of and con-

centrating on the changes in the society and the various
reasons or explanations for the greatness of the culture
and its eventual failure.

They will be encouraged to take

into consideration our own present society and the reasons

leading up to its prominence and greatness, while thinking
about the major culture of the past, just studied.

Stu-

dents will be encouraged to brainstorm predictions con-

cerning the present state of our society, why it has been
successful, if they feel it is.

They will then brainstorm

predictions about its possible futures.

The teacher will

take care not to make any value judgements on any of the

predictions, nor make any of his/her own predictions, showing, in this way, that all the suggestions are equally pos-

sible and not influencing the class with his/her opinions.

The teacher will act only as moderator.
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CLASS ACTIVITY

After they have finished making
predictions as to the
possible future of our culture and how
they feel it might
change, the class will be broken into
two groups.
The
groups will discuss or debate a few
predictions that interest them the most, one group will explain
why they feel
this will happen, the other group will
defend their position on why they feel it won't occur. This
debate could

concern such things as future methods of transportation;
future forms of housing; the future of jobs, how will
the

hours and requirements change, will they become obsolete?

OBJECTIVE*

This activity will encourage students to think

of their own futures in relation to that of the rest of society, how it will change and how their lives will change

with it.
It will give the class an idea of both sides of the

question and some background in planning and techniques in
the following lesson.
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CLASS ACTIVITY

OBJECTIVE,

to understand the trends in the
development

of cities in the future.

ACTIVITY*

Have class do a "future wheel" after the
earlier

discussion, to accompany and go along with
that project.
For example, the individual may choose to do
a wheel on
the issue of an increased urban population.

Pictures, a trip to Sturbridge Village, field trips to
the

surrounding area, film strips of the cartoon, "The Jetsons".
MATERIALS*
EVALUATION*

access to cartoon strips, transportation.
an effort to help the student understand the

continuity involved in the change and growth of cities.

NOTE*
page.

Future Wheel corresponding to this lesson on next
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MORE

MORE

MORE ACCESS

RECREATIONAL

ROADS

FACILITIES

INNER-CITY

MORE SHOPPING

SCHOOLS

FACILITIES

'

MORE

ftINCREASED^

POLLUTION

l

V

BETTER MASS-

URBAN
POP

j

A

r

STRONGER
TOWN GOVT
AS POPULATION

FEDERAL

GROWS

AID

TRANSPORT
SYSTEMS
MORE JOBS NEEDED

MORE
HOUSING

NEEDED

MORE JOBS CREATED WHILE
TRYING TO ALLEVIATE

OTHER PROBLEMS

Of course, other ideas may be found and taken from this
wheel to form other ones.

STATE k
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LESSON PLAN
OBJECTIVE*

to understand the value of
nature, talk about

the current rate of growth and expansion.

Introduce the

ideas that by the time they're out of high
school, how much
wilderness will be left for them to enjoy
where will it
be and why will unspoiled land be left there.

ACTIVITY*

have the class take trips to places like

Chesterfield Gorge, Quabbin, the waterfall in the woods
ofl*

of Rt. 47 , and Mt. Sugarloaf; the class will observe

animals and flora in its natural environment.

Then go to

the zoo and museums and contrast the environment.

Draw

pictures of the places they've been and show how they feel
about the differences; they will also do an accompanying
"Future Wheel"

MATERIALS*
EVALUATION*

transportation, crayons and paper.
an effort to help the students understand the

value of nature.
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LESSON PLAN
OBJECTIVE,

an effort to aid the class in
understanding the
concept of change, to help the class
recognize the rela-

tionship between the change in architecture
and styles of
homes and the accompanying change in society

and the exist-

ing culture,
ACTIVITY*

the class will observe houses of the past,
pre-

sent, and future through field trips of the surrounding
area, pictures,

slides.

Discuss the changes in the housing through time, the differences and similarities, how long they feel the current
styles will last and why, why do certain ones remain?

MATERIALS*
EVALUATION*

transportation, films and pictures,
an effort to help the class comprehend the con-

cept of change.
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LESSON PLAN

OBJECTIVE,

to encourage students to
think about the chang-

ing styles in architecture and
the reasons behind these
changes, to encourage creativity

and imagination, to under-

stand and compare two and three
dimensional forms.

ACTIVITY,

students will build (individually
or in groups,
depending on the project), models of
future structures. The
building will be three-dimensional.

MATERIALS

i

toothpicks, clay, pipecleaners, dry vegetables

and noodles, paint, glue, paper, styrofoam,
cardboard, news-

papers, blocks.

EVALUATION!

to encourage creativity; to help students util-

ize concepts in math, science, aesthetics and art.
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CLASS ACTIVITY

The class will break up into groups of
approximately
six students in each. They will create and
design

a skit

of some imaginary future citizens interacting in
their future society.

This will enable the class* through an interesting and
®^joy3-^lo medium* to actually become citizens living in

their possible future, just for the length of the skit.

This is an effort to get the class to think realistically
about their own future in their society, how it will be
changed, what will be the causes behind the change, and

what they can do as individual citizens working within the
society, in relation to the changes that will take place.
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LESSON PLAN

OBJECTIVE:

to help the class understand how
their clothing

and even their own anatomy may have to
change to compensate
for changes in the environment and society.

ACTIVITY*

this is an idea similar to that of the skits
on

future societies* although this will extend further
into
the future.

Each individual in the class will design his/

her own body in the future.

They will each explain why they

have made themselves look that way.

MATERIALS*
EVALUATION*

crayons, scissors, glue, paint, paper.
to help the class understand how things they

currently take for granted, may have to change to compensate for changes in the environment and society.
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LESSON PLAN

OBJECTIVE

I

to help the students be
creative and imagina-

tive about the future.

Because it is science fiction,
and
therefore removed from their own lives,
this will make it

easier for them to create freely.

ACTIVITY

Each student will write science fiction
story,
concerning a future society.
i

MATERIALS

i

EVALUATION*
the future.

paper and pencils
to encourage creativity and imagination
about
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DESIGN YOUR OWN SOCIETY
CLASS PROJECT*

The class will be broken into small
groups, each group
will be assigned the location for
its society. Some suggestions for the location of the societies
are*
under the
sea, the cities, the desert, etc.
They will then conduct
research on this geographical location, using
whatever
ma-

terials available to them.

They will consider what they’ve

learned about the civilization studied in the past,
what

made it great, why it eventually failed, what were the
causes of its downfall, thinking about climatic conditions,
and

planning for the future.

They

v/ill

consider ways of living

with, preventing and coping with possible future occurrences,

crises, both natural and man-made.

They will construct a workable society with imaginative, creative future architecture, landscape, general en-

vironment and people.
The class will brainstorm ideas of a future society in
their location, concerning*

food, shelter, weather, cloth-

ing, government, religion, education, language, art, trans-

portation, mass-media, architecture, jobs, values, ideals,

outer space, the human body itself.
MATERIALS*

plywood, newspapers (rolled newspaper makes

very strong structures), toothpicks, dried vegetables and
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noodles, paint, clay,

yam,

string, glue, pipe-cleaners,

styrofoam, dirt, grass, rocks, small
twigs, flowers, cloth,
kitchen articles— aluminum foil, clear
plastic wrap, cardboard boxes, blocks, paintings could
also be used for background in the city.

This will foster creativity, encourage much
free use
of the imagination.
This will provoke thought on future life.
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Curriculum For Two Week Mini
Course

Futuristics Methods

Russ Paulin

•

/
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In the program in which

I

interned this past semester,

the Middle School offered a series of mini courses
which

varied in length from two to six weeks.

These mini-courses

serve as enrichment, to supplement the basic 3 skill courses

which teach the three R*s.

Each teacher develops his own

mini course curriculum and each student then chooses which
one interests him most.

The following unit of ten lesson

plans is an introduction to the future as a discipline and
is intended for use with junior high age students of hetero-

genous abilities.
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DAY 1

OBJECTIVES
1.

To introduce the students to
thinking

in terms of the future, beyond
tomorrow,
beyond next week, next month, beyond

next year.
2.

To evaluate what the class knows, feels,
and guesses about the future.

3.

To work on imaginative writing skills.

ACTIVITIESi
Ask the students to let their minds wander
into the future.

Have them write a story

in class about what life in the year 2000

will

toe

like.

If they like, they may write

about what their personal lives will be

like (a projected autobiography).

This ac-

tivity may be stimulated by first showing a

movie about life styles before the Second
World Wax and pointing out the changes in
life styles over the past 30 years, "What

can we expect in the next 30 years?".

EVALUATION
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DAY

2

1.

To point out the usefulness
of past

OBJECTIVES*

trends in predicting future events
and
life styles.
2.

To get students participating in
class
discussion.

3.

To explore the variety of students*
al-

ternative futures.

ACTIVITIES

*

Ask the students to read the stories written
in yesterday*
class.

s

exercise out loud to the

Try to point out similarities and

differences from modern times.

Ask how the

differences would have evolved, how have
the similarities changed?

In this way, es-

tablish the role of trends as a useful tool
in making more-accurate prophesies.

Ask the students to name trends they see e-

volving in modern society.

List them on the

blackboard and save for tomorrow.

EVALUATION*
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DAY 3

OBJECTIVES*
1*

To

courage

group interaction and iden-

tity.
2.

To introduce the concept of
alternative

futures through the use of a futures
wheel.
3«

To explore some alternative futures
and

emphasize the importance of decisions.
4,

To give the students opportunity for ar-

tistic expression.

ACTIVITIES*

Using the list of trends from yesterday's
class, ask the students to organize them-

selves into groups of three, choose a trend
and construct an alternative "futures

wheel".

Have lots colored paper and art

materials on hand and have the class decorate the room's bulletin boards with the fu-

tures wheels.

Encourage interaction within

the groups, and encourage the groups to share

their finished products.

capsulize what it did.

EVALUATION*

Have each group
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DAY 4

OBJECTIVES*
1.

To try to get a better
perspective on
what the future will be like.

2.

To enlarge the horizons and
parameters

of the trends, and variety of
trends,
that the students have started
to compile.
3.

To vary the media used in
presentation

of information.

ACTIVITIES*
Talk briefly about the trends that the class
has so far identified.
'Future Shock".

Then show the movie

Emphasize the importance of

picking out the important trends that movie
pushes.

Are these really important?

Are

they the same as the ones identified by the

students?

Use this for a springboard for

discussion of which are the important trends
for the future.

EVALUATION*

•

r
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DAY 5
OBJECTIVES
1.

To come to a realization of
decisions

that make up a trend, determine
it's

direction.
2.

To try to instill in the students
the

wiseness of long-term decision making
vs.
3*

short term.

To make the students aware of the powers

and forces that make decisions around us,

how they (as citizens) can influence them.

ACTIVITIES*

Discussion is the key to this class.

Eegin

with an over all conversation of history, the

men and events that shaped

it.

Introduce the

Great Man in Society idea vs. situational
control.

Can one man control the shape of

things to come?

How is history shaped, who

makes the decisions?

Look at the evolution

of problems that have developed in this coun-

try (i.e. the energy crisis) and try to an-

alyze the inefficient, "bad" decisions that

were made.

helped?

How could long term planning have

Using a game here would be useful in

the practice of making long-term decisions
and testing their usefulness.

EVALUATION*
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DAY
Note*

6

At this time, it would be more
appropriate to try to deal
with some more specific material and
get down
to some of

the most pressing problems of our times
and where they
are going. What long range plans might
be useful?

OBJECTIVES

*

1.

To get across a great deal of information
of

specific nature as efficiently as possible.
2.

To give the students a good basis in over

population problems, famine, birth control
and the accompanying complex of related

problems.
3.

To emphasize the cross-cultural nature of

these problems, can work across national

boundaries?

ACTIVITIES*

An exceptional movie to show here is "Tomorrow's
Children" distributed by Planned Parenthood.

It

is a good, comprehensive, interdisciplinary stu-

dy of over population and the series of problems

that result from it.

Let the students discuss

it afterwards and break down into small groups
to consider the movie* s message.

It might be

interesting to ask students about such topics as
abortion, birth control, and planned parenthood.

Students are generally very opinionated on
these topics.

EVALUATION*
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DAY 7

OBJECTIVES
1.

To involve community individuals
in the
area,

2.

To get a specialist in the area
of efforts

being made to find long term solutions
through legislation.
3*

expose the students to an outside indi-

vidual.

ACTIVITIES*
Invite a member of WMPIRG or a similar Public

Interest Research Group to speak on ongoing
efforts to legislate rational, long term so-

lutions to the most pressing problems.

This

is particularly useful as the problems the

representative will be speaking about will
have to do with the students' home area.

Thus,

the relevancy of the material should be a draw-

ing attraction.

These will be real problems

with real solutions needed.

Ask how interested

students might be able to help.

EVALUATION*
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DAY

8

1.

To remove the class from the
school class
room setting and into the real
world.

2#

To give the students some
experience in

OBJECTIVES

the field of legislation, politics,
3.

To follow the passage or progress
of a

local anti-pollution bill or a similar
measure.

ACTIVITIES

i

Take the class on a field trip to the nearest

center of legislation and watch the state senate, house of representatives, or whatever

representative ruling body (could be town
council) debate a local ecology bill, etc..

Try to point out to the students the roles of
the different proponents and antagonists.

Why do they support their side of the issue?
Is this long term or short term planning?

How can the public exert it's influence here?
EVALUATION*
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DAY 9

OBJECTIVES
1*

To

the class more fun, and work in

groups.
2.

To consolidate and reinforce the
learning

which has taken place.
3*

To function as an opportunity for origin-

ality and artistic endeavor.

ACTIVITIES*
Divide the class up into groups once more.
Have each group create it's own futuristics
game.

The teacher should provide a variety

of materials to work with.

Students may want

to model their games after monopoly or the

series of war games.

Assign the students a

follow-through assignment, have them create a
scenario with alternative futures for tomorrow.

Should incorporate some of the concepts

they have learned in the course.

EVALUATION*
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DAY 10

OBJECTIVES
1.

To provide a variety of
experiences in the
realm of futuristics.

2,

To encourage long term planning
through

the role playing done in the
games.
3«

To end the course on a pleasant,
festive
note.

ACTIVITIES*
Collect the assignment (scenarios) from
yesterday.

Have the students set up their games

in different parts of the room, casino style.

Each group is in charge of running it's own
game but individual members can wander around

trying all the other games.

Poker chips might

be used and the holder of the most chips at
the end of the period (the best futurist) can

be offered a prize.

EVALUATION*

Suggestion*

Students be evaluated on the basis of participation
and self-evaluation in this course.
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Values Clarification Mini -Unit

i

On War

No student in high school today can recall a year

of his life when some part of the world has not

been ravaged by war.

Since the first day he walked

into a classroom this nation alone has been engaged

in continuous battle in Vietnam; for almost as long
such terms as overkill, deterrence, ICBM, and firststrike capability have been a part of his vocabulary.
As a citizen of a democracy who will soon be asked
to cast a vote which could well affect the course of

world affairs for years to come, it is essential that
a teenager possess some awareness of the meaning of

war and is clear in his own mind where his values lie
in regard to that issue.

It is to this end that this

mini-unit is directed.
The course is aimed at students in grades 10-12.

It

consists of three two hour sessions, the first two of

which are separated by an interval of at least one
day and the second and third by an interval of two
weeks.

Ronand D. Rembaum
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Dav One
Values voting
A,

Have each member of the class indicate how he feels about each of the following ten statements by

B.

1.

waving hand emphatically if he strongly agrees

2.

raising hand if he simply agrees

3.

shaking hand with thumb down if he strongly disagrees

4.

indicating by "thumbs down" if he simply disagrees

5.

folding arms if he chooses not to answer

Statements to vote on
1.

If the US were subjected to a nuclear attack, our

best interests would dictate that we retaliate imme-

diately and in kind.
2.

Man is inately aggressive; therefore there will always be war.

3.

War is never justified as a solution to international
conflict.

4.

In face of the reality of world power relationships,

only the presence of a nuclear arsenal offers a viable deterrent to war.
5.

The most realistic US foreign policy is one based on

our national security and well-being.
6.

War is immoral.

7.

security of
A nation has the right to threaten the

other nations in pursuit of its own security.
8

to foreign doniIt is morally preferable to submit
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nation and then resist non-violently rather
than wage
war and risk mutual destruction.
9.

It is the duty of every citizen to serve in
the armed

forces of his country if called upon to do so.
10.

President Nixon should grant amnesty to American
draft resisters now living in foreign countries.

After the voting has been completed, divide the class in-

C.

to groups of three, and have each group select one of the

statements and discuss it.

Students should be encouraged

to express their own opinions and to reflect on the ram-

ifications of those opinions if they were made official
government policy.
Total Timet

30 min.

Values sheet

While the class remains in groups of three, distribute

A.

values sheet to each student for completion.

a

(15 min)*

Upon completion of the exercise, have the students dis-

B.

cuss their answers to the questions within their groups.

Stop the discussions after about ten minutes.

Each stu-

dent must now tell the other members of his group what
he liked most about what each of the others had to say.
("I liked it when you said...")

Total Timei

* A

30 min.

sample values sheet is included as the last page of this

mini -unit.
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Values card
A.

Distribute 5X8 cards to the class.

On the card have each

pupil write a statement which in some way expresses
how
he feels about war.

Encourage the class to be creative.

Don't limit the topic to a particular war or even to
war
as fought between nations.
Broaden the subject range to
include such topics as intrafamily conflict, crime, vio-

lence on television, peace demonstrations, etc.

The aim

of this exercise is to have the student look inside himself in order to get in touch with his own attitudes and

values.
B.

(

20 min)

Collect the cards and read them aloud to the class without mentioning the names of those who wrote them.

When

the reading has been completed, ask for comments and re-

actions.

Have students elaborate on the view presented

on their cards if they so desire.
Total Timei

Assignment*

50 min.

values collage

In preparation for the next session, students are assigned the task of making a collage which reflects their

individual attitudes toward war.

As was the case of the

values cards, imaginations should be allowed free reign
and not be confined to scenes of combat and soldiers in

uniform.

It should be emphasized that the collage should

be an expression of the individual self

;

therefore any

included.
pictures which the student feels relevent may be
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*******

Dav Two

Values collage
A.

Divide the class into groups of three, and have
each student describe his particular collage and receive

comments

from the other members of the group.
B#

After about ten minutes divide the class into groups of
six by having one group combine with another.

The stu-

dents again discuss their collages, but this time rather
than each individual presenting his own collage, another

member of the original group presents it.

In the end

each student should have had the opportunity to introduce the collage of another.
Total Time*

30 min.

Brainstorming and two-week assignment
A.

Conduct a brainstorming session on the different ways an
individual can identify with war.
respond spontaneously.

Encourage students to

Appoint two pupils to record the

responses on the blackboard.
B.

C.

Brainstorming rules
1.

Quantity better than quality

2.

No judgements

3.

Piggyback or hitchhike on previous responses

Assignment*

sensitivity modules

Between this class and the next which will be held two
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weeks hence, each pupil has the assignment of
selecting
one of the means of identifying with war that
has just

been mentioned and accomplishing it.

Upon completion of

the module a written record will he made which includes

the following
!•

impressions and reactions while undertaking the assignment

2.

the extent to which personal attitudes regarding war

have changed (if at all) as a result of this assign-

ment
3.

that which was learned about war that wasn’t known
before.

This record will be handed in at the next session.

On

that occasion each student will share his experience with
the class.

Total Time

i

30 min.

Continuum

Draw a continuum on the blackboard like the one below.
Label one end "love war so much that you would have volunteered to be a kamikaze pilot" and the other end "hate

war so much that you've decided to starve yourself until
all armies are abolished."

Kamikaze

Starvation
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Ask various pupils to relate their
personal feelings to
ward war, and have them indicate where
they see
them-

selves on the continuum.
Total Timet
I

40 min.

learned's
Have each member of the class state one thing that
he has
learned about himself as a result of all the value
clari-

fication exercises experienced during the past two sessions of this mini -unit.
Total Timet

20 min.

********

Dav Three
Sensitivity modules
This entire session is devoted to the sharing of the sen-

sitivity modules related to war that each student has un-

dertaken since the last class.

Pupils should address

their comments to the three points upon which the record
of their experience was based.

If time permits it might be interesting to conduct an-

other "I learned" exercise, especially since the members
of the class now have their sensitivity modules to draw
upon.

a******
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Values Sheeti

On War

American front-line volunteers enjoy shooting and killing,
and do it more effectively than most people.

It is the dead-

ly efficiency of the slaughter that impresses us, and the
at
times bewildering overkill

-

dropping bombs on individuals or

using multi -million dollar planes to "barbecue" peasant huts
....This enthusiasm for killing was exhibited. .by a "Huey"
.

pilot who described killing a single mani

"I

ran that little

mother all over the place hosing him with guns but somehow or
other we just didn't hit him.

Finally he turned on us and

stood there facing us with his rifle.
ass then.

We really blasted his

Blew him up like a toy balloon."
Philip Slater, The Pursuit of Loneliness
*******

Briefly jot down your reactions to the above paragraph.

Where do you draw the line between devotion to duty and de

votion to conscience?

In Chicago a number of persons were arrested for smashing a

museum exhibit which simulated a helicopter attack on a Vietnamese village.

The display was so devised that museum pa-

fire from
trons could participate in the attack by directing
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the helicopter onto the village.

dual huts would light up.

As hits were made indivi-

In your opinion, should the per-

sons who destroyed the exhibit be punished?

Why or why not?

If you were an Air Force pilot and were given the order to

bomb a heavily populated area, how do you think you'd react?

Would your reaction be any different if you were an Army officer and the order was to destroy the same area by ground
assault?
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Mini -Unit on Population

The findings of a computer study undertaken
at MIT
reveal that by the year 2020 the existing

supply of

natural resources will be insufficient to
support the
number of people that will then inhabit the
globe.

Even if such a forecast proves

to be invalid, no re-

sponsible spokesman would deny that overpopulation is
one of the most serious problems facing mankind today.

The responsibility of teachers on all levels of educa-

tion to acquaint young people with the importance of

population control and to help them clarify their valutes in regard to that issue is a great one.

To assist

teachers in fulfilling this responsibility is the pur-

pose of the exercises which comprise this mini -unit;
each is aimed at getting the problem out of the mono-

graph and into the classroom.

Such an effort is of

prime importance, for not until the issue is fully un-

derstood can the task of defusing the population bomb
be effectively undertaken.

This module consists of four one hour sessions, and
is appropriate for students in grades 5”12.

Ronald D. Rembaum
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Dav One
Values voting
In order to solve a problem it is first essential
to understand its nature, and this involves a knowledge

of the

obstacles which impede its solution.
overpopulation, it is often values

political

—

-

For the issue of
religious, moral,

which stand in the way of effective popula-

tion control.

The purpose of the following exercise is

to help the student clarify his own values in regard to

the issue.

By so doing he will not only begin to appre-

ciate the complexity of the problem, but he will have a

basis on which to formulate his own answer to the population question.
A.

Have each member of the class indicate how he feels
about each of the following ten statements by
1.

waving hand emphatically if he strongly agrees

2.

raising hand if he simply agrees

3.

shaking hand with thumb down if he strongly disagrees

B.

4.

indicating by "thumbs down" if he simply disagrees

5.

folding arms if he chooses not to answer

Statements to vote on
1.

The right to bear children is God-given; only God

can take it away.
2.

The number of children per family should be limited
should
to two; parents having more than two children
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be penalized.
3,

As an incentive for limiting family size, our
pre-

sent system of tax exemptions should be reversed
so

that families pay more with each child they have.
4,

Abortion should be legalized.

5,

Neither the Pope nor any other religious leader has
the right to condemn artificial methods of birth control,

6,

The United States should refuse foreign aid to countries which have not implemented a program of popu-

lation control.
7,

10.
8,

Techniques of birth control should be taught as part
of a course in sex education in the public schools.

Birth control devises should be obtainable free of
charge.

9,

Monetary awards should be given to individuals who
undergo voluntary sterilization.
As a means of reducing population size, the lives of

people over ?0 who are suffering from fatal disease
should not be prolonged by medication? only drugs to

kill pain should be administered.
Total Timet

Film.
A.

i

15 min.

"People by the Billions"

This film provides a visual description of the population
crisis, and is thus an excellent means of introducing the
issue.

By placing the problem in historical perspective,
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it makes the point that overpopulation
is largely a product of modern technology and scientific
achievement

which have done much to lessen the effectiveness
of such
traditional population controls as pestilence, famine,
and war.
oi*

3-

"People by the Billions," being but the first

series of McGraw-Hill films on the population prob-

lem, does not dwell on the question of possible solu-

tions.
B.

(30 min)

Solutions to the problem of too many people can now be
made the subject of a follow-up discussion.

Have the

students keep in mind the various values related to the

population controversy that were brought up during the
previous exercise.

During the course of the discussion

have them reflect on the ramifications their solutions

would have if they were made official government policy.
Total Time*

45 min.

Dav Two
Multiplier effect
This exercise is designed to show the effect of family
size on population growth over a period of 10 generations.

Divide the class into five groups.

Assign each group a

certain number of children per family
spectively.

-

2,3»4,5»10 re “

Have each group determine how many offspring

would have been born after 10 generations if each child
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were to grow up and sire as many children
as existed in
his family.
Solution*
2x2x2

10 times = 2048

2x3x3

10 times = 118,098

2x4x4.....

10 times =

2

,

097,152

2x5x5

10 times = 19.531,250

2x10x10

10 times = 20,000,000,000

Total Time*

20 min.

Brainstorming
It has previously been pointed out that personal values
are a serious impediment to solving the problem of over-

population.

So, too, are ignorance and the inability or

unwillingness of individuals to see the fact of too many
people as a serious threat to their wellbeing.

A brain-

storming session on techniques for acquainting people with

population as an issue is an ideal way for students to
discover what they can do to break down the barriers of
misunderstanding.
A,

B.

Brainstorming rules
1.

Quantity better than quality

2.

No judgements

3.

Piggyback or hitchhike on previous responses

Encourage students to respond spontaneously.

Appoint

two pupils to record the responses on the blackboard.

A possible long-range assignment stemming from this
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exercise is to have each student select
one of the techniques of acquainting people with the issue
of population and act upon it.
Total Timei

15 min.

Overpopulation and resources
The purpose of this exercise and the one to follow on day
three is to add a new dimension to the population problem,
the effect of too many people on the supply of natural re-

sources.

A simple way of dramatizing the relationship between over-

population and resource distribution is to have each member of the class draw the outline of a pine tree on a

piece of scrap paper.

Instruct each member of the class

to cut out his tree from the rest of the paper, but only

provide one pair of scissors with which to accomplish the
task.

Add an element of anxiety to the activity by set-

ting a time limit and threatening a penalty to those who
are unable to finish.

Total Time«

20 min.

*******

Dav Three
Overpopulation and resources
A.

i

a global model

Draw the outlines of the continents of Asia, Africa, and
North America on the floor.

The outlines should be large

contienough so that ten students can stand within each
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nent.

Select nine students from the class,
and place
them on the various continents roughly
in proportion

their actual population.

to

(If one child represents 300

million people, there would be one child in
Africa, one
in North America, and seven in Asia - excluding
USSR,

Add Jhe dimension of resources to the model by
passing
out candy in approximate proportion to the actual

global

distribution of natural resources.
States alone uses some

6 QF/3 of all

Since the United
resources consumed an-

nually, the children standing on North America should be

given that much of the candy.

Don't forget, too, that

the continents of Europe, Australia, and South America

have been excluded from the model.

The inhabitants of

these continents consume at least 30^ of the remaining

resources which leaves the people of Africa and Asia with
about 10^ to share among themselves.
The model just created represents the approximate rela-

tionship between population and resources in 1970.

At

this point the class should be asked to discuss the model
in terms of what it says about world conditions.

What are

the implications of these conditions for the future course

of international relations?

How would the members of the

class react to the world situation if they were Africans

or Asians?

Do they think it is right for resources to be

distributed so unequally?

redress the imbalance.

If not, what should be done to
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B.

Now project the model into the year 2000.

If present po-

pulation trends continue, the number of people
living in
Asia and Africa will have doubled while the population

of

North America will have increased by about 1.5.

Add

more students to the model to reflect these changes.
(For the sake of illustration, it is suggested that the

number of students in North America be left at one.)
Follow the same procedure in regard to the distribution
of resources.

According to Paul Ehrlich, in just 20

years the United States will be using 80^ of all resources consumed annually.
right.

If we allow a

15/^

Let us assume that he is
annual rate of resource con-

sumption for Europe, Australia, and South America, this
leaves 5#

the continents of Africa and Asia.

Redis-

tribute the candy to reflect these changes.

This time, instead of conducting a discussion, let the
students standing on the continents play the role of world
leaders.

If they are dissatisfied with the prevailing

situation, have them undertake whatever steps they deem

appropriate to make conditions better.
Total Timei

I

30 min.

learned's

Have each member of the class state one thing that he has
learned both about himself, in terms of attitudes and val~
as a
ues, and about the issue of overpopulation either

particular or as
result of the exercise just concluded in
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a result of any of the other activities performed
during

the past three sessions.

Total Timet

15 min.

*******

Dav Four

Population poster
The final session is devoted to allowing the student to

express his attitudes in regard to the population issue.

The task is to make a poster, collage, or picture which
will let other people know how he feels about the problem.

Encourage the class to be creative.

Don’t limit

the topic specifically to overpopulation; broaden it to

include abortion, mercy killing, or any other related
question.

By all means insist on the expression of one's

true feelings.

If,

for example, a student does not be-

lieve in artificial methods of birth control, allow him
the right to express this belief in his poster.

Since time is limited, it might be worthwhile to explain
the poster making assignment at the end of the third session,

This will give the students time to think about

what they are going to do.

For those who choose the me-

dium of a collage, the additional time will provide the

opportunity to search for materials which express their
points of view.
*******
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BUILDING A FUTURE CITYi

A FUTURE STUDIES LEARNING UNIT
David Babel

This project is an attempt to develop a workable
program
of future studies for use in an elementary school

social stud-

ies class, preferably in grades three, four or five.

The ma-

jor objective of the project is to develop in children,
first,

an awareness of the future, and second, an awareness that

their future is one that should be planned and prepared for.
Ideas Behind The Project

The future is a highly abstract concept for anyone, but

notably more so for children.

Their view of the future is

largely limited by its insignificance to them, although this

may be something that is undergoing a change.

However, be-

cause of their lack of contact with the future and all that
it entails, this project is dedicated to changing the child's

views of the future and what it might hold for him/her.
The major ideas to be presented to children in this

project are

1)

that the future can hold anything at all, that

it can be anything; the future can be thought of simply as a

variety of alternatives, any one of which is a possibility;
and

2)

that the future (near future) might realistically be

thought of as a response to the present; the future is a planned, prepared for concept that is an attempt to deny the neg-

ative aspects of the present.
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Stage

I

The Future As Various Alternatives
The most important concept to be presented to the child-

.

ren in Stage
no limits.
to contain.

I

is this*

the future can be anything.

It has

It can contain whatever the child's mind wants it

The future is just a set of possible alterna-

tives.

The class should be set up so that children can work on
an individual basis.

It is best to do this to gain as many

possible futures as you can for the class as a whole.

The

greater the number of alternative futures, the more likely it
is that the children will grasp what it is they are being

taught.

The project the children are to conduct is the building
of a future city.

Their task is to simply create out of any

materials available, a city which they think they would like
to see in the future, or a city which they think would be a

possible future for the real world.

The project has no lim-

its so children can do whatever they want to.

The children should not be required to use just certain

materials.

Anything can be used and they should be encourag-

ed to bring in their own things.

The teacher might also try

possible for
to bring in as wide a variety of materials as
the children's use.

Children can delve into almost any area

they wish in developing their future eityi

anything from the

degree of commost simple basic economies with the smallest
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plexity all the way to the most complex
technological societies with the most modern devices. Science
fiction may be
touched on by certain children and this type
of idea should
be encouraged.
It can be fascinating.

The children can build their future cities on any
type
of surface they would like.

Flat pieces of plywood often

serve as excellent bases for each future city but some child-

ren may have other ideas*

they may want to create completely

new structures in 'outer space* for their future cities.

Ma-

terials for building each future city could include wood,
plastic, glass, clay, cardboard, bricks, cloth, paint, or

anything else that might be available in the classroom.

It

is beneficial to use materials that can be transformed in the

middle of construction because children often start out doing
one thing but change their minds when they get hold of a new
idea.

The teacher would play a limited role in this first part
of the project.

The idea is to get the children to respond

spontaneously to the idea of the future and what it might
hold.

Creative developments by each child should be encour-

aged.

Even the most far out devices that children think up

can be at least tried out.

Once children start, they often

get carried away with very elaborate schemes which can prove
to be very interesting.

In this stage, children do not have to answer for what
they've done.

They do not have to explain, for example, how
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their future city would meet any present day needs.

They

would not need to explain how their future city's population
would be fed as they may have decided that food is no longer
a necessity in their scheme of things.

They may have also

decided that their future city is to be occupied by them alone, thus making the whole concept of population a comple-

tely irrelevant notion.

These possibilities should not be

discouraged because they do represent alternative futures for
the children.

And this is the key to the first part of the

project, that children come up with as many varied ways of

perceiving the future as they can.
What are the children required to do with their projects.

Each child in the class should be able to explain

his/her future city.

That is, each child should be able to

tell the class how his/her future city operates, how the ma-

terials in the city were used and what they represent.

He/

she should also be able to decide how plausible his or her

future city is.

In other words, what is the chance that in

the future, his/her future city will become a reality, as

judged by his/her present day conception of the probable future.

These are the only things that the children should be

required to do, other than build their future cities.

No

those of
other limits should be placed on them, other than

normal classroom procedure.

Without restraints, the class

exciting future cities
should be able to produce a variety of
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that the children will enjoy and be
proud of.

After the various future cities have been
built, the
class as a whole can come together in
a circle to show what
has been done.

Each child can come into the center of the

circle to show the class his/her future city.

At this point,

they can explain their future city as fully
as possible, telling the class what goes on in their future city, if
anythin?,

what the materials represent, and whether or not the future
city is a plausible representation of the future.
The teacher should emphasize, at this point, that each
child has come up with his/her own idea of what the future
will be like and that all of the future cities presented could

possibly come into existence.
Stage II

The Future As A Response To The Present

Stage
concept.

I

dealt with a notion of the future as a flexible

The idea of time was discarded as the children were

allowed to do whatever they wanted to.

They were free to de-

velop a future city of their own choosing, one that may have
had no relationship at all to their present world.

future of Stage

I

The far

had nothing holding it back, no limits

placed on it, no problems, no rules or drawbacks as far as
resources were concerned.

Present and future were separated.

Children could develop future cities without pollution, resource deficits, population problems, food shortages, en-

vironmental problems, etc.

They were free to creatively en-
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tertain all kinds of new future images without
fear of reprisal.
They could cause without any effect.
Stage

I

was interesting but it offered a problem-free

concept of the future.

The second stage is concerned with

the near future, the future that is a response to the
present.

In this stage, the children would be given a specific situation that they would have to respond to.
solve the problem presented to them.

They would have to

Instead of freely creat-

ing any future city, they would have to build a city that

would be a solution to what the teacher has set up.

The child-

ren would need to plan out their future city more precisely.
This time, the class as a whole should work on one future
city, instead of working individually.

Also, for purposes of

simplification, the project should be centered around only

tv/o

basic variables.
The reason for this is that it is much easier to direct

this type of project and it is much easier for children to

learn from it with just two variables involved.

Two possible

factors for the children to deal with in the problem situa-

tion could be population and resource supply.

The idea would

be to set up the project so that the relationship between

these two variables could be shown to the children.

At the start of the project, the teacher would set aside
all the available materials to be used for the future city.

These would be placed in the Resource Market.

These would be

future city.
the only materials that could be used to build the
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A large piece of plywood could be used as the surface
for the
future city.
The teacher would be the one who would manipulate the

population variable.

He/she could initially decide the ini-

size of the population.

The population would then have

to be represented on the plywood surface in some fashion.

This could be done by painting dark areas on the plywood surface.

The task for the children would be to build a future

city that would "cover" this population; in effect, the child-

ren would be told that by doing so, they would be satisfying
the basic needs of that segment of the population.

The teacher could then manipulate the population by daily

increasing its size, by painting new areas on the plywood surface for the children to deal with.

The Resource Market mentioned previously would be one

with a limited supply of materials.

It would be designed to

But

contain usable materials for building the future city.

with the supply limited, eventually the children would be
unable to sustain the newest segments of the population.

Through this type of work, they might see that there is a
limit to the population size that the earth can hold.

Con-

trol of population and use of resources would be made impor-

tant to the children.

This type of variable manipulation can be used wi

^h

children,
other factors, to draw other relationships for

ror

of land availexample, increased population and the amount
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able for food production might be another relationship
that

can be explored while children develop a future city.

An-

other relationship might be drawn between the number of new

buildings being built and the amount of fuel left in supply.

With these kinds of exercises, children might gain a
better sense of their future and what it holds for them.
Comparisons can be made between Stages

I

and II.

The child-

ren can discuss their experiences to examine the similarities and differences between the two future cities they've
built.
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